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Editorial

EDITORIAL
In the peer reviewed articles for issue 68 of the New Contree aspects of the
environmental, military, financial as well as social history of the Western
and Eastern Cape region of South Africa prominently features. Poverty,
personalities and their initiatives are eminent. The entry article on White
settlement and irrigation schemes: CF Rigg and the founding of Bonnievale
in the Breede river, 1900-c.1953 covers a valuable sample of imperialismembedded settlement history in the heyday of British empire governance in
South Africa. The entrepreneurial activities of the Scottish emigrant Rigg in
the Breede River paved way for accommodating poor whites on his so-called
Riggton plots, which eventually contributed to the establishment of the town
Bonnievale.
Then follow Perspective on John Graham and the Fourth Cape Eastern Frontier
war of 1811-1812. The outstanding military and intellectual skills qualities of
Graham in this War against the Xhosa are critically reviewed for its short term
successes but a failure in securing long lasting peace and stability in relations
with the Colony’s Xhosa neighbours.
The next article moves further back in time to the period of rule by the Dutch
East Indian Company (DEIC). In Public finances under private company rule:
The Dutch Cape Colony (1652–1795) the expenditures and revenue sources of
the Company at the Cape are under review. Interestingly it’s pointed out in
the discussion that the Company’s expenses exceeded its revenues throughout
the period under review and that the tax system was broadly progressive.
At the time the DEIC apparently did not invest outrageously to secure the
economic development of the Cape Colony.
In Early roots of ‘coloured’ poverty: How much can 19th century censuses assist to
explain the current situation? the authors review the pervasive poverty among
Coloureds since 1865 from a socio-economic angle, based on census data.
The last peer reviewed contribution stand uniquely on its own but with a
distinctive point of departure on a probably controversial perceived topic,
namely: Threats of Communist expansion in Apartheid South Africa: NP claims
versus CIA intelligence perspectives in the years 1960 to 1990. The authors
engage with the apparent perception that the threat of Soviet expansionism
during the time of South Africa’s Border War during 1966 to 1989 was a
1I
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fabrication by the National Party government to motivate young men to fight
to maintain Apartheid as the main political ideology. By occupying with CIA
intelligence reports, these perceptions are contested.
The book reviews also fits nicely into the article offerings of this edition:
Refreshing insights are provided on cultural memory and early civilization
(author: Jan Assmann); the Slave society of the Cape of Good Hope (author:
Karel Schoeman) and the multi-authored effort of WJ Constantine’s newacclaimed perspectives on the Anglo-Boer War.
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CF Rigg and the founding of Bonnievale in the Breede River Valley

White settlement and irrigation schemes: CF Rigg and
the founding of Bonnievale in the Breede River Valley,
1900-c.19531
Wessel Visser
University of Stellenbosch, South Africa
wpv@sun.ac.za

Abstract
The idea to initiate irrigation development as part of a white colonisation
scheme and a political movement to settle Britons on land in South Africa dates
back to the culmination of British imperialism in the late nineteenth century.
Such schemes were envisaged by imperialists such as Cecil Rhodes, Thomas
Smartt and Percy Fitzpatrick and became more viable with the promulgation
of the Cape Colony’s Irrigation Act of 1893 which extended the facility of
government loan funds to private individuals. In 1900 a Scottish immigrant,
CF Rigg, obtained land on the Breede River in the Western Cape which was
divided after a survey into irrigation plots for private purchase. Thus, Rigg
began one of the first private real estate schemes in South Africa. Apart from
a number of poor white Afrikaner ostrich farmers, who left the droughtstricken Oudtshoorn district in search of better agricultural conditions by
purchasing plots from Rigg, he also targeted British World War One veterans.
Rigg compiled an elaborate and professional recruitment brochure which
included detailed information on aspects such as soil conditions, climatology
and geographical features, agricultural possibilities, transport facilities and
shipping fares from Britain to South Africa. This article explores the historical
development of Rigg’s irrigation settlement and infrastructural development
such as the construction of a weir and canal system (which included the drilling
and blasting of an irrigation tunnel) under the guise of white colonisation
and settlement in the age of empire in early twentieth century South Africa.
As the number of purchasers of irrigation plots increased over time, Rigg’s
scheme, originally called Riggton, would gradually develop into the town and
agricultural community of Bonnievale, derived from the Scottish word for
“beautiful” and the local railway siding Vale.
Keywords: CF Rigg; Breede River; Bonnievale; Irrigation; White settlement;
British imperialism; Brandvlei Dam.
1

Research for this paper was made possible by the National Research Foundation and the HB and MJ Thom Trust
of the University of Stellenbosch. I am also indebted to Mr Bennie Schloms of the Department of Geography
at the University of Stellenbosch for providing valuable information regarding agricultural conditions in the
Breede River Valley. I am equally thankful to Mr Pieter Roussouw of the law firm Van Niekerk & Linde
at Bonnievale and secretary of the Zanddrift Irrigation Board, for his cordial assistance and for allowing me
unrestricted access to the board’s archives and minutes.
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Introduction
In the introduction to the Southern African Development Community
report, Water in Southern Africa, the editors boldly state: “Everything in
southern Africa starts with water”.2 South Africa, it could be said, is a country
defined by water, or rather the lack of an abundant supply of water. The
names of countless towns, hamlets and farms end on an Afrikaans suffix
indicating “water”, “fountain”, “river”, “well”, “drift”, “creek”, “pool”, “dam”,
“pan”, “stream” or “marsh”. These suffixes in Afrikaans geographical namegiving are indicative of an awareness among its people of a predominantly
arid country with an average low annual rainfall and therefore scant water
resources. As early as 1970 the then Minister of Water Affairs, SP Botha, was
quoted as saying: “Water is by far the most important factor in South Africa’s
future economic growth, even more important than gold or [industrial]
production”.3 The availability of water, therefore, had a major impact on the
historical development of all South African communities and in particular, on
white settlement and irrigation schemes in this country.
Where irrigation technology could be implemented successfully it played a
major role in securing permanent residency for whites in the interior of South
Africa. More importantly, irrigation technology created opportunities for a
denser settlement in rural areas and this phenomenon in turn increased the
possibilities of greater permanence on the land considerably. This situation
corresponded with contemporary strategies implemented by governments in
the USA and Australasia to connect people to the land.4 Although studies
on irrigation schemes had been published earlier in the twentieth century,
South African historians began to focus more intensely on water histories as
a sub-discipline of history only since the 1990s.5 Between 1924 and 2012
some noticeable academic studies on irrigation in South Africa have been

2
3
4
5

M Chenje and P Johnson eds., Water in Southern Africa (Harare, SARDC, 1996), p. xv.
FA Venter, Water (Johannesburg, Afrikaanse Pers-Boekhandel, 1970), pp. 22, 563-567.
JWN Tempelhoff, “Omgewingslagoffers of armblankes? Water en welvaartskepping in die era van Hertzog
1924-1939” (Genl. JBM Hertzoggedenklesing XXXV, S.A. Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns, Pretoria, 21
September 2006), p. 9.
JWN Tempelhoff, “Recent trends in South African water historiography”, The Journal for Transdisciplinary
Research in Southern Africa, 4, (1), July 2008, pp. 273-296.
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published.6 However, only three academic publications exist on the history
of irrigation in the Western Cape,7 except for other snippets in books about
rural town histories and regional histories. The occasional, odd histories
published on water or irrigation are usually done by local lay historians as
a “labour of love” to their communities, but these are often marred by an
amateurish approach that is characterised by a lack of scientific research
methodology, inaccuracies, anecdotes and a lack of a proper synthesis.8 This
article investigates the establishment of a private land and irrigation settlement
scheme in the period of British imperialism in South Africa and forms part
of an extensive research project initiated by the author since 2011 to record
the history of water procurement for irrigation purposes in the Western Cape.
Image 1: Christopher Forrest Rigg, 1861-1926

Source: Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection: Photos.
6

7

8

See e.g. CO Linscott, “A short history of irrigation development in South Africa”, SA Irrigation Magazine, 3
(2), June 1924, pp. 50-57; PJ Roussouw, “Die arbeidskolonie Kakamas”, Argief-jaarboek vir Suid-Afrikaanse
Geskiedenis, 14 (II), 1939; PJ Cornelissen, “’n Geografiese studie van die besproeiingsnedersetting Kanoneiland”
(MA, US, 1950); JM Meiring, Sunday River Valley. Its History and settlement (Cape Town and Amsterdam, AA
Balkema, 1959); JC Kotzé, “Die Vaalhartsbesproeiingskema. ‘n Ekonomiese en sosiaal-geografiese studie” (MA,
US, 1961); K Shillington, “Irrigation, agriculture and the state: The Harts Valley in historical perspective”,
W Beinart et. al, eds., Putting a plough to the ground. Accumulation and depression in rural South Africa 18501930 (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1996), pp. 111-115; G Verhoef and A du Plessis, “State involvement in the
rehabilitation of poor whites by means of land settlement at the Hartbeespoort irrigation scheme”, South African
Journal of Economic History, 5 (1), March 1990, pp. 67-80; N Jacobs, “The flowing eye: Water management
in the upper Kuruman Valley, South Africa”, Journal of Southern African History, 37, 1996, pp. 237-260; T
Clynick, “Reformers, rural rehabilitation and poor whites on the Hartebeestpoort Dam irrigation scheme under
the Pact Government in South Africa, 1924-1929”, AH Jeeves and OJM Kalinga, eds., Communities at the
margin. Studies in rural society and migration in Southern Africa, 1890-1980 (Pretoria, Unisa Press, 2002), pp.
103-124; W Beinart, The rise of conservation in South Africa. Settlers, livestock, and the environment 1770-1950
(Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2003), pp. 158-195; D Lavin, “Irrigation development in South Africa
– the Smartt Syndicate and the Cape Sundays River Settlement Co.”, JWN Tempelhoff (ed.), African Water
Histories. Transdisciplinary discourses (Vanderbijlpark, Vaal Triangle Faculty, North-West University, 2005), pp.
133-149; K Visser en K du Pisani, “Die vestiging van Skanskopeiland-besproeiingsnedersetting as ‘n mylpaal in
selfwerksame armoedeverligting”, Historia, 57 (1), Mei 2012, pp. 103-126.
CJ Swanevelder, “Die Olifantsrivier-Besproeiingskema” (MA, US, 1953); JH Vorster, “Die beheer, bewaring en
gebruik van afloopwaters in die Suidwestelike Kaapprovinsie”, The South African Geographical Journal, XXXVII,
December 1955, pp.19-40; P Scholtz, “Die historiese ontwikkeling van die Onder-Olifantsrivier 1660-1902”,
Argief-jaarboek vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis, 29 (II), 1966.
See e.g. P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot (Bonnievale, Private Publication, Bonnievale Museum, 2009).
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Irrigation legislation, white settlement schemes and the creation of an
imperial mind-set
Since the sixteenth century travellers in the interior of South Africa, almost
without exception, have spoken of the aridity of the country and the lack of
pastures and water. Throughout the country irrigation was practised from
the very beginning of white settlement and there are numerous references by
travellers and explorers emphasising the need for irrigation in order to ensure
crops.9 As early as the 1660s sources referred to the regulation of tributaries,
running from Cape Town’s Table Mountain, for irrigation purposes. By 1775
irrigation was already practised on the banks of the Small Fish River in the
Eastern Cape and Venter mentions that an irrigation-furrow dug from the
Hex River near Worcester existed by 1781. By 1792 water was also diverted
for irrigation purposes at the Genadendal Moravian Mission Station in the
Western Cape.10 Water rights were jealously guarded by farmers and many civil
court cases from the eighteenth century onwards dealt with water affairs.11 It
is for this reason that the traveller John Barrow observed in 1797 that “water
in fact is everything in Southern Africa”.12 Travellers to the interior of South
Africa also refer to irrigation works which existed at Cradock in the Eastern
Cape and at Griekwastad and Kuruman in the Northern Cape by 1823.13
According to DF Kokot, chief engineer (planning) of the Department of
Irrigation by the mid twentieth century, the inadequacy and uncertainty of
the rainfall necessitated irrigation.14
The Cape Colony paved the way for water legislation in South Africa. Since
the late nineteenth century various commissions of inquiry into water affairs
were conducted and water acts promulgated. In 1873 the colonial government
appointed JG Gamble as colonial hydrologist and since 1875 an active
irrigation policy were being pursued. Historians regard 1877 as the beginning
of modern irrigation in South Africa. Under the instigation of Gamble and
9
10
11

12
13
14

DF Kokot, Irrigation Department Memoir. An investigation into the evidence bearing on recent climatic changes
over Southern Africa (Pretoria, Government Printer,1948), pp. 52, 54.
FA Venter, Water, p. 301.
See e.g. HEP Watermeyer ed., Decisions of the Water courts of the Union of South Africa from October 1928 to
June 1936 (Pretoria, Government Printer, 1937); L Guelke and R Shell, “Landscape of conquest: Frontier
water alienation and Khoikhoi strategies of survival, 1652-1780”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 18 (4),
December 1992, pp. 803-824.
For example, J Barrow, Travels into the interior of Southern Africa, Vol. I (London, Cadell and W Davies, 1806),
p. 35.
FA Venter, Water, p. 301.
DF Kokot, Irrigation Department Memoir…, p. 42. See also W Westhofen, “The irrigation question in South
Africa”, Report of the South African Association for the Advancement of Science (Cape Town, Cape Times Ltd.,
Printers, 1903), p. 373.
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John X Merriman, Commissioner of Crown Lands and Public Works, an
irrigation act, Act 8 of 1877, was promulgated. The Act constituted irrigation
districts and irrigation boards, defined their powers and duties, the raising of
loans and fixing of rates of interest and repayment, provided for irrigation
schemes promoted by private individuals and granted them powers to raise
loans in districts where irrigation boards had not been constituted. This Act
was clearly aimed at the sources from which irrigation could take place as it
regulated streams subject to competitive use.15
Another example was Act 24 of 1897, which made provision for advances
to irrigation boards, municipalities or private persons in order to initiate
irrigation schemes.16 Two prominent politicians who later served in the Union
Parliament, Sir Percy Fitzpatrick and Sir Thomas Smartt, also helped to set
policies for later irrigation developments, based on their own experiences,
and shaped the debate about how the interdisciplinary problems of irrigation
settlements might best be addressed by the different government departments
involved. Smartt, an Irish-born medical practitioner who would become the
South African Minister of Agriculture from 1921 to 1924, and who according
to Lavin was known as “the father of irrigation”, directly influenced the course
of state policy as the author of the Cape Irrigation Act of 1906.17 This Act was
concerned mainly with defining and determining the exact nature of riparian
rights as it consolidated the rules of regulating the use of streams.18
Two factors influenced the development of colonial irrigation legislation.
Between 1896 and 1903 international specialists from India, Egypt and
California were invited to South Africa in order to investigate irrigation
possibilities and recommend an overarching irrigation strategy. South African
irrigation prospects were beginning to be conceived in the context of recent
spectacular achievements in the control of water in the Punjab, in Egypt and
the American West. It is also interesting to note that Reenen van Reenen, the
dam engineer on Smartt’s private irrigation syndicate, completed his training
in the United States where he was strongly influenced by the conservation
15 W Westhoven, “The irrigation question in South Africa…”, p. 374; JWN Tempelhoff, Omgewingslagoffers of
armblankes?...” (Genl. JBM Hertzoggedenklesing XXXV, S.A. Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns, Pretoria, 21
September 2006), pp. 15-16; H Thompson, Water law. A practical approach to resource management and the
provision of services (Cape Town, Juta & Co Ltd, 2006), p.51; GR Backeberg, “Die politieke ekonomie van
besproeiingsbeleid in Suid-Afrika” (Ph.D, UP, 1994), pp. 72,100.
16 W Westhofen, “The irrigation question in South Africa…”, p. 375.
17 D Lavin, “Irrigation development in South Africa…”, JWN Tempelhoff ed., African Water Histories…, pp. 133135.
18 Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, Acts of Parliament. Session of 1906, being the third session of the eleventh
parliament (Cape Town, Cape Times Limited, 1906), pp. 5138-5177; H Thompson, Water law…, p. 52.
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and reclamation policies of Theodore Roosevelt’s presidency.19 WH Hall,
Hydraulic Engineer to California State, observed in 1896 “the strange fact
that the two peoples of the world who colonize arid regions in America and
South Africa, namely the English and the Dutch, come from lands where
interest has generally been shown in how to get rid of the water, not how to
get it, and prize its use”.20
Secondly, agri-economic factors played a role in the development of colonial
irrigation legislation. In the late nineteenth century progressive farmers and
officials saw dam construction and irrigation as a highway towards development
both for pastoral and arable farming. The two branches of agriculture were
often linked, in that fodder production was one major purpose of irrigation.
They believed that large-scale water conservation would be a weapon against
drought, enhance pastures, constrain trans-humance and expand exports.
The key economic factor stimulating irrigation was the burgeoning trade in
ostrich feathers. Ostrich numbers increased from 22 000 in 1875 to 260 000
in 1899 and 726 000 in 1911. It was more efficient to enclose ostrich flocks
in a paddock and provide them with fodder of which lucerne proved most
effective. Lucerne in turn necessitated irrigation but gave a higher yield and
protein content than grain crops grown for fodder. The only disadvantage to
this “miracle crop for the Cape”, as Beinart refers to it, was that it required a
great deal of water. Irrigation development in the colony gained momentum
after 1906, following an economic improvement brought by the demand
for ostrich feathers as a fashion article. Ostrich production became quite
profitable and in the period between 1908 and 1914 co-operative irrigation
activities increased considerably.21
It was servants and supporters of the British Empire who strongly promoted
the notion of white settlement schemes in South Africa and linked it, inter
alia, to irrigation. As early as the 1880s the mining magnate Cecil Rhodes
envisioned the damming of the Harts River as an opportunity to increase
19 GR Backeberg, “Die politieke ekonomie van besproeiingsbeleid…”, pp. 73,101-102; W Beinart, The rise of
conservation in South Africa…, pp. 160, 166, 176-178.
20 Quoted by W Beinart, The rise of conservation in South Africa…, p. 177. However, Beinart, pp. 158,192
concedes that the Cape Colony did not become a hydraulic society after the model of the American West. For
instance, Worster’s model of a hydraulic society, created by federal intervention such as the 1902 Newlands
Reclamation Act, was the result of corporate investment in water provision in the USA. The vast majority of
irrigation investment at the time in South Africa had been by private landowners on their own land. See also
D Worster, Rivers of empire. Water, aridity, and the growth of the American West (New York and Oxford, Oxford
University Press, 1985), pp. 160-164,167-169.
21 W Beinart, The rise of conservation in South Africa…, pp. 158, 161-162, 173; GR Backeberg, “Die politieke
ekonomie van besproeiingsbeleid …”, p. 102.
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both food supplies to the diamond fields of Kimberley and local employment,
although the scheme never materialised.22 Smartt and Fitzpatrick also ventured
into private irrigation and land settlement schemes advanced as tributes to
two of Cecil Rhodes’s passions – irrigation development and the settlement of
Britons on the land. In 1895 Sir Thomas Smartt formed the Smartt Syndicate
as an irrigation and settlement project near Britstown in the semi-arid Karoo
in the hinterland of the Cape Colony and in 1913 Sir Percy Fitzpatrick
launched the Cape Sundays River Settlements Company at Kirkwood in
the Eastern Cape. But despite the enthusiastic support by their initiators,
financially both projects would eventually fail owing to problems such as lack
of development capital, droughts, floods, an insufficient depth of technical
information, mismanagement and a shortage of engineering expertise.23
It was upon irrigation ideas such as those of Rhodes and Smartt that Sir
Alfred Milner, British High Commissioner for South Africa and Governor
of the Cape and Transvaal colonies between 1897 and 1905, would build his
imperial vision for Southern Africa. Marks and Trapido argue that the interests
of imperial ends determined imperial means and Milner expressed the vision of
“self-governing white communities” on the sub-continent of Southern Africa
under British rule. In the run-up to the Anglo Boer War (1899-1902), in the
construction of a new South African colonial state and in drafting an imperial
blue-print for the region as a whole, Milner played a significant role. Together
with his administrative coterie of young Oxford graduates, contemptuously
dubbed the “Kindergarten”, he laid the foundation for a new state which not
only reflected the demands of twentieth-century British imperialism but also
tried to fulfil them.24
Anglicisation was revived during the Anglo Boer War, motivated by the British
government’s attempt to foster white racial harmony and create a new rural
order in South Africa. A key ingredient of that policy was immigration, which
was designed to bolster colonial defense, promote colonial development and
sustain the British imperial connection. The political and military subjugation
of the Afrikaners in the Anglo Boer War was to be completed by an inward flow
22 W Beinart, The rise of conservation in South Africa…, p. 161.
23 See JM Meiring, Sundays River Valley its history and settlement…; D Lavin, “Irrigation development in South
Africa…”, JWN Tempelhoff (ed.), African Water Histories…, pp. 133-149; M Harper and S Contantine,
Migration and Empire. The Oxford History of the British Empire Companion Series (Oxford, Oxford University
Press, 2010), p. 133; W Beinart, The rise of conservation in South Africa…, pp. 166-167, 187-188.
24 S Marks and S Trapido, “Lord Milner and the South African State”, History Workshop, 8, Autumn 1979, pp.
52, 54. See also M Streak, Lord Milner’s immigration policy for the Transvaal 1897-1905 (Johannesburg, Rand
Afrikaans University, 1969), pp. 12, 21, 67.
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of British immigrants in an attempt to diminish the demographic superiority
of Afrikaners. In order to offset Afrikaner political power, in particular in
the two former Boer republics of the Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR)
and the Orange Free State, Milner sought large numbers of loyal, Englishspeaking settlers to settle in the rural districts.25
Milner’s imperialist views for Southern Africa and South Africa in particular
were shared and vigorously supported by influential political and powerful
economic servants of empire. These were Rhodes; Smartt; Fitzpatrick, a
staunch South African-born Milnerite and partner of the gold mining house
H Eckstein and Co in the 1890s; Patrick Duncan, a former member of
Milner’s reconstruction administration; Rider Haggard, imperial adventure
novelist, agricultural reformer and active member of the London-based Royal
Colonial Institute, as well as later members of the ultra-loyalist Unionist Party
of South Africa (established in 1910) such as Sir Charles Crewe, a prominent
Eastern Cape politician, soldier and newspaper proprietor and JW Jagger, a
successful Cape businessman and the founder of the South African Settlers’
Information Committee.26
While the War was still being waged, Milner assumed the duties of Governor
of the new crown colonies of the Transvaal and the Orange River in March
1901 after the fall of the capitals of the two former Boer republics. He
mapped out a scheme for reconstruction in the devastated areas. Milner had
two immediate objectives: to restart the gold mines of the Transvaal at the
earliest possible moment and to make special efforts towards the resumption
of agriculture. Experts were summoned from India and Egypt to serve in
commissions which were to investigate the settlement of British immigrants
in South Africa.27 The duties of the Lands Settlement Commission, appointed
25 See GB Pyrah, Imperial policy and South Africa 1902-10 (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1955), pp. 39, 82-83, 156,
183-185, 198-199; M Streak, Lord Milner’s immigration policy…, pp. 8, 14-17, 33, 61-69; K Fedorowich,
“Anglicization and the politicization of British immigration to South Africa, 1899-1929”, The Journal of
Imperial and Commonwealth History, XIX (2), (May 1991), pp. 222-224, 228-229; S Marks and S Trapido,
“Lord Milner and the South African state”, History Workshop, 8, Autumn 1979, pp. 63, 66, 69; M Harper and
S Contantine, Migration and empire…, pp. 123, 129-130.
26 See JPR Wallis, Fitz. The story of Sir Percy Fitzpatrick (London, Macmillan & Co Ltd, 1955), pp. 84, 9091, 95, 124; AH Duminy and WR Guest, Fitzpatrick. South African Politician Selected Papers, 1888-1906
(Johannesburg, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1976), pp. 264, 296; AH Duminy and WR Guest, Interfering in
politics. A biography of Sir Percy Fitzpatrick (Johannesburg, Lowry Publishers, 1987, pp. 89, 95, 100; M Streak,
Lord Milner’s immigration policy…, p. 32; K Fedorowich, “Anglicization and the politicization…”, The Journal
of Imperial and Commonwealth History, XIX (2), (May 1991), pp. 224-228.
27 JPR Wallis, Fitz…, p. 92; M Streak, Lord Milner’s immigration policy…, p. 19; GB Pyrah, Imperial policy and
South Africa…, p. 186; V Halpérin, Lord Milner and the empire. The evolution of British imperialism (London,
Odhams Press Limited, 1952), pp. 126, 134.
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under the chairmanship of HO Arnold-Forster, were to enquire, inter alia,
whether land suitable for settlement in terms of being “well watered” was
available or whether land was available or obtainable which could be rendered
suitable by irrigation.28 These initiatives were undertaken because irrigation
promised huge increases in the value of land and production. In the first
decade of the twentieth century there was even growing concern that mineral
wealth might run out, and that the Transvaal Colony would be thrown back
on its agricultural resources. In this context, water conservation for agriculture
was a national issue.29
In concurrence with Milner and Fitzpatrick’s views the Commission
recommended, that besides civilians, a large number of soldiers from the
British forces could be settled on farms which would be made available after
serving a short or temporary period in the paramilitary police force. Soldiers
therefore, should form the backbone of the immigration scheme after the
War in order to anglicise the Transvaal.30 For Milner and the Colonial Office
such immigration schemes were to be effected through government agency
and in July 1903 the Transvaal Immigration Department was established in
Pretoria.31 On the other hand, Rider Haggard and some of the leading future
Unionist Party politicians were in favour of land settlement through private
enterprise.32
Nevertheless, the Report of the Lands Settlement Commission, as well as its
supplementary appendix, emphatically stated that “drought has been the
curse of South African agriculture” and that “no man, rich or poor, can hope
to carry on agricultural or pastoral industries in South Africa successfully
without a regular supply of water”.33 Perhaps somewhat overtly negatively the
report declared that there were probably few districts where any considerable
agricultural settlement could be formed with a prospect of permanent success,
without the aid of a system of irrigation. However, the commissioners were
28 South African Colonial Blue Books (hereafter Cd.) 626, Report of the Lands Settlement Commission, South Africa
(London, Wyman and Sons, 1901), p. 4.
29 W Beinart, The rise of conservation in South Africa…, p. 177.
30 Cd. 626, Report of the Lands Settlement Commission, South Africa (London, Wyman and Sons, 1901), pp.
5-24; M Streak, Lord Milner’s immigration policy…, pp. 18-31; AH Duminy and WR Guest, Interfering in
politics…, p. 90; GB Pyrah, Imperial policy in South Africa…, pp. 198-199; K Fedorowich, “Anglicization and
the politicization…”, The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, XIX (2), (May 1991), p. 224, 229;
M Harper and S Constantine, Migration and empire…, p. 130.
31 M Streak, Lord Milner’s immigration policy…, pp. 19, 34, 44-47; GB Pyrah, Imperial policy in South Africa…,
p. 199.
32 K Fedorowich, “Anglicization and the politicization…”, The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History,
XIX (2), (May 1991), p. 228.
33 Cd. 626, Report of the Land Settlement Commission, South Africa, p. 13.
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quite confident that much of the land could be improved by irrigation.34 In the
wake of the Report of the Lands Settlement Commission, Milner commissioned
another one in November 1901, namely W Willcocks’s Irrigation in South
Africa. Willcocks, who also worked in India and then Egypt, was aided by Sir
Thomas Smartt, who served at that stage as Commissioner of Public Works
for the Cape Colony. The Willcocks report was a comprehensive overview of
the state of water and the potential for irrigation in South Africa at the turn of
the century. Willcocks was convinced that the permanent development of the
agriculture of South Africa “would depend on irrigation and irrigation alone”,
thus echoing the sentiments of the Lands Settlement Report.35
Milner’s policy of white settlement schemes to anglicise the new Transvaal
and Orange River colonies, especially by means of ex-soldier immigrants
in an effort eventually to balance out the Afrikaners demographically,
failed miserably. Of the thousands of imperial troops who had fought
in the Anglo Boer War fewer than 2 000 participated in the governmentsponsored resettlement programme.36 A typical example was a citrus farming
scheme which became known as the Milner Settlement of White River
(later restructured and renamed the White River Estates) in the present-day
Mpumalanga Province.37 However, his constructionist policies for the post-war
colonies, enthusiastically supported by other influential servants of Empire,
did create an imperial mind-set and a connection of British immigration,
land settlement and agricultural development and irrigation schemes for a
future South African state.
Thus, at the beginning of the twentieth century, favourable conditions existed
for private entrepreneurs such as CF Rigg to establish a land settlement and
irrigation scheme in the lower Breede River Valley in what was to become the
future town of Bonnievale.

34 Cd. 626, Report of the Land Settlement Commission, South Africa, pp. 12-13, 23; Cd. 627, Report of the Lands
Settlement Commission, South Africa, Part II. Documents, evidence, & c. (London, Wyman and Sons, 1901), p. 3.
35 W Willcocks, Irrigation in South Africa (Johannesburg, 1901), pp. 1-52.
36 GB Pyrah, Imperial policy in South Africa…, pp.157, 200; K Fedorowich, “Anglicization and the politicization…”,
The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, XIX (2), (May 1991), p. 224; M Harper and S Constantine,
Migration and empire…, p. 130.
37 JWN Tempelhoff, An introduction to the history of water in South Africa (Vanderbijlpark, North-West University
Vaal Triangle Campus, 2011), p. 102.
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Image 2: A contemporary view of the Bonnievale weir-diversion

Source: Private Collection, WP Visser.

CF Rigg and the establishment of a land settlement and irrigation scheme
at Bonnievale
The town of Bonnievale is situated in the Breede River Valley in the Western
Cape region of South Africa, approximately 260 km east of Cape Town.
The river’s name is derived from its wide basin during abnormal winter
floods when it can reach widths of between one and two km at places. The
Breede River, with a total drainage of 15 000 square km, originates in the
Skurweberg mountains northwest of the Valley and flows 320 km further into
the Indian Ocean at Cape Infanta where its estuary is also approximately 900
meters wide. The river Valley is surrounded by high mountain ranges on both
sides, from which tributaries feed the main river. Withdrawal of water from
the river through a system of weirs and canals is facilitated by the fact that
the stream falls approximately 65 metres over a distance of 60 km between
11
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the first and last withdrawal point. The soil types of the catchment area
are predominantly shale, sandstone and sandy silts. The alluvial soils on the
river banks in particular are very fertile for agriculture. However, the shale
contains considerable levels of mineral salts such as sodium and sulphureted
hydrogen as a result of the decomposition of iron pyrites and organic material
within the shale. Consequently, a salinity problem tends to occur in the
waters of the Breede River, especially in the Bonnievale district and usually
in summer when the river levels are low and the stream flow decreases. The
greater part of the Breede River catchment area receives winter rains from the
northwest. Although the Breede River is a perennial river, and precipitation
in the catchment area very reliable, in general the Valley has a relative low
rainfall. For example, Bonnievale receives only approximately 0.23 cm per
annum. Without irrigation, agriculture would thus not be possible in the
region. With fertile soils, a warm climate and an irrigation infrastructure
the river Valley is extremely suitable for the production of deciduous fruit,
vines, grapes, vegetables, citrus, alfalfa, grain and dairy products. Today
the Breede River Valley is one of South Africa’s most intensively irrigated
agricultural regions. The first white pastoralists moved into the Valley in the
early eighteenth century to occupy land close to the river and its tributaries.38
Image 3: Construction of the Bonnievale weir c. 1900

Source: Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection: Photos.
38 CJ Swanevelder, ‘’n Geografiese opname van die Breërivier-opvangsgebied met klem op die landelike
grondgebruik” (Ph.D, US, 1965), pp. 4-6, 36-51, 127-142, 183-189, 246-297, 302-319; BW Ritso, “The
Artesian Wells of the Cape Colony”, Report of the South African Association for the Advancement of Science
(Cape Town, 1903), pp.388-389; FJ Stemmet, Die Robertson-kontrei ABC (Swellendam, Private Publication,
2004), pp. 4-17, 21, 27-82; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale en die Gemeente Vandermerwe Feesalbum, 1922-1972
(Bonnievale, NG Gemeente, 1972), pp. 4-8, 15; AH Tromp, Robertson, 1853-1953. Gedenkboek by geleentheid
van die honderdjarige bestaan van die dorp en die N.G. Gemeente Robertson (Robertson, Eeufeeskomitee, 1953),
pp. 1-10; C Daryll Forde, “Irrigation in South Africa”, The Geographical Journal, 65 (4), 1925, pp. 346-349.
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In 1741 the 6073 hectares loan farm Bosjesmansdrift (Bushmen’s drift) in
the Breede River Valley was granted to Gideon van Zijl. Although most of
the farmland consisted of fertile soil it was used initially for stock farming,
predominantly with goats. Indeed, for almost a century the whole Breede
River Valley was deemed suitable for stock farming only and the river itself was
utilised mainly as a watering place for the animals. By the nineteenth century
the farm was leased from the colonial government by a certain Mr Morkel of
Stellenbosch under the leasehold system. By 1843, Morkel, who had since
obtained ownership of Bosjesmansdrift, subdivided the original farm into six
sections and sold it to other farmers. The future irrigation settlement scheme
and town of Bonnievale was to develop on these sub-divisions.39
By 1827 the first furrow, the so-called Moordkuilsloot, was diverted by W.H.
Naudé from the left bank of the Breede River in the vicinity of Worcester.40
However, from 1860 onwards a language of river diversion and irrigation
began to emerge from colonial water reports on the Breede River and the
possibilities of irrigation in the Valley were constantly brought to the attention
of the colonial authorities. In 1865 the civil commissioner at Robertson, 37
km upstream from Bonnievale, observed that the Breede River brought into
the district, carried through the district, and drained off from the district
of Worcester “a great quantity of water which might be stored up for the
promotion of agriculture”. He was of the opinion that “a copious supply
of water” was all that was required to render the whole of the Valley “most
productive”. Le Seur, the Commissioner, concluded somewhat frustrated:
“The great want is water… It is quite disheartening to see hundreds of acres
of the most fertile soil along the Breede River lying waste and comparatively
unproductive, owing to no other cause than the want of capital to lead out
(sic) the Breede River, whereby the whole may be placed under cultivation”.41
In 1905 the then Director of Irrigation of the Cape Colony, WB Gordon,
stated that “cultivation of any kind without irrigation is almost impossible in
all that portion of the main Valley which lies between the town of Worcester
[85 km upstream of Bonnievale] and the junction of the Breede and
Zonder End [Rivers]” (48 km downstream of Bonnievale).42 In describing
39 IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, pp. 5, 10, 12-13; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 6-7, 15; AH
Tromp, Robertson, 1853-1953…, p. 132.
40 AH Tromp, Robertson, 1853-1953…, p. 118; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, p. 15.
41 JC Brown, Water supply in South Africa and facilities for the storage of it (Edinburg, Oliver & Boyd, 1877), pp.
335, 415, 417.
42 Government reports (hereafter G), 44 – 1907, FE Kanthack, Report on the proposed Ashton Canal Irrigation
Project (Cape Town, Cape Times Limited, 1907), Appendix B, p. 46.
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the geological formations of the Breede River Valley, Gordon’s successor as
Director of Irrigation, FE Kanthack, who had worked between 1899 and
1906 in the Public Works Department in the Punjab and who was deeply
aware of developments in irrigation and forestry in the United States, France
and Germany,43 declared:44
Much of [the sand] is washed down into the Valley below, and during the
high winds which blow up or down the Valley in the summer, this sand is
transported in large quantities, and causes considerable damage to the lands. It
appears, however, that with water these dunes can be reclaimed and converted
into valuable lands, so that with the extension of irrigation the dunes will
gradually disappear and a considerable area of valuable agricultural land will
be added to the Breede Valley.

It seems clear therefore that the geological and climatological conditions
were ample inducements for agricultural entrepreneurs to engage themselves
in irrigation settlements in the Valley. In 1893 Hendrik van Zyl made the first
effort at irrigation in the district of Bonnievale, using a rudimentary bucket
pump. In 1897 Van Zyl sold his portion of the original Bosjesmansdrift
farm for £2 000 to a German, called Dieterlie. Dieterlie and his partner,
Ernst de Wet, began with great enthusiasm a canal system to divert water
at the confluence of the Breede and Kogmanskloof Rivers on the present
wine estate of Van Loveren, 18km upstream from the town of Bonnievale.
Dieterlie imported expensive agricultural equipment for the cultivation of
beetroot and potatoes, but the enterprise failed when he and De Wet ran into
financial difficulties and they were forced to abandon their scheme. They had
to excavate a deep canal under very difficult conditions, and after about three
km their progress was stopped by the vertical rock-face of the Olifantskrans.
In 1900, CF Rigg, Dieterlie’s mortgagee, bought the land with the canal on
the left bank of the Breede River. When De Wet died in 1902 Rigg also
acquired his portion.45 Venter confirms that many private enterprises trying
43 W Beinart, The rise of conservation in South Africa…, pp. 177-178.
44 G 44 – 1907, FE Kanthack, Report on the proposed Ashton Canal Irrigation Project…, p. 2.
45 DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek van die Nederduitse Gereformeerde Gemeente, Vandermerwe (Bonnievale) 19221947 (Paarl, NG Kerkraad Vandermerwe, c.1947), pp. 4, 31-32, 34; AH Tromp, Robertson, 1853-1953…, p.
119; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, p. 13-14, 16; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, p. 11; FJ Stemmet,
Die Robertson-kontrei ABC, p.82; CJ Swanevelder, “’n Geografiese opname van die Breërivier-opvangsgebied…”,
p. 188; Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa under one flag. C Forrest Rigg’s
colonization settlement Cape Colony (Cape Town, 1901), p. 16 and Appendix 4, p. 52; Bonnievale Museum, Le
Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa under one flag. C Forrest Rigg’s colonization settlement Cape Colony
(Cape Town, 1901), Undated article clippings, “The Irrigation Scheme” and “Christopher Forrest Rigg 18611926”; Anon., “Successful irrigation estates”, The East London Daily Dispatch, 6 September 1909, p. 7; M Brink,
“Breyten se Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 Oktober 2008, pp. 60-61; I Bigalke, “Olifantskrans se Geheim”, Bylae by
Die Burger, 4 April 2006, p. 6.
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to divert water from the Breede River in order to irrigate farm land, failed
because of a lack of capital.46
Image 4: An aerial view of the typical, long, rectangular-shaped irrigation lots at Bonnievale.
The town lies between the road and the canal towards to top end of the photo

Source: Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection: Photos.

Rigg renamed the portions of the original Bosjesmansdrift farm that he
bought “Bonnie Vale”. According to Van Niekerk, the word “Bonnie” was
derived from the Scottish word for “beautiful”. By 1898 the railway line of
the New Cape Central Railway (NCCR) already reached Swellendam, 48
km downstream of Bonnievale. The line had a siding at Drew, a few miles
downstream from Bonnievale, but Rigg, who wanted to further his own
business interests, apparently influenced the manager of the NCCR who
lived at Robertson. Thus in 1902 the railway company erected a siding called
“Vale” closer to the irrigation settlement scheme, which was to become
Bonnievale’s railway station.47 Rigg also bought another portion of the original
Bosjesmansdrift farm from the De Wet estate adjacent to “Bonnie Vale” for
£10 000 and named it Riggton. The property was eventually incorporated
46 FA Venter, Water, p. 303.
47 P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 8-9; DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, pp. 4, 35; IL de Villiers
red., Bonnievale…, pp. 12-14; M Brink, “Breyten se Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 October 2008, pp. 60-61. Van
Niekerk states that the Vale siding came about in 1905 but considering Rigg’s entrepreneurial skills and powers
of persuasion to further his own business interests this date seems unlikely and somewhat belated. Some sources
indicate that the name “Bonnie Vale” also referred to “beautiful Valley”. According to Van den Berg, p.5, the
words “Bonnie” and “Vale” were spelled as one as from 1927. For the purposes of this article the spelling of
“Bonnie Vale” will be used when referring to Rigg’s farm and “Bonnievale” when referring to the namesake
town.
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into the town of Bonnievale and the name has become obsolete in recent
years.48
Only scant and sometimes conflicting biographical information could be
found concerning CF Rigg. It appears that Christopher Forrest Rigg was
born in Phyton in Scotland, apparently in 1861, but the family emigrated to
South Africa in 1863. His parents settled in Port Elizabeth during his infancy.
Christopher’s career started when he joined the legal firm of which his father
was the head. Owing to hearing difficulties he turned to other pursuits,
notably in the ZAR and the Orange Free State. At Barberton in the former
Eastern Transvaal he qualified as a blaster and prospected for gold, albeit
unsuccessfully. In the interior Christopher ventured into agriculture and
stock farming and also stayed in places such as Lindley in the Free State and
in Johannesburg. He claimed to have secured several irrigation propositions,
three of which were in the ZAR, inter alia, the “Vaal River Irrigation Scheme”.
Rigg’s first wife, Petronella, was Dutch, and they had two sons. Probably as a
result of his first wife’s influence it was also claimed that he spoke Dutch (or
rather Afrikaans which was the vernacular of the Breede River Valley) fluently.
He divorced Petronella in 1893 but, at the age of 43, was remarried to Lilian
Moon from the Robertson district adjacent to Bonnievale in 1894. Rigg and
his second wife had three daughters and moved to the present Bonnievale area
in 1900. He died in November 1926 at the age of 69 on board the “Grantully
Castle” while returning from a holiday in Britain and was buried at sea.49
In October 1901 Rigg issued an information and recruiting brochure,
New South Africa Under One Flag. C.Forrest Rigg’s Colonization Settlement
Cape Colony with the idea of promoting what he called “the first Irrigation
Colonization Scheme in [the Cape] Colony”. The subtitle was “A Bright
Future for Agriculturists or those desirous of taking up that remunerative
48 Communique from Mr Piet Coetzee, Bonnievale resident, 12 February 2013. See also DL van den Berg,
Gedenkboek…, pp. 31-32, 34; M Brink, “Breyten se Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 Oktober 2008, p. 61; IL de
Villiers red., Bonnievale…, p. 13; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 15-16.
49 Western Cape Archives and Records Service, Cape Town (hereafter WCARS), Estate Files, 6/9/3057,
Christopher Forrest Rigg, Correspondence, L Rigg – Secretary Orphan Chamber & Trust Company (19
November 1926); Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, Estate Files,
13/1/6222, Christopher Forrest Rigg, Ante-nuptial Contract; Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF
Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 10, 12; Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…,
Handwritten memorandum by Mrs C Geister, nee Moon and niece of Mrs Rigg, undated; Bonnievale Museum,
Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, Biographical notes, CF Rigg; Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux
Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, “Christopher Forrest Rigg 1861-1926” (Undated article clipping); P
van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 13, 22; P Grütter, “Leiklip vir ‘n lieflike kind”, Sarie Marais, 30 Mei
1979, p. 106; Anon., “Successful irrigation estates”, The East London Daily Dispatch, 6 September 1909, p. 7.
No other information on Rigg’s alleged Vaal River Irrigation Scheme could be found.
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occupation”. The 64 page brochure was remarkable for its time in terms of
advertising skills and comprehensive information on agriculture and mirrored
his astute business acumen. Between 1901 and 1902 5,000 free copies
were printed by the Cape Times Printers and distributed by Rigg. To draw
attention, both the front page, containing, inter alia, images of a famer with a
horse and plough, and the back page, were printed in colour.50
Although no direct evidence could be found to link him to Milner’s imperialist
ideas it seems likely that Rigg, as a loyal subject of the British Empire, was
quite aware of, and supported Milner’s reconstructionist plans for a post-war
South African colonial state, including such means as white settlement and
irrigation schemes. A prominent illustration of the Union Jack and a photo
of Milner appeared on the front page of Rigg’s brochure. In disclosing his
earlier irrigation exploits in the Transvaal he used typical Milnerist language
by stating that one of these schemes would “be ready for occupation so soon
as the country is settled”, thus referring to finishing the Anglo Boer War in
Britain’s favour. Hence also the title of his brochure New South Africa Under
One Flag. One of the prime target groups Rigg had in mind for recruitment
was the British forces in South Africa during the War. On the preface page
he wrote: “Dedicated to the Imperial Yeomanry, Volunteers from over the
Sea, and the Colonial Forces”. He expressed the wish “that many parts of
South Africa hitherto unoccupied may become inhabited by loyal subjects
of the Empire”.51 Rigg wrote to Sir Pieter Faure, the Cape Colony’s Minister
of Agriculture, explaining that in the near future he might also publish his
brochure in England “in the hope that I may thereby entice some people to
migrate to my scheme, or induce some of the Yeomanry and others at present
in this country to remain here and settle”.52
The recruitment brochure also advertised the shipping fares of the Bucknall
Steamship Lines and the Union Castle Lines from British ports to Cape
Town. These fares were more or less the same as steerage class rates to Quebec
and a first class fare between Cape Town and England was cheaper than
between Australia and Britain.53 According to Harper and Constantine,
passenger agents were responsible for booking berths on ships and, in some
50 See accompanying memo by Piet Coetzee to Rigg’s brochure copy in the Bonnievale Museum, dated 4
September 1991, and P Grütter, “Leiklip vir ‘n lieflike kind”, Sarie Marais, 30 Mei 1979, p. 106. Rigg’s claim of
having started the “first irrigation colonization scheme” in the Cape Colony is of course incorrect as Sir Thomas
Smartt’s irrigation syndicate, discussed earlier, had been launched in 1895 already.
51 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 1, 7, 10.
52 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, Appendix 4, p. 52.
53 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 302-303.
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cases, for promoting particular destinations and orchestrating the campaigns
of professional recruiters. Shipping companies themselves competed directly
for clients through their offices or indirectly through agents.54 Rigg probably
also had an inquisitive foreign clientele in mind when he included a report
by Dr Lewis Stevens, the district surgeon of Robertson, into the brochure.
Stevens stated that the districts of Robertson and Swellendam (which included
Bonnievale) had a climate, which, “upon the whole may be considered as
eminently suitable for delicate people of all ages”. The local climate was much
less subject to violent changes of temperature than those usually prevailing in
South Africa at higher altitudes as many winters passed without frost. Malarial
fever “may be quoted as non-existent” while enteric fever was “simply … an
occasional epidemic occurrence”.55
Rigg, however, was shrewd enough not to focus his recruitment campaign
only on the British forces in South Africa or potential British civilians. Apart
from representatives in Britain, New Zealand, Australia, India, Sri Lanka,
Pakistan and the USA he also appointed local recruitment agents in rural
towns of the Cape Colony. In the Eastern Province these included Adelaide,
Barkly West, Burgersdorp, Cathcart, Colesburg, East London, Grahamstown,
Pearston, Queenstown, Seymore, Somerset East, Tarkastad and Uitenhage,
as well as Kimberley and Warrenton in the Northern Cape. In the Western
Cape agents were appointed at Beaufort West, Ceres, Fraserburg, Knysna,
Montagu, Paarl, Robertson, Swellendam, Victoria West, Worcester and
especially in the towns of Ladismith, Calitzdorp and Oudtshoorn in which
regions ostrich farming was widespread.56 There was no hidden agenda in
terms of Rigg’s intentions. He was described as no philanthropist but as a
“level-headed businessman” whose object from the start “was to develop his
land and to dispose of it at a profit”.57
One of the objects in the preface to the document stated clearly: “that I may
reap a reasonable return from capital and time expended in connection with
my Irrigation undertaking”, although he also wished that each individual
54 M Harper and S Constantine, Migration and empire…, p. 300.
55 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 39, 41 and 59 (Appendix 7).
56 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, List of Agents; IL de Villiers red.,
Bonnievale…, p. 14; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, p. 13. Although the brochure included recruitment
agencies for India, Sri Lanka and Pakistan it can be assumed that they were only applicable to the white Englishspeaking communities of those countries.
57 P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, p. 13; Anon., “Successful Irrigation Estates”, The East London Daily
Dispatch, 6 September 1909, p. 7; I Bigalke, ”Olifantskrans se Geheim”, Bylae by Die Burger, 4 April 2006, p.
6.
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settler might become prosperous.58 Rigg reiterated what was emphasised by
so many observers before him: the indissoluble link between water and the
land by claiming that although this land was rich and fertile, it was of little
value except for grazing cattle unless it could be irrigated.59 The brochure
explained that the canal was designed to carry 10 000 000 gallons of water
per twenty four hours so that there was “no fear that the water supply will be
in anyway inadequate to the demand”.60 It stated that although the Breede
River ceased to flow in February and March, the dry summer season, there
were large standing lakes or pools in the river bed which never dried up and
that vines and fruit trees did not require water in this period. This was, of
course not a true reflection of the actual flow capacity of the river in the dry
season. The regular low river levels in summer would give rise to constant
problems with irrigation and water quality problems and would eventually
give rise to the building of the Brandvlei Dam, which will be discussed later.
Nevertheless, Rigg guaranteed each agricultural lot holder “sufficient water”
to irrigate their holdings at the “nominal charge” of ½d. or not exceeding 1d.
per 1 000 gallons used. Although accounts would be rendered monthly, Rigg
generously waived any charge for water supplied during the first six months
from the date of purchase, in order to assist settlers at the commencement to
get on their feet financially. The income derived from water rates would go
towards the maintenance of the irrigation works and initially settlers would
not have any responsibility with regard to the canal.61 But Rigg was a strict
person. After the initial concessions, water was cut from those settlers who
could not pay their rates.62
Originally the irrigable area of land was 453 hectares, laid out in 116
available freehold agricultural lots and 128 building sites. The agricultural
allotments varied from two to twenty four acres. They were priced according
to position, size, quality of soil, etc. Although the brochure did not indicate
the actual price of the allotments – this could be deduced from a lithographic
plan available at the agents mentioned in the brochure upon payment of two
shillings and six pence each – they were valued between £50.00 and £150.00
per acre. Adjoining the arable area were between 5 000 and 6 000 acres of
grazing ground, upon which each lot-holder had the right to graze a number
58
59
60
61

Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 7-8 (Preface).
Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 8, 10.
Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, p. 16.
Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 16, 19, 21. With reference to the
Brandvlei Dam, see pp. 25-27 hereunder.
62 DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, p. 5.
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of cattle, according to the size of his or her holding free of charge. The
agreement of purchase was very favourable for land settlement. The brochure
stated that the purchase of one or more lots of “Bonnie Vale” as an investment
would prove “very profitable and safe” and that there were many poor people
who would be willing to occupy and improve the lots in consideration of
half the profits made out of them. The purchase amount bore interest at six
per cent, payable half-yearly, and was payable in yearly instalments of at least
£50.00, transfer being given as soon as £20.00 per acre was paid off and a
mortgage bond had been passed for the balance due. Lot no. 7 was reserved
for the development of the central business district of Bonnievale which would
also make provision for a mill, a distillery, a general store, a butchery and a
bakery, a hotel, a telegraph or “telephone office”, and a library, a school and a
church. The government was to be approached for the formation of a village
board consisting of five lot holders as soon as half the lots were occupied.
Until such a board had been formed Rigg reserved the rights and control as
such a board was empowered to exercise.63 By 1911, a newspaper, quoted by
Van den Berg and Van Niekerk, summarised Rigg’s unmistakable presence at
Bonnievale as follows: “Mr Rigg is engineer, irrigationist, farmer, Justice of
the Peace, arbitrator, councillor, judge, jury, chairman of the Board, Post and
Pound Master and Lord of the Manor”.64
Rigg’s previous experiences and knowledge of farming and irrigation activities
are clearly reflected in the brochure. The completeness, thoroughness and
quality of information provided to prospective buyers who had no knowledge
of the area and conditions, were striking. Rigg planned and prepared carefully
before launching the scheme. Nothing was left to chance and this was a
paramount factor in the eventual success of his irrigation settlement scheme,
which probably distinguished it from the failed schemes mentioned earlier.
He emphatically stated that “I have endeavoured to exercise the utmost care
and forethought in order to meet all contingencies that may arise at any future
date”.65
Apart from appointing a resident “reliable Colonial farmer”, to advise farmers
on sowing, planting and harvesting methods, Rigg published thorough, but
63 WCARS, Estate Files, Accounts, 13/1/6222, Christpoher Rigg, Deed of Sale, CF Rigg – GH van Zyl, p. 3;
Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 14-44, 52 (Appendix 4) and 61
(Appendix 8); P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, p. 28; Anon., “Successful irrigation estates”, The East
London Daily Dispatch, 6 September 1909, p. 7. DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, p. 5 claims that the size of
the allotments were between ten and fifteen acres each.
64 DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, p. 5; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, p. 21.
65 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, p. 10.
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positive soil reports of the land at Bonnievale complied by Dr Rudolf Marloth,
Professor of Chemistry in Science to the Government School of Agriculture
at Stellenbosch and Dr Daniel Hahn, Professor of Analytical Chemistry at the
South African College. The brochure contained information on agricultural
products and animals suitable for husbandry and breeding in the area, its
yield and values. Information on agricultural requisites and building rates
for dwellings was also provided. Even temporary accommodation provisions
were made, which were available gratis for three months for a number of
newcomers until their dwellings were ready for occupation. Although the
average monthly wages for Coloured labourers were published, Rigg made
it clear that his was a white settlement scheme and that he was “anxious”
that very little of this labour should be required as he desired that the people
settling on the land “will be those who will not be above doing a good day’s
work themselves”. Rigg argued that should extra labour be required “from one
to three [Coloured] hands” would be able to accomplish all work connected
with the lots according to size of the lot. In addition, advertisements
catering for every conceivable need of prospective settlers were interspersed
throughout the brochure: breweries, favourable NCCR agricultural produce
transport and passenger rates, hydraulic and irrigation contractors, building
contractors, cement works, hotel accommodation, mineral baths and
sanatorium amenities in towns adjacent to Bonnievale, general dealers and
furniture stores, bakers, timber merchants, bicycle and motor car suppliers,
farm literature, stationery sellers, real estate and financial agents, insurance
societies, agricultural implements and machinery companies, tailors and
clothing stores, nurseries, cold storage companies as well as distilleries. All
facilities could be reached or products ordered via the NCCR’s Vale siding.66
Against the background of the prevailing imperial mind-set of the early
1900s, as discussed before, it seems that Rigg had a preference for Englishspeaking settlers, and his London and Cape Town agents recruited mainly
English prospective farmers. In January 1908 the irrigation scheme was readvertised in the Cape Town daily Cape Argus. Van Niekerk, quoting the
reminiscences of one of the original settlers, wrote that in 1913, when a new
school principal was to be chosen, Rigg was instrumental in the appointment
of John Edward Irving from the south-east of England. To the detriment of
the Afrikaans-speaking children, Irving knew neither Dutch nor Afrikaans.
It was impoverished farmers who came to work on the scheme. Many were
66 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 6-64.
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English-speaking, some of them veterans from the First World War, and for
their labour they had received irrigation allotments. Rigg’s attachment to
the military could also have been affected by the fact that his nephew, the
Reverend Arthur Rigg, was military chaplain to the British Army in India. It
also appears that many of the English relatives of Rigg’s second wife came and
settled in the Valley. At first a thriving majority English-speaking community
developed at Bonnievale; testimony to which are farm names such as Nordale,
Norriston and Parkstone. Personalities such as Major Fuller, Powrie, Norrie
and Wilhelm became prominent in the community.67
However, in the brochure Rigg declared that the Bonnievale area was
extremely suitable for the breeding of ostriches and the cultivation of lucerne.
Therefore one of his agents, Matthys Lourens, did a lot of recruiting in
the districts of Ladismith, Calitzdorp and Oudtshoorn. In the light of the
profitability of ostrich farming, as discussed earlier, Rigg’s recruitment focus
on ostrich farmers made economic sense. But it was particularly after the
collapse of the ostrich feather industry in Oudtshoorn in 1914 when many
Afrikaner farmers came from that area to Bonnievale in search of economic
deliverance and new farming opportunities. Pioneer Afrikaner settler families
were those of Swanepoel, Beukman, Joubert, Trytsman, Wolfaart, Lategan,
Moelich, Du Preez, Meiring, Jonker, Rheeder, Breytenbach, Fourie, Coetzee,
Le Roux, Van Eeden, Wentzel and others. While the Afrikaans-speaking
community grew in numbers the English-speaking community dwindled.
Even the original estate-owning Rigg and Moon families disappeared from
the scene eventually.68 In this regard C. Geister, a niece of Mrs Rigg, wrote
that eventually the English-speaking community became very small so that
the latter “found the life in Bonnievale too lonely”.69

67 Anon., Die mense van Vandermerwe 1922-1997, n.p., n.d., p. 13; DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, pp. 5, 35,
40-41; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, pp. 12, 41, 43; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 13, 21,
23; Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, Memorandum by Mrs C Geister, née Moon and niece of Mrs
Rigg (Undated); P Grütter, “Leiklip vir ‘n lieflike kind”, Sarie Marais, 30 Mei 1979, p. 106; M Brink, “Breyten
se Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 Oktober 2008, pp. 60-61; Anon., “Sale of Bonnie Vale”, Worcester Advertiser, 22
August 1919.
68 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, pp. 34, 36, 39; DL van den Berg,
Gedenkboek…, pp. 5, 34-35; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 9, 13, 15, 17, 19, 23-27; IL de Villiers
red., Bonnievale, p. 14; P Grütter, “Leiklip vir ‘n lieflike kind”, Sarie Marais, 30 Mei 1979, p. 106; M Brink,
“Breyten se Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 Oktober 2008, p. 61.
69 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, Handwritten memorandum by Mrs C Geister, nee Moon and niece
of Mrs Rigg (Undated).
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The development of the Bonnievale irrigation scheme and community
and the construction of the Brandvlei Dam
When Rigg bought the farm of Bonnie Vale he was confronted by the same
problem that had caused the blocking of Dieterlie and De Wet’s canal, viz.
the vertical rock-face of the Olifantskrans. The attempted solution consisted
of constructing a wooden flume, 1.22 metres wide and 0.61 metres deep, in
which the water was conveyed around the cliff, partly supported on trestles and
chains and partly fixed to the cliff itself. Thick spikes were dug into the cliff to
secure the cable which held them in place. Seven meter pillars were mounted
on thick poles set into the river bed. The first water reached Bonnievale in
1900. Although Rigg euphemistically referred in the brochure to “some
engineering difficulties that had to be overcome”, the canal and flume caused
endless problems. At first the canal was small and in winter debris from the
Breede River clogged the system, causing the suspended channels to collapse.
Dislodged rocks from the cliff fell into the flume and high winds and floods
regularly damaged it. There were problems with leakages as well. Work on
the canal then had to be started all over again, with the result that the water
supply was disrupted. This became an annual struggle until 1906.70
At this point, applying his blasting expertise, Rigg decided to construct a
tunnel through the Elephant Cliff. Work on the 214 metres tunnel began on
1 January 1906. About 80 to 100 people worked on the project, among whom
“Transkeians” (Xhosa-speaking African migrant labourers). Two tons of bar
steel and 80 cases of dynamite were used to remove 2 000 tons of hard rock.
Rigg excavated from two sides, north and south, making six access tunnels.
The tunnel was 2.135 metres wide and the depth varied between 1.22 and
2.135 metres. Sluice gates were installed for diverting flood waters and to shut
off the flow to allow for cleaning or making good any necessary repairs. Like
his predecessors Rigg ran into financial problems, but in December 1906 a
bank in Robertson came to his rescue with a loan of £18 000.00. Smaller
setbacks as a result of the canal’s collapsing were still experienced from time
to time, such as the porous soil structure of “Vrotkop” (Rotten Hill) just
outside the town. But once the tunnel was completed, the canal and irrigation
scheme was a success. The canal was enlarged at several places and in 1910
the system was developed further east of Bonnievale with a team of Coloured
70 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, p. 29; Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux
Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, “The irrigation scheme” (Undated article clipping) and irrigation
scheme display notes; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 13-15, 36, 116.
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labourers. In 1914 cement was used for the first time to repair and strengthen
the construction of the canal. Newspapers described the undertaking as
“the greatest engineering project of its time in South Africa by one man”.71
Image 5: Rigg’s tunnel soon after completion, c. 1906

Source: Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection: Photos.

With the success of the irrigation scheme ensured, community development
followed suit. A village board, consisting of five “lot holders” was elected with
Rigg as the obvious chairperson. The first statutory town management board
was established in 1922 and the town received municipal status in 1953. The
first state-sponsored elementary school was erected in 1906 and a high school
in 1939. When the ostrich feather industry collapsed in 1914 the enterprising
Rigg and his irrigation settlers switched to producing lucerne hay, a nutritious
cattle fodder. He also established Bonnievale’s first cheese factory.72
Ownership of the canal, or “Rigg furrow” as it was also known, was
transferred to the Zanddrift Irrigation Board, which was established in 1909.
The purchase price was £7 000.00. The first executive consisted of AI van Zijl
(chairperson), JM van Zijl, FJ van Zijl, NL Jonker, SW Rabe, PJ Trytsman, JS
Marais and AGH Teubes (secretary). Van den Berg claims that Rigg’s condition
for transferring the canal was that he wanted a seat on the board. Although
this claim could not be verified, it is clear from various sources that he was
regarded as a “difficult customer”. His relationship with the all-Afrikanercontrolled board and the congregation of the Dutch Reformed Church was,
at times, problematic and abrasive until his death. The biggest differences
71 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, p. 29; Bonnievale Museum, Le
Roux Collection, CF Rigg, New South Africa…, “The irrigation scheme” (Undated article clipping) and
irrigation scheme display notes; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 13-15, 36, 116; DL van den
Berg, Gedenkboek…, pp. 4-5, 31-32; Anon., “Successful irrigation estates”, The East London Daily Dispatch, 6
September 1909, p. 7; M Brink, “Breyten se Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 Oktober 2008, p. 61.
72 DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, pp. 5, 34, 40, 69, 71; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, pp. 17, 35; P van
Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 19-20, 28.
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occurred with regard to the interpretation of the purchase-deed. Apparently
Rigg and the original water users of Bonnievale and Riggton were exempted
from paying water tariffs but were responsible for the maintenance costs of
their portion of the canal. Over time, however, this exemption became an
increasing source of irritation to the board. Rigg was sued for money due
to the board and after his death there was even a claim against his estate for
outstanding debts.73
A huge problem the Zanddrift Irrigation Board had to deal with was the
low levels of the Breede River in the summer months – an issue that was
completely underplayed by Rigg in his original recruitment brochure. At times
these levels caused the canal to run dry, presenting a serious obstacle towards
agricultural expansion in the whole Valley. For instance, farmers could only
plant crops such as grain, lucerne and potatoes. The lack of consistent, reliable
irrigation water precluded the survival of more expensive vines and deciduous
fruit trees during the dry months. Another problem which occurred especially
when the river levels were low was the salinization of the water quality, which,
in turn, inhibited the growth and shortened the lifespan of agricultural crops
and plants. To counter this problem a huge fresh water reservoir was needed to
raise the river levels in the dry season and also to flush saline water. A perusal
of Kanthack’s report reveals that the farm Brandvlei of the De Wet brothers,
in the vicinity of Worcester 85 km upstream of Bonnievale, was considered
a suitable area to build a storage dam already as early as 1907. Brandvlei lies
in the catchment area of the Du Toitskloof and Stettyns Mountains west of
Worcester with high winter rainfall.74
But the actual lobbyist for the construction of the dam was JP (Kowie)
Marais, a Robertson farmer who realised the potential of Brandvlei and began
to engage with Kanthack’s office. Marais was instrumental in establishing
the Breede River Conservation Board in 1913, which became the water
73 “Proposed constitution of irrigation district”, The Cape of Good Hope Government Gazette, 11 August 1908;
Zanddrift Irrigation Board (hereafter ZIB), Minutes of Meeting of proprietors of the farms Langverwacht, etc.,
16 April 1908; “Proposed constitution of irrigation district”, The Cape of Good Hope Government Gazette, 11
August 1908; Zanddrift Irrigation Board (hereafter ZIB), Minutes of the Meeting of the Zanddrift Irrigation
Board, 27 July 1909; WCARS, Estate Files, Accounts, 13/1/6222, Christopher Forrest Rigg, Liquidation &
Distribution Account; DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, p. 5; AH Tromp, Robertson, 1853-1953…, pp. 119;
Anon., Die mense van Vandermerwe 1922-1997…, p. 15; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot pp. 12, 21,
30-35, 100, 102, 108.
74 G. 44 – 1907, FE Kanthack, Report on the proposed Ashton Canal Irrigation Project, p. 22; Bonnievale
Museum, Le Roux Collection, “Geskiedenis van Edendale” (Undated handwritten memorandum), pp. 6-9,
12; CJ Swanevelder, “’n Geografiese opname van die Breërivier-opvangsgebied”, pp. 129-132; P van Niekerk,
Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 57, 83; Anon., “Die Brandvlei Dam”, The South Western News, 10 October 1919.
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controlling body for the whole Valley. This board sent a commission to the De
Wet brothers regarding the purchase of their farm but the final purchase price
of £15 000.00 for the land could only be settled by a decision of the water
court. In 1914 Parliament voted £100 000.00 for the building of the dam,
but the collapse of the ostrich feather industry and the outbreak of the First
World War temporarily put the project on ice. Construction work finally got
underway in February 1920 and the dam wall was completed in July 1922.
On 31 October 1923 the Brandvlei Dam, also known as Marais Lake in
recognition of JP Marais who had died two months before the inauguration,
was officially opened by Mr CJ Krige, the MP for Caledon. The final cost of
the dam was £78 629.00. However, it soon became apparent that the dam’s
capacity was insufficient, being limited to holding storage water for only four
months during peak demand. Therefore between 1946 and 1953 the wall was
raised to 10.68 metres at a cost of £140 000.00 in order to provide for the
increased demand of irrigation water. This was achieved through a government
loan secured by the MP for Swellendam, SE Warren. When full, the dam
water stood 7.32 metres deep and the dam had a capacity of 43 million cubic
metres extending over an area of 9.654 square km. The increased capacity also
went a long way towards addressing the salinization problem which affected
the water quality especially during summer.75 It is an irony that Rigg, who
was not afforded a seat on the Zanddrift Irrigation Board in his hometown,
became a member of the Breede River Conservation Board in 1914 which,
through the Brandvlei Dam, played such a great role in improving the supply
of irrigation water to Bonnievale.76
Another problem which the Zanddrit Irrigation Board had to solve was
seepage through the canal floor and walls. This led to waterlogged land and
consequently to salinization of the soil. In the early years it was still a ground
canal, except for a few places where, due to certain weakened geological
75 Breede River Conservation Board (hereafter BRCB), Constituted by Proclamation No. 124, 21 May 1913;
Anon., “Die Brandvlei Dam”, The South Western News, 10 October 1919; Anon., “Brandvlei-Dam geopen,
Die Burger, 1 November 1923; Anon., “Brandvlei Besproeiings Skema”, Bijvoegsel tot het Zuid-Westelik Nieuws,
5 Maart 1920; Anon., “Opening of the Brandvlei Dam, Worcester”, Die Landman, 9 November 1923, p. 6;
Ibid., “Maraismeer word vergroot”, 29 Maart 1940; Ibid., “Die vergroting van Maraismeer”, 17 Mei 1940;
Anon., “Brandvlei scheme”, Worcester Standard & Advertiser, 12 September 1919; Ibid., “Water capacity to be
doubled”, 20 July 1946; Ibid., “Brandvleidam sal nou groter wees”, 26 Mei 1950, p. 1; Bonnievale Museum,
Le Roux Collection, “Geskiedenis van Edendale” (Undated handwritten memorandum), pp. 6-8,12; DF
Kokot, “Irrigation possibilities in the Union of South Africa”, Minutes of Proceedings of the South African Society
of Civil Engineers, XL, Fortieth Session (Cape Town, SA Society of Civil Engineers, 1942), p. 185; AH Tromp,
Robertson, 1853-1953…, pp.121-122; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, pp. 16-17; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale
se groot sloot, pp. 57-63.
76 BRCB, Notulen van de Vergadering van de Breede Rivier Waterbewarings Raad te Robertson, 9 January 1914;
P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 33, 58.
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structures, cement was used to strengthen it. Therefore the board obtained a
government loan of £33 975.00, the cementation of the canal was started in
January 1937 and the work was completed in 1942, although Van Niekerk
indicates that the cement lining of sections of the canal system continued
until the early 1950s.77
Thus, the construction of the Brandvlei Dam and the cementation of the
canal system finally solved the water problems and stabilized and ensured
agricultural development in the Bonnievale district so that farming became
more profitable. The problem of seepage water was contained and irrigation soil
improved. Where previously farmers had stuck with cash crops predominantly,
they could now begin to diversify their agricultural activities and utilize the
district’s huge potential for vines and deciduous fruit to its fullest extent, as
irrigation water was ensured all year round. The production of vegetables
and dairy products also flourished. Progress was stifled during the economic
depression of the 1930s as there was no market for agricultural produce. Many
settlers were unable to pay their water tariffs and the government was obliged
to drastically lower the tariffs and also to remit their debts in this regard.78
However, during the Second World War, prices for farm produce improved
because of an increased demand. In the 1950s co-operative wine cellars were
established which also stimulated the expansion of vines and production of
wine. The 1950s saw the extension of electricity to the Bonnievale district by
Escom (the national electricity utility). Electricity increased the potential of
the land even further as farmland above the canal, which had previously been
underutilised, could now be developed and put under irrigation through the
use of electrical irrigation pumps.79

77 ZIB, Notule van ‘n Vergadering van die Zanddrift Besproeiingsraad, 10 December 1936, pp. 60-61; ZIB,
Notule van ‘n Vergadering van die Zanddrift Besproeiingsraad, Notule van ‘n buitengewone vergadering van die
Zanddrift Besproeiingsraad, 15 April 1937, p. 66; Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, “Geskiedenis van
Edendale” (Undated handwritten memorandum), pp. 5, 8; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, p. 17; FJ Stemmet,
Die Robertson-kontrei ABC, p. 82; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 77-82. Although De Villiers and
Stemmet claim that the cementation of the canal began in 1938 the minutes of the Zanddrift Irrigation Board
indicates that work started in January 1937 already.
78 ZIB, Notule van ‘n gewone vergadering van die Zanddrift Besproeiingsraad, 27 September 1934, p. 3; ZIB,
Notule van ‘n buitengewone vergadering van die Zanddrift Besproeiingsraad, 19 September 1935, p. 32;
Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, “Geskiedenis van Edendale” (Undated handwritten memorandum),
pp.5, 9, 11-13; DL van den Berg, Gedenkboek…, p. 32; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, p. 17; FJ Stemmet,
Die Robertson-kontrei ABC, p. 82; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 61,70-75; M Brink, “Breyten se
Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 Oktober 2008, p. 61.
79 Bonnievale Museum, Le Roux Collection, “Geskiedenis van Edendale” (Undated handwritten memorandum),
pp. 5,10-11; IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, p. 17.
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Conclusion
For Sir Alfred Milner as a Colonial Administrator, the role of the government
was to undertake an interventionist, massive re-engineering of nature and
society in the form of large-scale river diversion and irrigation settlement
schemes. On the other hand, the willingness to engineer South Africa’s water
resources through private enterprise by entrepreneurs such as CF Rigg reveals
a striking commitment to an agrarian future of progressive and modern
farming – a Darwinian process in which only those prepared to run farms
like a business would remain in agriculture.80 In an age of imperialism white
domination did prevail in South Africa after the Anglo Boer War as manifested,
inter alia, through land and irrigation settlement schemes. Politically,
however, it took a different turn to what was visualised by Empire builders
such as Milner and his supporters and admirers. Despite Milner’s pro-British
reconstruction plans for the post-war Transvaal and Orange River colonies,
Afrikaners would eventually dominate the political domain until 1994. In
this instance there is also a correlation with CF Rigg’s irrigation settlement
scheme, where after the establishment of the Zanddrift Irrigation Board in
1909, the canal system and irrigation supply were also controlled by Afrikaner
farmers. However, Christopher Rigg secured a reliable and constant supply of
water to a previously barren district and this in itself was a remarkable feat.
As extensive crop farming would have been impossible without water being
diverted from the Breede River, Bonnievale and its community owe their
existence in the first place to irrigation, but also to the visionary CF Rigg. He
was a man ahead of his time and due to his entrepreneurial skills, perseverance
and business acumen81 his private settlement scheme was one of few in South
Africa to have succeeded without initial government support. Today (2013)
agriculture in the Bonnievale district boasts, inter alia, of two cheese factories
and well-developed wine estates such as Arendsig, Van Loveren, Weltevrede
and others which produce premium export wines and fruits82 - a testimony to
Rigg’s pioneering endeavours.
80 For a detailed discussion of these concepts see M McKittrick, “A miracle in the North. The scheme to flood
the Kalahari, 1918-1945” (Unpublished paper presented at the North-eastern Workshop on Southern Africa,
Burlington, Vermont, April 2013), p. 5; GR Backeberg and JA Groenewald, “Lessons from the economic
history of irrigation development”, Agrekon, 34 (4), December 1995, p. 169.
81 IL de Villiers red., Bonnievale…, p. 17; P van Niekerk, Bonnievale se groot sloot, pp. 20, 122; M Brink, “Breyten
se Bonnievale”, Mooiloop, 8 Oktober 2008, p. 61.
82 See e.g. Anon., “Bonnievale” (available at http://www.bonnievale.co.za), as accessed on 1 March 2013; Anon.,
“Arendsig Wine Estate” (available at http://www.arendsig.co.za), as accessed on 1 March 2013; Anon., “Van
Loveren Wine Estate”(available at http://www.vanloveren.co.za), as accessed on 5 March 2013.
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Abstract
John Graham played a key role in the Fourth Cape Eastern Frontier War,
1811 - 1812. His natural intelligence, training and experience as an officer
in the British Army prepared him well as civil and military commander in
a distant part of the Colony. Escalating tension, violence and instability in
the prevailing open frontier situation called for drastic intervention by the
authorities. The policy agreed upon was to involve all available Colonial
forces in a military operation against Xhosa occupants of areas to the west
of the Great Fish River, the official boundary. Within a relatively brief period
of military actions the Zuurveld was cleared of perceived hostile enemies. In
military terms the campaign under the immediate direction of Graham was a
brilliant success. In the long run, however, his frontier arrangements did not
bring about lasting peace and stability in relations with the Colony’s Xhosa
neighbours. Graham’s name is perpetuated in the naming of Grahamstown.
Keywords: John Graham; Cape Regiment; Eastern frontier; Xhosa leaders;
Military operations; Military posts; Defensive measures; Governors Caledon
and Cradock.

Introduction
Not much is nowadays remembered of Colonel John Graham in South
Africa. His name is perpetuated in the naming of the city of Grahamstown,
officially established two centuries ago in the Eastern Cape, and also in the
name of a primary school in Plumstead, Cape Peninsula. Buried in the old
Wynberg cemetery, Somerset Road, John Graham’s grave is today unidentified
and lost for ever…
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Johan Graham was the second son of Robert Graham of the Fintry Estate
in Forfarshire, Scotland. He was born in Dundee on 24 April 1778 and
inter alia received his higher education by the learned Professor John Playfair
and Josiah Walker, tutor at Athol House. At the age of 16 years Graham
was gazetted Ensign in the 85th Regiment of Foot, but he never joined this
regiment, because in the same year (1794), having assisted his cousin, Thomas
Graham of Balgowan (afterwards Lord Lynedoch), to recruit candidates for
the 90th Regiment of Foot (Perthshire Volunteers), he was promoted to a
Lieutenancy in that regiment.1
In July 1795, commanding a company of the 90th Regiment, he was
stationed on the Isle de Dun, off the coast of France. However, ill health
compelled him in December of the same year to return to England. After
recovering, in March 1797, the Duke of York, Commander-in-Chief, granted
him permission to join the Austrian Army temporarily. His cousin, by that
time Colonel Thomas Graham, also served in the Austrian Army. In 1799
John Graham took part in military actions against the French republican
forces in Northern Italy, viz. at Adiye (26 March), Verona (30 March) and
Villa Franca (5 April).2
In June 1799 he presumably returned to England on board a vessel under
command of Admiral Samuel Hood, whose fleet occupied the French harbour
of Toulon and also captured several French ships in the Mediterranean.3
Back in England, Graham became aide de camp to Lord Chatham whom
he accompanied to Holland in September. He served in that country until
the withdrawal of all British forces in February 1800. Subsequently he
recruited volunteers for the 93rd Regiment of Foot (Sutherland Highlanders)
in Scotland. He was appointed Major in that regiment and from October
1800 served with his troops on the Channel Island of Guernsey. In October
1802 he returned with his regiment to Scotland. After receiving the Reserve
in Ireland, he took command of a battalion of Light Infantry Militia until
being appointed Assistant Quarter Master General for the period February
1804 to July 1805.4

1
2
3
4

Scottish Record Office (SRO), Edinburgh, Gift Deposit (GD) 151/3/1, Graham of Fintry Letters, undated
notes, pp. 4-5.
SRO, GD 151/3/1 Graham of Fintry Letters , pp. 5-6.
South African Biographical Dictionary, I ( Human Sciences Research Council, Pretoria, 1968), p. 329; DMG
Sutherland, France 1789-1815 (Collins, Glasgow, 1985), p. 189.
SRO, GD 151/3/1, Graham of Fintry Letters, Undated notes, pp. 5-6.
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Image 1: Lieutenant-Colonel John Graham depicted as young officer

Source: Cape Archives.

Graham arrives at the Cape
Following the resumption of the Napoleonic wars in Europe, the strategic
importance of the Batavian colony at the Cape of Good Hope was apparent to
the British Government.5 In July 1805 Graham and his regiment embarked on
“secret foreign service” under supreme command of Major-General Sir David
Baird. It was only after leaving the Brazilian harbour of Saint Salvador that
sealed Instructions of the Supreme War Council were opened, indicating the
British Government’s immediate objective to take over the opposing Batavian
Government’s rule of the Cape Colony.6
During the landing of British troops at Losperd’s Bay on 6 January and
the subsequent battle on the Blaauwberg flats on 8 January 1806, Major
John Graham commanded the combined British Light Infantry with
5
6

Cape Archives (CA), Batavian Republic (BR) 73 Bijlagen: Extract Secreete Notulen, 11 June 1805, pp. 547551.
SRO, GD 151/5 Graham of Fintry Letters: John Graham to “a particular friend in Dublin”, 16 March 1806,
no. 34.
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distinction. The loose sand and heat hampered progress, but Cape Town and
its fortifications were occupied without any further resistance by the local
citizens. After the final capitulation of the Colony by General Jan Willem
Janssens, Baird ordered Graham to immediately “raise and discipline” a
regiment of native Khoekhoen and Coloured people, which soon became
known as the Cape Regiment. Graham officially became Lieutenant-Colonel
and local commanding officer of this regiment on 26 January 1806.7 Graham’s
regiment fulfilled a key role in the defence of the Cape Colony, especially due
to the urgent withdrawal of several other British regiments from the Colony
and the special characteristics of the indigenous soldiers who were enlisted and
trained by mainly British officers at the regimental headquarters in Wynberg,
Cape Peninsula.8
Graham soon proved to be an energetic and versatile regimental commander.
He testified that, in addition to his mother tongue English-Gaelic, he
was “tolerably proficient” in Dutch, Italian, German and French. He
communicated well with soldiers and local citizens at the Cape, as a practical
organiser and inspiring leader.9
It seems that Graham’s main challenge as regimental commander was
twofold:
•

to recruit and enlarge the Cape Regiment with the best available local
Khoekhoen and Coloured talent, and

•

to overcome any assumed prejudices of local citizens against this new regiment,
he had to maintain a clear and pro-active conciliatory approach.

The Eastern frontier erupts
By 1811 serious problems in the eastern frontier districts of the Colony
required the complete involvement of John Graham and his regiment.
On both sides of the official Fish River boundary successive phases of
conflict erupted between the different cattle herding communities, ignoring
the frontier arrangements of Governor Joachim van Plettenberg in 1778.
7
8
9

SRO, GD 151/3/2, Graham of Fintry Letters: Statement of Service of Lieutenant-Colonel John Graham, 29
December 1809, p. 556.
The African Court Calendar: List of the Army at the Cape of Good Hope, 1806-1810, no page numbers.
SRO, GD 151/3/2, Graham of Fintry Letters: Statement of service of John Graham, 29 December 1809, p.
556.
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Nine eastern frontier wars followed which lasted a century and which may be
interpreted as one prolonged conflict, merely fluctuating in intensity.10
The eastern frontier zone of the Cape Colony may be defined as a region or
territory of inter-penetration between various distinct societies. During most
of the nineteenth century different communities competed for hegemony and
interacted on this gradually closing frontier.11
In cases of large scale cross-border raids and thefts, isolated white and
Khoekhoen farmers claimed protection from the distant Colonial authorities,
whose main concern seemed to cut back on any additional financial expenses.
The white frontier farmers were favoured in military terms by their mobility
(horses) and fire-arms, but lacked cohesion and numerical strength. By 1811
the estimated official population figures of the two eastern frontier districts
were as follows:12
Population

White men & women

Uitenhage
Graaff-Reinet
Total

1 111
2 619
3 730

Khoekhoen men &
women
1 224
3 544
4 768

Slave men & women
580
1 499
2 079

By 1811, at least 20 000 Xhosa occupants had already crossed the Fish River
boundary into the grassy Zuurveld and beyond. Their numerical strength
was buttressed by their intimate knowledge of and adaptability to the physical
environment of indigenous vegetation, steep ravines and treacherous river
crossings. Xhosa fighters used to conceal themselves in these dense thickets by
wrapping their skin cloaks around their bodies to protect themselves against
thorny bushes.13
The vanguard of white stock farmers moving eastwards and Xhosa cattleherders migrating westwards caused rivalry on the eastern frontier, especially
in the contested Zuurveld, between the Sundays and Fish Rivers. Each group
resisted the advance of the other, particularly when population increased in a
limited area. Within Xhosa ranks further stress was generated by a dynastic
feud between Ngqika, paramount Chief of the western Xhosa, and Ndlambe,
10 See for example AJ Smithers, The Kaffir Wars (Blackwell, London, 1973).
11 H Lamar and L Thompson (Eds), The Frontier in History (Yale University Press, New Haven, 1981), pp. 7-9.
12 Public Record Office (PRO), London, War Office (WO) 1/635 Commander-in-Chief: Graham – Hope, 18
November 1806, pp. 51-58.
13 J Campbell, Travels in South Africa (Black, Parry and Hamilton, London, 1815), pp. 118-119, 374.
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his uncle and former regent.
While John Graham accumulated and trained an efficient Cape Regiment at
its headquarters in Wynberg, Major Jacob Glen Cuyler, his immediate deputy
officer stationed at Fort Frederick, Algoa Bay, recommended in 1808 that the
Colonial authorities set an ultimatum to all Xhosa occupants west of the Fish
River to withdraw from their abodes before a given date. Graham supported
this suggestion, but the Cape Governor, the Earl of Caledon, maintained that
the official policy of only “preserving what we possess” should be applied on
the eastern frontier, avoiding any form of offensive action.14
Subsequently serious concerns arose when it became known that some of
Chief Ndlambe’s followers had settled close to the Sundays River. By the
end of 1809 it seemed that a combined Xhosa invasion of the Zuurveld was
imminent. Echoing official policy, Graham warned Cuyler to refrain from
any aggressive actions against the perceived intruders. This made it virtually
impossible for the small number of Colonial troops in the frontier region to
henceforth retrieve any stolen cattle from Xhosa homesteads.15

Graham’s military measures
In February and again in June 1810 Graham sent two companies of his
regiment, in addition to 21st Light Dragoons, to reinforce Cuyler’s troops in
the frontier district of Uitenhage. In July 1810 three additional companies
under major Thomas Lyster of the Cape Regiment were also sent by Graham
to the frontier district of Graaff-Reinet. They were deployed on several frontier
farms to make the military more visible to the upset local inhabitants.16
None of these measures proved effective for the restoration of peace. During
the first three months of 1811 some 1 205 cattle and several horses were
stolen by Xhosa trespassers in the two eastern frontier districts. Two white
farmers and six Khoekhoen labourers were also killed by the marauders.
Several desperate frontier farmers evacuated their loan farms and moved either

14 Cape Archives (CA), Government House (GH ) 34/4, Letter Book: Caledon – Collins, 14 November 1808, p.
80.
15 CA, Colonial Office (CO), 22 Letters Received: Graham – Alexander, 28 January 1810, no. 15; Grey –
Alexander, 22 March 1810, no. 26.
16 CA, CO 2572 Letters Received: State of Detachments, 20 January 1810, no. 7; as well as Defence Department
(DD) 12/1 Colonial Paymaster: Extract Account, 2 July 1810, no page numbers.
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westwards or northwards with their remaining stock.17 By the end of July it
was reported to Graham that Bruintjes Hoogte was completely occupied by
Xhosa and that they had never previously penetrated so far and on such a scale
into the Colony.18
Image 2: The Cape Eastern frontier, 1812

It seems that the Xhosa at this stage controlled most of the eastern frontier
region, extending their positions as far west as possible from the official
colonial boundary. The two most important Xhosa leaders in the occupied
area were Ndhlambe (of the Rharhabe) and Chungwa (of the Gqunukhwebe).
They claimed that their followers needed more grazing lands for their cattle.
The petty chiefs Galata, Habana and Xasa had their own agendas to gain
increased independence for themselves. They migrated to the grasslands
around the Zuurberg and their followers raided the frontier farms. Ironically,
at this stage, when it seemed that the Xhosa had won their struggle to control
17 CA, CO 2572 Letters Received: List of Cattle stolen in Uitenhage, April – June 1810, 27; GE Cory, The Rise
of South Africa, I ( Longmans Green, London, 1910), pp. 30-231; HB Giliomee, Administrasietydperk van Lord
Caledon (Archives Year Book for SA History, 1966, II ), p. 340.
18 CA, CO 2576 Letters Received: Hawkes – Cuyler, 24 June 1811, 3.
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the Zuurveld, John Graham was authorised to take recovering steps on the
Colonial frontier. Graham could and would only use military force to clear
the Zuurveld of all illegal Xhosa occupants and marauders. Ndhlambe rallied
all the Zuurveld Xhosa to resist Graham’s measures. 19
When Governor Caledon left the Colony in July 1811, to be replaced in
September of that year by an experienced military officer, Sir John Francis
Cradock (who became Lord Howden in 1819), a definite scheme was
launched by Lieutenant-General Henry G Grey, with regards to the formation
of a Commando of citizens to act against the perceived marauding Xhosa.
John Graham realised that the available regular British military forces on the
frontier had to serve officially only as a reserve at various rallying points in
the region. However, at that stage, due to the escalation of terror, theft and
violent incidents, this plan could not be fully implemented.20
The new Governor instructed Graham to move the remaining soldiers and
headquarters of the Cape Regiment to the eastern frontier. But more important,
he officially appointed Graham as Special Commissioner with supreme local
military and civil powers in the eastern frontier districts. Graham practically
received a carte blanche to change any standing regulations or practices on the
frontier.21 In a private letter to his father in Scotland, Graham admitted that
his appointment in command of all the military forces on the Cape eastern
frontier came as a surprise to him. It was evident that the new Governor had
agreed to Graham’s previously suggested stronger coercive measures to clear
the eastern districts of Xhosa occupants when all other peaceful measures had
failed. 22
Various factors favoured the appointment of Graham as local civil and
military Commander to direct the Colonial resistance against the Xhosa
occupation of the Zuurveld and adjacent frontier areas, e.g.:
•

He had gained extensive practical experience of operational planning and the
conduct of war in Europe and at Blaauwberg.

•

He became acquainted with the local languages and customs of the inhabitants
of the Colony, especially during his previous visit to the district of Uitenhage.

19 JB Peires, The House of Phalo (Ravan, Johannesburg, 1981), pp. 59-60.
20 CA, CO 4830 Letter Book: Grey – Cuyler, 27 June 1811, pp. 22-23.
21 SRO, GD 151/2/1 Graham of Fintry Letters: Lynedoch – Robert Graham, Proclamation, 30 September 1811,
Enclosure no.5, pp. 305-305.
22 SRO, GD 151/2/1, John Graham – Robert Graham, 4 October 1811, pp. 307-309.
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•

Both his superiors and inferiors held him in high esteem, especially as a result
of his good relations with various military, as well as civil and missionary
personalities. 23

•

He was only 33 years old in 1811, energetic in action, humane and undaunted,
sharp in observation and practical in decision making. 24

Governor Cradock maintained that the farmers and other civilians on the
eastern frontier were in principle responsible for their own defence, based on
the prevailing Commando system and operational actions under supervision
of the local Landdrosts. Cradock, however, simultaneously sanctioned an
increase of British infantry and cavalry on the frontier, but required that
Graham should use the regular soldiers primarily as a reserve force, to be
called upon only as a defensive armed reaction in cases of an emergency.25
Image 3: Governor Sir John Cradock who held Graham in high esteem

Source: Cape Archives.

By the end of 1811, Graham’s available regular British forces on the eastern
frontier of the Colony, including reinforcements, comprised of:26
Units

Officers

Subalterns

Rank & file

Total

Royal Artillery

1

0

97

98

21 Light Dragoons

7

11

147

165

st

23
24
25
26

PRO, WO 1/343, Despatches: Cradock – Liverpool, 18 October 1811, p. 119.
CA, CO 4831 Letter Book: Cradock – John Graham, 6 October 1811, p. 56.
SA Biographical Dictionary , II , pp. 150-152.
PRO, WO 1/343, Despatches: State of the Troops employed in the Interior, 18 October 1811, p. 139.
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Cape Regiment
83rd Regiment
93rd Regiment
Total

30
8
1
47

42
13
1
67

522
200
1
967

594
221
3
1 081

From the above statistics it is clear that Graham could only rely on the Light
Dragoons for swift operational tasks; the last three regiments being infantry
which could merely be used to defend strategic posts. Numerically, Graham’s
Cape Regiment was by far the largest in number (30 officers and 522 men)
and also the best adapted troops to perform fatigue duties in the unique
frontier environment.
Graham personally attended to the transportation of the military
reinforcements, equipment and ammunition on board the Upton Castle to
Algoa Bay. On arriving at the Drostdy of Uitenhage, 27 October 1811, he
spent some weeks personally observing the extent of Xhosa occupation of the
frontier districts.27
On 21 November he ordered the troops to move their military posts in an
eastward direction, closer to the Fish River boundary. This would enhance
the protection of more farms, extend the military communication lines and
provide strategic support to any contemplated Commando operation.28 In
the district of Graaff-Reinet, Graham concentrated the bulk of Lyster’s regular
troops at Bruintjes Hoogte. The left flank of Lyster’s posts stretched from
Bruintjes Hoogte to the Baviaans River, a northern tributary of the Great
Fish River. The right flank of Lyster’s posts stretched from Bruintjes Hoogte
to the Riet (or Vogel) River, where the cavalry (21st Light Dragoons) were
stationed.29
Graham’s grand strategy to clear the eastern frontier of Xhosa occupants was
carefully planned. He warned Major Lyster that in case of forceful operations
against the Xhosa, some may succeed to move unobserved in a westward
direction, rather than crossing the Fish River. The reserve troops at the
various outstretched posts had to be on the qui vive for any such Xhosa who
may attack them from the back, especially during night time. Any roaming
Xhosa found during day time, had to be disarmed and forced over the eastern
27 CA, GH 23/4, Despatch Book: Cradock – Liverpool, 18 October 1811, 3; SRO, Ex GD 151/2/1, Graham of
Fintry Muniments: Graham – Reynell, 29 October 1811, pp. 1-2.
28 CA, CO 33, Letters Received: Graham – Reynell, 21 November 1811, no. 29.
29 SRO, Ex GD 151/2/2, Graham of Fintry Muniments: Graham - Reynell, 21 November 1811, pp. 13-15.
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boundary.30
Graham instructed Lyster to:
•

keep the exact number of reserve troops at the various posts secret;

•

use only a part of the reserve troops at a post for patrol work;

•

avoid entering dense forests where the enemy could wait in ambush;

•

notify Graham immediately when any Xhosa chief is found and held at a post;

•

strategically withdraw the reserve troops from their posts in case of being
completely outnumbered and over-powered by a major onslaught of enemy
forces, and

•

defend at all costs the drostdy as vital administrative centre of Graaff-Reinet.

Graham evidently took into account the particular needs and circumstances
at the different defensive posts, by allowing discretionary powers to
commanding officers of the reserve troops.31

The war escalates
In addition to the defensive function of the advanced frontier posts,
Graham’s strategy was meticulously presented in his General Instructions of
November 1811, whereby a well-planned and boldly executed offensive had
to be launched against the Xhosa occupants of the frontier districts. For
this purpose he called upon all available armed citizens of Graaff-Reinet
and Uitenhage, under their respective Landdrosts, as well as a proportion
of regular troops, including the Cape Regiment. The three divisions of the
contemplated force comprised of:
•

a right division, close to the coast, commanded by Major Cuyler, Landdrost of
Uitenhage;

•

a central division, commanded by Captain George Sackville Fraser of the Cape
Regiment, and

•

a left division, from the district of Graaff-Reinet, commanded by Landdrost
Anders Stockenström. 32

30 SRO, Ex GD 151/2/1, Graham of Fintry Muniments: Graham – Lyster, 15 November 1811, pp. 6-7.
31 SRO, Ex GD 151/2/1, Graham - Lyster, 15 November 1811, pp. 8-9.
32 CT Atkinson (Ed), Supplementary report on the manuscripts of Robert Graham of Fintry (Historical Manuscripts
Commission publication, no. 81, London, 1942), p. 88.
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Graham allowed ample time for the farmers to finish the wheat harvest,
before they were to join the Commando under their civilian leaders, e.g.
Field-Commandant Gabriël Stoltz and Fieldcornets Willem Grobler and
Willem Nel.33
In the mean time Graham had to resolve proverbially a storm in a teacup,
when Landdrost Stockenström complained to him that Lyster had ignored his
civil authority by instructing armed civilians of the reserve force to serve under
officers of the Army. Graham responded that Lyster was a most experienced
officer and appointed in command of all the reserve forces. It was practically
impossible for Stockenström simultaneously to command the left wing of the
Colonial task force, as well as the reserve forces in his district.34
At the Drostdy of Uitenhage some Khoekhoen scouts reported to Graham
on 22 November that they had visited the main settlement (“kraal”) of
Habana in the Rietberg. They found this petty Chief, a cousin of Ndlambe,
in a desperate condition. He was old and sickly. He seemed unprepared
for war and afraid of the British. Graham expected that Habana would
peacefully remove his followers and cattle over the eastern boundary.35 At the
beginning of December 1811 he sent Landdrost Stockenström as emissary to
the headquarters of Chief Ngqika outside the Colony, in the Tyumie Valley,
east of the Kat River. This paramount Chief agreed to Stockenström that he
would allow his traditional rival Ndlambe with all of his followers to cross and
settle east of the Fish River. Graham welcomed the status quo with Ngqika,
but did not really trust him.36
Subsequently a tragic incident took place near the town of Uitenhage, on
2 December 1811, which triggered the outbreak of the Fourth Frontier War.
Graham was informed that some Xhosa fighters had attacked a small mounted
military patrol, killing one member (Swartz) and taking eight horses. An
immediate follow-up operation proved fruitless and Graham concluded in
desperation:37
I gave them orders, if they could get the murderers, to shoot them immediately,
for sorry I am to say, that reasoning with these savages is of no avail…
33 PL Zietsman, Die verdediging van en verdedigingsbeleid op die Oosgrens… (M.A. dissertation, UNISA, 1941), p.
69.
34 SRO, Ex GD 151/2/1, Graham of Fintry Muniments: Graham – Stockenström, 7 December 1811, pp. 28-30.
35 CA, CO 33, Letters Received: Particulars of a conversation between Habana and three Hottentots, undated,
Enclosure, no. 29.
36 B Maclennan, A Proper Degree of Terror (Ravan, Johannesburg, 1986), pp. 94-98.
37 CA, CO 33 Graham – Reynell, 12 December 1811, no. 32.
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The movement of the three already organised military divisions to clear the
frontier districts of Xhosa intruders commenced on 20 December, utilising
the visibility of full moon in night time. On 26 December the right wing
of Ndlambe’s forces, well hidden in the bush, confronted the division of
Cuyler. The Chief stepped forward and loudly challenged Cuyler, stating
that he had conquered the Zuurveld in a previous war and that he would
not voluntarily yield. He then raised his assegai as a signal to his followers
to attack. His warriors, however, kept a safe distance from the troops to
avoid the effectiveness of any volleys from Colonial firearms.38 It was evident
that Ndlambe had rallied all the Zuurveld Xhosa in a war of resistance
against Graham’s contemplated clearing up operation. Graham decided to
concentrate all his available forces (three divisions) at Zokamma (also known
a Coerney), about 16 kilometres northeast of the mouth of the Sundays River,
in order to prepare a combined military attack on Ndlambe’s stronghold in
the Addo Bush.
Graham instructed Landdrost Anders Stockenström to move the left division
over the passes of the Zuurberg and Rietberg to join Fraser’s central division
in the vicinity of Korhaan Drift on the Sundays River. 39 On the evening of 29
December Graham received alarming news that Stockenström, who wished
firstly to consult with him personally, had fallen with eight of his mounted
party, including Fieldcornets Potgieter and Greyling, as well as a Coloured
interpreter, in a surprise attack that morning at Doorn Nek in the Zuurberg.
This tragic incident was executed by the imiDange warriors of petty Chief
Xasa, who refused to negotiate on the removal of his people across the Fish
River boundary.40
Graham insisted that the left division should link up with Fraser’s central
column for the contemplated combined operations. This took place at
Zokamma on New Year’s day 1812,41 where Graham assembled a combined
force of some
•

Royal Artillery		

30 men

•

21st Light Dragoons		

20 men

38 SRO, Ex GD 151/2/1, Graham of Fintry Muniments: Cuyler – Graham, 26 December 1811, pp. 38-39.
39 CA, CO 2582 Letters Received: Extract of a private communication of Lieutenant-Colonel Graham, 2 January
1812, Enclosure, no. 50.
40 CW Hutton (Ed), The Autobiography of Sir Andries Stockenström (Reprint by Struik, Cape Town, 1964) , pp.
57-61.
41 CA, CO 2582, Letters Received: Extract of a private communication of Lieutenant-Colonel Graham, 2 January
1812, Enclosure, no. 50.
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•

Cape Regiment		

400 men

•

Armed citizens		

350 men

•

Total			 800 men

On 2 January he organised these troops in six companies, each comprising
of 60 armed citizens and 20 Cape Regiment soldiers, to sweep the Addo
forest on foot from the north, shooting all male Xhosa and seizing all cattle.
This was the first time that Colonial troops were used to scour thickets
systematically on foot in this frontier war. It proved to be less successful,
because agile Xhosa warriors could easily evade the heavily armed soldiers
under cover of the natural vegetation and physical terrain. After five days of
fatiguing service, the parties returned. They reported that they could only
eliminate 12 or 14 Xhosa resisters, including the old Chief Chungwa, who
was hiding in the bush. Field cornet Nortjé was killed by an assegai during
skirmishes with the enemy. Various Colonial units confiscated 2 500 cattle in
possession of the Xhosa during this operation.42
To expedite the expulsion of all Xhosa occupants from the frontier districts,
Graham requested Governor Cradock on 8 January to transfer at least 200
additional regular soldiers of the Cape Town Garrison to reinforce the
frontier troops and to enable him to fully deploy the Cape Regiment for
operational duties in the guerrilla warfare against the Xhosa.43 To this request
the Governor responded swiftly by ordering the embarkation of 200 rank and
file and officers of the 60th Regiment of Foot to Algoa Bay.44
By the end of January Graham ascertained that Ndlambe and his immediate
subjects, with all their cattle, had evacuated the coastal war zone between
the Sundays and Fish Rivers. They retreated eastwards across the Colonial
boundary on 14 or 15 January, followed also by remnants of the community
of the fallen Chief Chungwa.45
This enabled Graham to attend to deteriorating conditions in the
Bamboesberg, where the wife of a farmer (Van der Merwe) and several
Khoekhoen cattle herders had been killed by Xhosa marauders, seizing several
droves of cattle. Graham gave instructions that armed citizens and soldiers of
the Cape Regiment be henceforth mounted for quick retaliatory expeditions.
42
43
44
45

CA, GH 28/4, Enclosures to Despatches: Graham - Reynell, 8 January 1812, no. 12.
CA, CO 2582, Letters Received, Graham – Reynell, 8 January 1812, no. 50.
CA, GH 23/4, Despatch Book: Cradock – Liverpool, 23 January 1812, p. 28.
CA, CO 2582, Letters Received: Graham – Alexander, 30 January 1812, no. 5.
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They were to track stolen cattle to the hiding places of the Xhosa and to kill
all male occupants indiscriminately.46
The Xhosa Chief Habana, who seemed unprepared for war in November
1811, subsequently provided sanctuary to numerous hostile Xhosa leaders
and fugitives at his stronghold in the Rietberg. Graham decided to launch a
simultaneous twofold attack on Habana’s abode. On 24 January 1812 some
150 men from Graaff-Reinet were to attack Habana’s place from the north,
while Fraser with an equal number of soldiers had to assail it from the south.
Habana’s warriors skillfully avoided any direct confrontation with the troops,
withdrawing time and again into the vast overgrown ravines of the Rietberg.
Graham, however, responded by sending an additional 200 fresh soldiers
of the Cape Regiment to continue the military offensive with orders to kill
or drive all Xhosa persons over the eastern boundary.47 At daybreak, on 13
February, a twelve day sweeping operation of the northern and southern slopes
of the Rietberg started. The troops covered a distance of about 65 kilometres
of deep valleys and nearly inaccessible ravines. They applied a scorched earth
policy by destroying all Xhosa gardens and crops and seizing some 600
cattle. About 30 male Xhosa were killed in action, but more than 100 Xhosa
women and children were also taken captive by the troops and sent over the
Colonial boundary via Bruintjes Hoogte. Graham was convinced that this
military operation had unequivocally demonstrated to any Xhosa occupants
west of the Fish River that no hiding place in the frontier districts would be
inaccessible to the Colonial forces.48

Termination of military operations under Graham
By the end of February, Graham reported to Governor Cradock that all
resistance of Xhosa occupants in the frontier districts had been broken and
that “hardly a trace” of them had remained.49 For all practical purposes the
Fourth Frontier War had ended. On 7 March the Governor announced in
a general Communiqué that Graham’s troops had successfully swept some
20 000 Xhosa occupants out of the Zuurveld in merely two brief months.
46 CA, CO 2582, Letters Received: Graham - Reynell, 31 January 1812, enclosure 4, no. 50.
47 PRO, GD 151/3/2, Graham of Fintry Letters: Graham – Reynell, 26 February 1812, no. 174.
48 Public Record Office (PRO), Kew, London, War Office (WO) 1/343, Despatches: Graham - Cradock, 26
February 1812, pp. 155 - 156.
49 R Elphick and H Giliomee( Eds), The Shaping of South African Society (Longman Penguin, Cape Town, 1979),
pp. 315 and 326.
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A minimum of blood had been shed, but the Xhosa leaders practically
experienced the effectiveness, extent and hegemony of Colonial military
power.50
The Governor reported favourably to the Commander-in-Chief at the Horse
Guards in London that:
Lieutenant-Colonel Graham of the Cape Regiment, in whose hands all the
civil and military power was lodged, has conducted the whole course of the
proceedings with the greatest ability and good management, and has expressed
himself in the most favourable terms of every part of the military force under
his command.
The success that has attended the measures pursued, has gone beyond
expectation and the expulsion of the (Xhosa occupants) from His Majesty’s
territory into their own country, effected in the manner it has been done, with
so little violence, seems to receive universal satisfaction and will give a peace
and security to the frontiers of this settlement hitherto unknown…51

But the termination of the war did not end Graham’s commitment to arrange
necessary measures for a lasting peace and stability in the frontier districts. He
firstly improved lines of communication by opening strategically important
roads in the Zuurveld. Soldiers and civilians were utilised to repair the old
route from Korhaan Drift (on the Sundays River) to Rautenbach’s Drift (on
the Bushman’s River) and a new road over the Addo Pass.52
To seal off the Fish River boundary, Graham established 22 military posts
between the Great Winterberg and the sea. These posts roughly formed two
parallel lines of defence. The front line stretched from Esterhuyzen’s Post (east
of Slachter’s Nek) to Old Kaffir Drift (near the mouth of the Fish River). The
second line of military posts linked Bruintjes Hoogte and Groenfontein. The
bulk of patrol work was allocated to the Cape Regiment, whose soldiers were
mounted partly on pack oxen due to horse-distemper that prevailed in the
frontier regions. The rest of the patrols consisted of farmers called up from
different districts for particular brief periods of service.53
In collaboration with Governor Cradock, Graham envisaged a relatively
dense farming population close to the eastern borders of the Colony, in order

50
51
52
53

SRO, GD 151/7/1, Graham of Fintry Letters: Communiqué, 7 March 1812, p. 13.
PRO, WO 1/343, Despatches: Cradock – Torrens, 8 March 1812, pp. 143-158.
SRO, GD 151/3/2, Graham of Fintry Letters: Graham – Reynell, 26 February 1812, no. 174.
SRO, GD 151/2/1, Graham of Fintry Muniments: Graham – Reynell, 20 March 1812, pp. 39-40.
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to form a cordon of small semi-military settlements.54 The abandoned loan
farm of Lucas Meyer, “De Twee Fontijnen”, which the farmer had officially
obtained in January 1785, was selected by Graham for the new headquarters
of the Cape Regiment. It was strategically situated in the Zuurveld, about 30
kilometres from the Fish River boundary. In June 1812 the first temporary
barracks of wattle and daub were constructed on high level ground for this
new local military centre on the Kowie River.55
To honour the exceptional services rendered by Graham and his associates
during the Fourth Frontier War, Governor Cradock in August 1812
proclaimed the new military headquarters on the banks of the Kowie river
officially as Graham’s Town (soon to be spelt Grahamstown). It soon also
developed into a major administrative and commercial centre.56
Image 4: An artists view of early Grahamstown as military and administrative headquarters
on the frontier

Source: Cape Archives.
54 CA, CO 4831, Letter Book: Alexander – Graham, 2 April 1811, pp. 395-396.
55 SRO, GD 151/Box 11, Graham of Fintry Letters: Graham – Reynell, 15 May 1812, no. 10/87/7; JC Visagie,
Die Trek uit Oos-Rietrivier (Private publication, Stellenbosch, 1989), pp. 7-8. The mimosa tree under which
Graham had originally pitched his tent when deciding on the most suitable site for the headquarters blew down
during a thunder storm in High Street about three decades later (Graham’s Town Journal, 31 August 1843, p.
2).
56 Cape Town Gazette and African Advertiser: Proclamation, 14 May 1812; Advertisement, 14 August 1812, p. 1.
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Conclusion
What made the Fourth Frontier War and John Graham’s role remarkable?
Firstly, a relatively small number of heterogeneous colonial forces, comprised
of regular soldiers and armed civilians, in total an offensive force of about
1 000 men, effectively cleared the frontier districts of about 20 000 Xhosa
occupants within a brief period of about two months. Graham’s motivational
skills, organisational talents and military experience blended them into a
concerted military machine against a common foe, notwithstanding previous
years of escalating tension, loss of lives, devastation of property and ultimately
the large scale evacuation of loan farms in the frontier districts.
Secondly, one should note that the Frontier War was also traumatic to the
Xhosa, because they experienced the full military power of the Colonial forces.
At the very moment of their perceived control of vast extents of the Zuurveld
and Rietberg, they were confronted by colonial opponents whose fire-power
and mobility they could not match. According to the Xhosa prophet Nxele
(alias Makana or Links), the Xhosa easily credited the Colonial forces with the
mystical power of the “spirits who lived below the sea”.57
Although Xhosa leaders such as Ndlambe, Chungwa and Habana claimed a
right to occupy the frontier districts on account of conquests during previous
wars, they failed to maintain their supremacy. Individual property rights did
not exist among the Xhosa, but they adhered to communal occupation of the
best arable and grazing lands, as well as specific spheres of influence. They
were not unaccustomed to a nomadic life style based on seasonal changes, but
not to the same extent as the Khoekhoen or Bushmen in the interior of the
sub-continent.58
The evasive tactics of the Xhosa in guerilla warfare enabled them to avoid
heavy casualties and to equalise the assegai and firearm in hand to hand
fighting in the thickets. But the Xhosa were hampered in coherence from
the very beginning of the war. Ndlambe fled with his followers and cattle
across the Fish River, leaving Chungwa to resist the Colonial forces. Habana
collected many renegades and Xhosa thieves in the Rietberg, but isolated
himself from his superiors east of the Fish River boundary.
57 J Hodgson, Plugging in to Sources of Power (Paper presented at the Sixth Congress of the Association for the
Study of Religion, U.Z., 27-28 June 1984), p. 2.
58 J Milton, The Edges of War ( Juta, Cape Town, 1983), pp. 25, 61.
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The real reason for the frontier conflict was clearly identified by Graham
and his associates as a clash about similar means of subsistence between the
eastward moving extensive cattle farmers of the Colony and the westward
moving Xhosa cattle herders in the disputed frontier zone. The pressures of
population growth, internal strife and successional problems complicated the
closing frontier situation for Xhosa occupants.59
To reinforce his limited number of regular troops, Graham called upon the
armed citizens of the frontier districts to defend their families and property
during a crisis situation. Graham utilised the traditional Commando system
for practical reasons. The farmers were familiar with their own local leaders
and physical environment. They had to victualise themselves and used their
own horses for brief periods of military service. It implied a financial saving to
the authorities and the promotion of self-interest of civilians.60 Nonetheless,
commissariat services were arranged by Graham for the regular troops and
armed citizens who were utilised for lengthy periods in the reserve force
and at the newly established frontier posts. This created a market for local
entrepreneurs and contractors such as Piet Retief.61 Supplies were also sent
from Cape Town by ox wagon or shipping through the agent Robert Hill.62
Another remarkable fact of the Fourth Frontier War was the limited loss
of lives, as documented in official reports. It is very unlikely that Graham
or Governor Cradock would have underplayed the real number of Xhosa
casualties during the frontier operations. War is always horrible, traumatic
and destructive, but Graham succeeded to restrain the anger and ruthlessness
of his troops in relation to the grand objectives of his frontier arrangements.
The lives of Xhosa women and children were saved during the campaign
against Habana, but immediate revenge motivated the forces against the
imiDange after the tragic death of Landdrost Anders Stockenström and his
party at Doorn Nek.63
How permanent was the outcome of the Fourth Frontier War? With the
wisdom of hindsight it is possible to conclude that Graham’s successful military
operations and subsequent frontier arrangements did not last long. After he
and Cradock had left the Colony, new administrators lacked the zeal and
59 See also B Maclennan, A Proper Degree of Terror (Ravan, Johannesburg, 1986).
60 Note the conclusions of PE Roux, Geskiedenis van die Burgerkommando’s in die Kaapkolonie (D.Phil. thesis,
U.S., 1946).
61 JLM Franken , Piet Retief se Lewe in die Kolonie (Nasionale Pers, Cape Town, 1949), p. 71.
62 CA, GH 34/2, Indian Letter Book: Cradock – Farquhar, 13 July 1813, no numbers.
63 SRO, GD 151/7/1, Graham of Fintry Letters: Communiqué, 7 March 1812, p. 13.
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resources to maintain a strict border control and defensive system. Financial
interests surpassed the “luxury” of military and security needs, regulated from
Cape Town and London.
An assessment of John Graham as prototype of early nineteenth century
British military leadership needs some perspective. Leadership is usually
determined by response to an immediate crisis. During the Fourth Frontier
War, Graham became the leader of the moment. His relatively brief period
as civil and military commissioner on the frontier was preceded by a long
record of excellent military service abroad, as well as in the Cape Colony,
where he soon became acquainted with all sectors of the local population and
circumstances. He had many friends, but few enemies, in his personal life.
In his dealings with Landdrost van der Riet (Stellenbosch) and Landdrost
Stockenström (Graaff-Reinet) he promoted equal treatment for all people
before the law.64 Graham was regarded by his superiors, such as Governor
Cradock, as most reliable and loyal, performing duties to the best of his ability
and according to the convictions of his time.65
Was Graham the inventor of segregation on the Cape eastern frontier?
Certainly not, but he applied it diligently as a practical and viable solution
to the immanent clash of different interests in a closing frontier situation.
According to the Colonial authorities the Fish River boundary was an artificial,
but official, ruling since 1778. The cattle farming communities of both
trekboers and Xhosa herders regarded the disputed Zuurveld as ideal grazing
lands for their increasing stock. Graham did what he was required to execute
as effective functionary of the Colonial government. After the expulsion of
the perceived illegal Xhosa occupants of the Zuurveld, he made arrangements
for continued “safety and tranquility” on the frontier, in accordance with
the recommendations of his predecessors and contemporaries, e.g. Colonel
Richard Collins and Governor Cradock.66
In the light of political controversies about the possible changing of place
names and institutions in South Africa associated with racial segregation,67 the
64 Graham’s handling of the case of the soldier Viool is a typical example. Refer to CA, CO 10, Sundry Civil and
Military Officers: Graham – Cockell, 20 November 1808, no. 112; Grey – Alexander, 24 December 1808, no.
116.
65 See Cradock’s praise in the Proclamation of 14 May 1812 in the Cape Town Gazette and African Advertiser, p.
1.
66 GM Theal (Ed), Records of the Cape Colony, VII (Report of Collins, 6 August 1809), pp. 98-139.
67 A typical example appeared in The Mercury, 20 June 2001, p. 2 (“Asmal firm on re-naming schools”). For an
opposite appreciation see for example J Bond, They were South Africans (University Press, Oxford, 1971), pp.
24-34.
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name of John Graham may be included with that of Theophilus Shepstone,
John Cradock and Benjamin D’Urban. Graham, as much as other prominent
leaders in our history, figured substantially in the kaleidoscope of early
nineteenth century local personalities. He must be judged within the limitations
of the time and context of his services.68 His record remained unblemished
– using his most productive years in the Cape Colony, promoting peaceful
negotiations and mutual reconciliation, but also firm in conviction and
execution.69 Graham’s intention on the eastern frontier was never to slaughter
the Xhosa occupants, but to use the strongest military measures to compel
them to accept the fait accompli of the integrity of the Fish River as official
dividing line between the Colony and adjacent Xhosa territory to the east.
Graham’s subsequent role in the Napoleonic wars in Europe and his return
to the Cape Colony as Commandant of Simon’s Town represent another
chapter in his remarkable life story. His marriage to Johanna, daughter of
Rudolph Cloete of Westervoort, Rondebosch, immediately after the Fourth
Frontier War, also confirms his affection to the Colony and its people. But in
the last instance Graham never lost sight of his ancestral roots, viz. his distant
relatives and the family estate of Fintry in Scotland…70
Nonetheless, the exceptional military leadership qualities of John Graham
reached a pinnacle in his effective, but short lived measures taken during the
Fourth Frontier War and should be accredited in the annals of South African
history.

68 J Rüsen, Studies in Metahistory (Human Sciences Research Council, Pretoria, 1993), pp. 180-183.
69 On one of the interior pillars of the Anglican Cathedral in Grahamstown is simply inscribed: “In memory of
Colonel John Graham, Commandant of Simon’s Town, Cape of Good Hope, who died 17 March 1821, aged 42
years”.
70 SRO, GD 151/3/1, Graham of Fintry Letters: Biographical notes, undated, pp. 4-6.
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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of the public finances of the Cape Colony
in the period during which it was governed by the Dutch East India Company
(1652–1795). Using information from secondary sources, the paper discusses
the expenditures and revenue sources of the Company at the Cape; in
addition, it reports findings on the composition and distribution of the tax
burden derived from an analysis of the “opgaafrolle” (the annual censuses that
were undertaken to determine tax obligations). It shows that the Company’s
expenses exceeded its revenues throughout the period under review and that
the tax system was broadly progressive. While the Dutch East India Company
invested little in the economic development of the Cape Colony, it did not use
the fiscal system to extract as much surplus as possible.
Keywords: South Africa; Colonial tax; Fiscal policy; Extractive; Inclusive;
Institutions; Cape Colony.

Introduction
The Cape Colony was governed from 1652 to 1795 by the Dutch East India
Company (Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, hereafter VOC), a private
company that in 1602 received a charter from the States General of the Dutch
Republic to act on its behalf in its overseas territories. This paper discusses two
aspects of the public finances of the Dutch Cape Colony: the degree to which
its fiscal system was extractive, and how fairly it distributed the tax burden.
To this end, we present an overview of the revenue sources and the outlays of
the VOC at the Cape based on secondary sources, as well as the findings of
an analysis of the “opgaafrolle” (the annual censuses that were undertaken to
determine tax obligations). We systematise the available information about an
under-researched aspect of the economic history of the Dutch Cape Colony,
1

*
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Colonial Fiscal Policy Session at the 16th World Economic
History Congress, Stellenbosch, on 11 July 2012.
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and provide evidence that has a bearing on contemporary debates about the
nature and effects of colonial fiscal systems.
Colonial fiscal systems
Drawing on Booth’s discussion of state types in south-east Asia in the late
colonial period, Frankema identifies four types of colonial state according to
different configurations of tax burden and levels of public outlay (Image 1):2
•

“Developmental states”, which have relatively high tax burdens, but whose
revenues are used productively to promote economic development by financing
essential public goods.

•

“Benevolent states”, which have access to external sources of revenue (e.g.
subsidies from the colonial power) that make it possible to keep tax burdens
relatively low and still invest heavily in human resources.

•

“‘Night watchmen’ (or minimalist) states”, which collect low levels of
government revenue that preclude adequate human capital investment and limit
public spending to the maintenance of law and order and basic administrative
functions.

•

“Extractive states”, which strive to maximise government revenue, using it
mainly to expand the area of the colony or to enrich officials, investors and
other members of colonial elites.

Fiscal systems changed markedly from the second half of the seventeenth
century to the first half of the twentieth, as did views about the nature of
states and the rights and obligations of citizens and rulers. Hence, caution
must be exercised when applying Frankema’s taxonomy (which is based on
the fiscal systems of late colonial states) to the Dutch Cape Colony. It remains
pertinent, however, to locate the fiscal system of the Dutch Cape Colony
along the spectrum from extractive to developmental, provided that such an
assessment reflects the norms and realities of the time.
In a well-known passage in “An inquiry into the nature and causes of the
wealth of nations”, Adam Smith denounces the Dutch practice of governing
colonies by means of a private monopoly company: “Of all the expedients
that can well be contrived to stunt the natural growth of a new colony, that
2

A Booth, “Night watchman, extractive, or developmental states? Some evidence from late colonial south-east
Asia”, Economic History Review, 60(2), 2007, pp. 241–266; E Frankema, “Colonial taxation and government
spending in British Africa, 1880–1940: Maximizing revenue or minimizing effort?” Explorations in Economic
History, 48, 2011, p. 138.
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of an exclusive company is undoubtedly the most effectual.”3 Although the
context of this statement was Smith’s intense dislike of monopolistic trading
practices, the notion that a profit-seeking company with a mandate to govern
colonies would also suppress their economic development by imposing heavy
tax burdens and underproviding important public services has considerable
intuitive appeal. Furthermore, this notion is strongly reminiscent of the
treatment of taxation and public expenditure issues in two influential papers
that link contemporary economic outcomes to institutions established
in colonial times. Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson argue that predatory
tax systems were among the extractive institutions established by colonial
authorities in territories where disease environments hampered European
settlement.4 Sokoloff and Zolt, augmenting an earlier account by Engerman
and Sokoloff, claim that the elites in the American colonies used the fiscal system
to entrench economic inequalities: they note that, compared to the colonies
with fairly equal economic outcomes, areas with higher levels of inequality
developed more regressive taxation systems dominated by consumption taxes
and devoted fewer resources to redistributive social programmes.5
Image 1: Colonial state types

Source: E Frankema, “Colonial taxation and government spending in British Africa, 1880–1940: Maximizing
revenue or minimizing effort?” Explorations in Economic History, 48, 2011, p. 138.

3
4
5

A Smith, An inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations, 1776, E Cannon (Ed.) (London, Methuen
& Co., 1904), IV.7.44.
D Acemoglu, S Johnson and J Robinson, “The colonial origins of comparative development: An empirical
investigation”, American Economic Review, 91(5), 2001, p. 1375.
K Sokoloff and EM Zolt, “Inequality and the evolution of institutions of taxation: Evidence from the economic
history of the Americas”, S Edwards, G Esquivel and G Márquez (Eds), The decline of Latin American economies:
Growth, institutions, and crises (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 2007), pp. 83–136; S Engerman and K
Sokoloff, “History lessons: Institutions, factors endowments, and paths of development in the new world”, The
Journal of Economic Perspectives, 14(3), 2000, pp. 217–232.
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Yet there are ample grounds, including challenges to the view that imperialism
was highly profitable to colonial powers and recent analyses of Spanish and
British colonies,6 for eschewing generalisations about the extractive effects
of colonial fiscal systems. Irigoin and Grafe argue that the Spanish colonies
enjoyed considerable fiscal autonomy and that the relationship between the
Spanish crown and the colonial elites was marked by negotiation, rather
than command.7 They therefore reject the notion that the tax systems of
these colonies were highly extractive: “We suggest that this was not a system
primarily aimed at the extraction of resources or revenues from the colonies
for the benefit of the metropolis. Instead it successfully aimed at making the
colonies self-sufficient, with intra-colonial transfers covering the needs of
regions that either could not or would not raise sufficient revenue.”8 In a study
of the tax systems of thirty-four British colonies, Frankema finds that settler
colonies such as Australia, Canada and New Zealand had relatively high tax
burdens that enabled adequate investment in growth-promoting spending
programmes and helped to maintain macroeconomic stability.9 He concludes
that an inability to collect enough tax revenue to fulfil developmental
functions, because of institutional and geographical factors, may well have
been a more serious barrier to the development of the British non-settler
colonies than excessive tax burdens. A subsequent analysis of the combined
effects of the taxation and public expenditure systems of eight British colonies
reports marked differences in the degree to which they were extractive.10
These findings by Grafe, Irigoin and Frankema confirm the validity of
Austin’s warning that bifurcating colonial regimes and institutions (such as
fiscal systems) into the categories “inclusive” and “extractive” oversimplifies
reality.11 Austin points out that colonial institutions and policies varied
markedly over time and space and proposes that the extent to which they were
extractive should be measured on a continuous rather than binary scale. This
6

PK O’Brien and L Prados de la Escosura, “The costs and benefits for Europeans from their empires overseas”,
Revista de Historia Economics, 16(1), 1998, pp. 29–89.
7 MA Irigoin and R Grafe, “The Spanish empire and its legacy: Fiscal redistribution and political conflict in
colonial and post-colonial Spanish America”, Journal of Global History, 1(2), 2006, pp. 241–267; R Grafe
and MA Irigoin, “Bargaining for absolutism: A Spanish path to nation-state and empire building”, Hispanic
American Historical Review, 88(2), 2008, pp. 173–209.
8 MA Irigoin and R Grafe, “The Spanish empire…”, p. 263.
9 E Frankema, “Raising revenue in the British empire, 1870–1940: How ‘extractive’ were colonial taxes?” Journal
of Global History, 5, 2010, pp. 447–477.
10 E Frankema, “Colonial taxation and government spending in British Africa, 1880–1940: Maximizing revenue
or minimizing effort?” Explorations in Economic History, 48, 2011, p. 138.
11 G Austin, “The ‘reversal of fortune’ thesis and the compression of history: Perspectives from African and
comparative economic history”, Journal of International Development, 20, 2008, pp. 996–1027.
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proposal underlines the potential value of case studies for testing and refining
hypotheses about the nature and effects of colonial fiscal systems, including
those of company-governed territories such as the Dutch Cape Colony.

The VOC and the economic development of the Cape Colony
It was never the intention of the Lords Seventeen, the shareholders of the
Company, to establish a colony at the southernmost tip of Africa, but merely
to establish a refreshment station.12 The high incidence of scurvy on the VOC
ships made a steady supply of refreshments roughly halfway between Holland
and the East Indies essential. The Portuguese had long used St Helena as a
refreshment station, but increasing competition between them, the Dutch
and the English made the island a less secure refuge. Instead, the shareholders
of the VOC decided to support the construction and operation of a fort in
Table Bay, with its only purpose being to supply fresh produce, water, meat
and fuel to the passing ships. Jan van Riebeeck, the first commander of the
station, arrived in April 1652 and immediately built a fort. To supply the
passing ships and sustain the approximately one hundred soldiers and officials
who resided in the fort, Van Riebeeck also established a vegetable garden
and initiated the planting of wheat. He soon realised, however, that the help
of settler farmers would be necessary to supply fresh produce to the several
thousand sailors who arrived every year as well as the permanent workforce of
the Company. He had hoped that the native Khoe, a pastoral people, would
trade their prized cattle for European luxuries, but a constant supply of meat
was not forthcoming.13
Accordingly, Van Riebeeck released nine Company servants in 1657
to become free burghers.14 This step started a process of expansion that
continued, first in a northward and later in an eastward direction, until
the British occupied the Cape Colony in 1795. By then the total settler
population had reached 7 129.15 Van Riebeeck’s initial plan was to establish
a small, close-knit community of intensive wheat farmers around the fort.
12 G Schutte, “Company and colonists at the Cape, 1652-1795”, R Elphick and H Giliomee (Eds), The shaping of
South African society, 1652–1840 (Cape Town, Maskew Miller Longman, 1989), p. 288.
13 R Ross, “The Cape of Good Hope and the world economy, 1652-1835”, R Elphick and H Giliomee (Eds), The
shaping of South African society, 1652–1840 (Cape Town, Maskew Miller Longman, 1989), p. 244.
14 CW de Kiewiet, A history of South Africa: social and economic (London, Oxford University Press, 1941), pp. 5-6.
15 P van Duin and R Ross, The economy of the Cape Colony in the eighteenth century (Leiden, Center for the History
of European Expansion, 1987), p. 115.
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Yet, by 1663 the area Van Riebeeck had hoped would have settled a thousand
farmers, had been filled by only fifteen families on large, extended plots that
were used predominantly for grazing cattle. The arrival of Simon van der Stel
in 1679 marked the beginning of a further expansion of the boundaries of
the Colony into the fertile regions of Stellenbosch and Drakenstein, where
the Mediterranean climate and favourable soils allowed crop farming.16
Viticulture thrived in these areas, having been bolstered by the winemaking
skills of the 159 French Huguenots who arrived in the Colony in 1688 and
1689.17 Fourie shows that by the mid-eighteenth century the average Cape
farmer had attained living standards equal to, or even higher than, those of
the wealthiest countries in Europe, namely England and Holland.18
The wealth of the settlers was partly a result of using slave labour. The first
slaves had arrived in 1658 from Angola, but most came from the East, either
from the Indonesian Archipelago and India, or from Madagascar, Mauritius
and the Mozambican hinterland.19 While slaves were mostly employed by
the Company during the seventeenth century, farmers increasingly began to
prefer slave labour to expensive European wage labour (“knechts”). Requested
by the Lords Seventeen to advise whether to encourage European immigrants
or slave imports to the Cape, six of the seven members of the Council of
Policy in Cape Town recommended slave imports to reduce the farmers’ input
costs.20
Minimising farmers’ costs was necessary if the practice of setting low
agricultural output prices was to continue. The Company was a monopsonist
(that is, a sole buyer of goods from many sellers) that bought wheat, wine
and meat at predetermined prices and sold this produce to Dutch ships and,
at much-inflated prices, to the non-Dutch ships that visited Table Bay.21 In
truth, then, it was the low slave labour costs at the Cape (and the exorbitant
prices paid by non-Dutch ships) that subsidised the costs of trade between
Holland and the East Indies. Naturally, the farmers complained vehemently
throughout the period, as epitomised by the Patriot movement of the late
16 L Guelke, “Freehold farmers and frontier settlers, 1652–1780”, R Elphick and H Giliomee (Eds), The shaping
of South African society, 1652–1840 (Cape Town, Maskew Miller Longman, 1989), pp. 73–84.
17 J Fourie and D von Fintel, “Settler skills and colonial development: The Huguenot wine-makers in eighteenthcentury Dutch South Africa”, The Economic History Review, in press.
18 J Fourie, “The remarkable wealth of the Dutch Cape Colony: Measurements from eighteenth-century probate
inventories”, The Economic History Review. 66(2), 2013, pp. 419–448.
19 R Shell, Children of bondage: A social history of the slave society at the Cape of Good Hope, 1652–1838 (Hanover,
NH, University Press of New England, 1994), pp. 41-42.
20 AL Müller, Die ekonomiese ontwikkeling van Suid-Afrika (Cape Town, Academica, 1979), pp. 15-16.
21 R Ross, “The Cape of Good Hope and the world economy…” p. 245.
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eighteenth century, but the Company continued with the practice until the
British takeover in 1795.22
Three principles guided the VOC’s commercial policies, and hence its
economic policies as agent of Dutch activities at the Cape and in the East:23
•

“Monopoly”: Although the Dutch had long abhorred monopolies, the VOC was
granted monopoly rights to counter Spanish and Portuguese trading in the East
Indies more effectively and to avoid the destructive competition that had taken
place earlier when several Dutch companies were allowed to operate in the East
Indies. These monopoly rights excluded competition in all trading between the
Dutch Republic and the East Indies. They allowed the VOC to monopolise all
inter-regional trade in the East Indies and control all profitable trade within the
territories it ruled. Apart from distributing the rights to undertake commercial
activities between itself and private agents, the Company strictly controlled
private activity. Clear examples of such control were the conditions imposed on
free farmers and traders in the Cape Colony, which included limiting the types
of activities allowed and determining the prices at which private agents were
allowed to sell produce to the Company. Trading monopolies in important
products were often granted to the highest bidders at public auctions.

•

“Maximum profits”: The desire to maximise profits was one of the considerations
behind entrusting Dutch activities in the East Indies to a single company rather
than several competing ones. This principle resulted in strict economising on
expenses, reflected in the low salaries and benefits of VOC officials, small armed
forces in VOC territories and poor maintenance of fortifications.24 Another
manifestation of the profit motive was the constant striving to sell goods at
the highest prices possible. This included restricting supply – in some cases
by force, as in Ambon and Banda in the East Indies when the production of
cloves and nuts exceeded the Company’s needs. In some territories, agreements
bound the rulers of indigenous groups to supply high demand commodities to
the Company at low or zero prices on an annual basis in exchange for assistance
in local disputes.

•

“Short-term profits”: The VOC was strongly oriented to short-term profiteering.
This was clear in its approach to the Cape, where a settlement was established
primarily for indirect rather than direct commercial benefits. Agricultural
activities were encouraged only to the extent required by the VOC and little was

22 R Ross, “The rise of the Cape gentry”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 9(2), 1983, pp. 193–217.
23 HB Thom, “Die beleid van die Nederlandse Oos-Indiese Kompanjie”, AJH van der Walt, JA Wiid and AL
Geyer (Eds) In Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika – Deel II (Cape Town, Nasionale Boekhandel Beperk, 1951), pp.
131–150). For a more detailed discussion of the policies of the VOC, see FS Gaastra, The Dutch East India
Company: Expansion and Decline (Zutphen, Walburg Pers, 2003).
24 AL Müller, Die ekonomiese ontwikkeling…, pp. 12-13.
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done to improve techniques or to import crops and livestock that could have
been useful to indigenous and other private farmers. The expenses required to
establish viable wool farming in the Cape, for example, were deemed excessive
and were therefore eschewed. Free colonisation of Dutch-controlled areas was
mostly discouraged (allowing French Huguenots to settle at the Cape was a
major exception), probably also because the required costs were not consistent
with the Company’s short-term orientation.

It was clear early on that the settlement at the Cape was to yield little direct
profit to the VOC, in part because of the paucity of trading opportunities
with indigenous peoples. Hence, attempts at economising were common,
especially with regard to the erection and maintenance of public buildings (for
example, the Company hospital, warehouses for storing corn and the Castle)
and the remuneration of officials. The possibility of savings on Company
salaries also played a part in the decision to allow free colonists.
The policy of monopolising or strictly controlling all activities that promised
immediate profits, however, hampered the economic impact of private
economic activity. The VOC intervention to restrict bartering in livestock
and trading in fish in 1658 is an example of the difficult conditions faced
by private agents under VOC control. The development of new industries
such as whaling, although few fishermen were successful, was dampened by
export tariffs.25 In addition, whenever a particular activity seemed profitable,
the Company would prohibit colonists from participating in it and claim it as
their own. Towards the end of the seventeenth century when grain production
became adequate to supply the settlement and passing ships, Company
officials dragged their feet in response to a directive from the Lords Seventeen
that they should refrain from competing with the colonists by producing
crops at various outposts.26
As agricultural production at the Cape increased, the monopsonist position
of the Company and the low prices it offered created major marketing
problems for Cape farmers. These problems were exacerbated by transport
difficulties: to reduce costs, the Company left the responsibility for erecting
and maintaining roads and bridges to the colonists themselves, albeit under
the supervision of local officials.

25 A Böeseken, “Die Nederlandse kommissarisse en die 18de eeuse samelewing aan die Kaap” (Doctoral thesis,
Stellenbosch, University of Stellenbosch, 1943), p. 194.
26 MH de Kock, Economic history of South Africa (Cape Town, Juta, 1924), p. 67.
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Such Company policies were implemented with the aim of making the Cape
Colony self-supporting. The expectation was thus that farmers would sell their
surplus produce to the Company (at regulated prices) and then purchase their
necessities from Company shops.27 To pay for the necessary expenditures, the
Company levied rents and taxes as compensation.

The public finances of the Dutch Cape Colony28
Income
The Company obtained income from its trading and other commercial
activities. It had a monopoly in the trading of foreign commodities and the
colonists were obliged to purchase their commodities from its stores. The
profits from trading were relatively low, however, because of the high levels
of evasion of the various trade restrictions and the corrupt and fraudulent
activities of many Company officials. The Company therefore depended
heavily on taxes for its income. Image 2 shows trading profit statistics in
selected years from 1725 to 1794.
Image 2: Trading profits, 1725–1794

Source: MH de Kock, Economic History…, p. 78.

Taxation
The VOC levied two types of taxes in the Cape Colony: general taxes, which
were collected by the Governor and the Council of Policy and used to cover
the costs of administering the Colony, and local taxes, which were collected by
the “landdrosts” and used to defray the expenses associated with their duties.

27 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 76.
28 One rixdollar equalled 48 stuivers, while one guilder equalled 16 stuivers at the Cape and in the Netherlands
Indies and 20 stuivers in the Netherlands. See P van Duin and R Ross, The economy…, p. viii.
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General taxes
The “tithe” (a tax of one tenth of the harvested grain) was imposed on the
grain brought to the Cape for sale to ships, Company employees and private
citizens.29 This tax was raised only on the wheat that entered the market for
consumption, and not on that set aside for seed.30 Tax evasion was extensive
and the “opgaaf ” returns show that there was much under-reporting of wheat
production. Van Duin and Ross estimate that farmers declared only a third
of their grain harvests to tax officials.31 Farmers also attempted to reduce
their tax burdens by selling their grain to each other and to passing ships.32
Opposition to these taxes grew over time, especially during periods when
farmers experienced bad harvests and when grain prices were low (such as in
the 1730s).33 The extent to which the proceeds from the tax on grain increased
after the authorities introduced stronger measures to reduce tax evasion in
1790 confirms the low degree of compliance in earlier years (Image 3).
Image 3: Taxes paid on grain, 1790–1797

Source: A Böeseken, “Die Nederlandse kommissarisse en die 18de eeuse samelewing aan die Kaap” (Doctoral
thesis, Stellenbosch, University of Stellenbosch, 1943), p. 199.

The production of wine and brandy was taxed when it was brought into
the Cape for sale at a flat rate of one rixdollar per leaguer until 1743 and
three rixdollars per leaguer thereafter.34 De Kock points out that this tax
was inequitable, because the rate was not related to the price or quality of
the wine.35 In addition to other miscellaneous sources of income such as
monopoly leases and auction duties, the Company also raised revenue from
customs duties.
29 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 81.
30 L Brunt, Property rights and economic growth: Evidence from a natural experiment, Discussion paper, Norwegian
School of Economics, Bergen, p. 33.
31 P van Duin and R Ross, The economy…, p. 21–24. See also JHD Schreuder, “Die geskiedenis van ons graanbou,
1752 - 1795” (Masters thesis, Stellenbosch, University of Stellenbosch, 1973), p. 68.
32 A Böeseken, “Die Nederlandse kommissarisse en die 18de eeuse samelewing aan die Kaap” (Doctoral thesis,
Stellenbosch, University of Stellenbosch, 1943), p. 199.
33 P van Duin and R Ross, The economy…, p. 30.
34 GJ Jooste, “Die geskiedenis van wynbou en wynhandel in die Kaapkolonie, 1753 - 1795” (Masters thesis,
Stellenbosch, University of Stellenbosch, 1973), p. 5.
35 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 82.
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Land-related taxation had been part of the tax system since 1677.36 Transfer
duties were introduced in 1686 and were levied on immovable property; these
sources of revenue included a tax on landed freehold property and transfer
duties on houses and the buildings on loan farms. The tax on landed freehold
property was differentiated, with a higher rate of ten percent levied if freehold
land was sold within three years of receiving the grant from the Company.37
The transfer duty decreased on a sliding scale, according to how long a colonist
retained ownership. This was done to discourage the sale of property soon
after receiving the grant.
The VOC’s policies with regard to land ownership and the taxation of land
helped to shape the early economic development of the Cape Colony. In 1657
the first free farmers received full title to their land and exemption from all
taxes for twelve years. For a number of years after the exemption expired, little
effort went into collecting these “tithes”, because the Company recognised
the cultivating difficulties faced by the free farmers and the burden of their
obligation to repay debts incurred with the Company. This changed after
Commissioner General Hendrik Adriaan van Rheede made the payment of
tithes obligatory. Evasion was rife, however, since farmers had to transport
their tithes to the Castle. In 1710 the Company decided to lease out the
collection of the “tithes”, but no bids were forthcoming. In 1714, Governor
De Chavonnes and the Council of Policy finally brought certainty to the
system by instructing farmers to bring tithes to the Castle. The instruction
also announced the introduction of an annual fee of twelve rixdollars for
grazing rights.
The land tenure system under Company rule had fiscal implications. After the
initial issuing of freehold land, the Company instituted the loan farm system
and, as the demand for land increased, began to charge rental income to defray
the growing administrative costs and outlays required to protect farmers. At
first, the holders of loan farms were restricted by certain boundaries to prevent
the colonists from moving into frontier districts. The aim of these restrictions
was to avoid increases in defence costs to protect these outposts. Eventually,
however, movement into frontier districts was allowed, particularly after the
threat of conflict with indigenous people had diminished and increases in
rental income had lessened the fiscal burden on the Company.
36 W McCluskey, L Lim and P Davis, Land value taxation: An international overview (available at www.dfpni.gov.
uk/rating-review/uuj_-_land_value_tax_report.pdf, p. 20), as accessed on 26 September 2013, p. 20.
37 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 81.
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The Company received considerable revenue from the rental charges it
imposed on the various property leasing schemes. The increase in the leasing
of loan farms partly reflected the pressure on the Company to reduce its
budgetary shortfalls by increasing revenue during the period of war with
France and Spain (when Company ships were under attack and higher defence
expenditure was required). Colonists had to pay annual rental charges on the
loan farms of twelve rixdollars, later increased to twenty-four rixdollars per
annum, regardless of differences in land fertility or its location.38 In 1732 a
further system of loan tenure (quitrent) was introduced, which allowed the
leasing of property for a specified period (fifteen years) at an annual payment
(differentiated on the basis of soil fertility).

Local taxes
The VOC clearly stated the responsibilities of the “landdrosts” and
“heemraden” who administered the districts of Cape Town, Stellenbosch,
Swellendam and Graaff-Reinet. They dealt with financial matters to do with
infrastructure (construction and maintenance of roads, bridges, churches
and other buildings), remuneration (paying their own salaries and those of
secretaries, district surgeons and other officials and workers), and numerous
incidentals (firewood, stationery, hunting of beasts of prey, caring for lepers,
and so on).39 The Company expected the district authorities to be selffinancing and made no provision for what is now known as intergovernmental
fiscal transfers.40 The district authorities therefore levied three types of local
tax to defray their expenses: poll tax, livestock tax and house tax.41
The poll tax (known as “head money”) was implemented at the discretion
of the “landdrosts” and “heemraden” in the districts of the Cape, Swellendam
and Stellenbosch. In Cape Town and the Cape district, this tax was levied on
the basis of property ownership.42 Property owners were taxed according to
38 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 79.
39 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), pp. 146–147.
40 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 141. According to PJ
Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”..., p. 161, the Company did not even provide disaster relief to the inhabitants
of Stellenbosch in the aftermath of the devastating fire of 1710.
41 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 83–84.
42 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 83 points out that this was the oldest tax in the Cape Colony. It was
originally a dedicated tax used for the killing of wild beasts and hence known as “lion and tiger money”.
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the ability-to-pay principle, whereas those without property had to pay a fixed
amount of thirty-two stuivers per annum. The burgher council purportedly
used property values and incomes to determine taxpayers’ liabilities, but the
application of the ability-to-pay principle was marked by much arbitrariness
and unfairness. In the districts of Stellenbosch and Swellendam the poll tax
applied to persons aged sixteen or older who did not own any sheep or cattle:
thirty-two stuivers per annum in Stellenbosch and thirty-six in Swellendam.
Since ownership of cattle and sheep was a clear indication of wealth, this was
the basis of another local tax in the districts of Stellenbosch, Swellendam and
Graaff-Reinet. In these districts, colonists originally had to pay one stuiver per
head of black cattle and sixteen stuivers per group of one hundred sheep, but
the rates apparently varied over time.43 The third local tax, which was levied
only in Cape Town, was the house tax (or “hearth money”) of four rixdollars
per annum. This, too, was introduced as a dedicated tax that was used to
finance the guarding of the town. It was levied originally on residential
property, but later extended to commercial properties as well. According to
Venter, the district authorities also earned small amounts of revenue from mill
fees, the leasing out of mills, and fines.44
From 1686 onwards, VOC officials travelled the Colony with the “landdrosts”
every year to determine the burghers’ tax liabilities. This proved a timeconsuming and expensive procedure for collecting taxes and the process was
eventually entrusted solely to the “landdrosts” and “heemraden”. Already by
1720, local officials were undertaking this task in Stellenbosch.45 In an early
example of taxpayer-friendly revenue collection practices, district officials
(many of whom were farmers themselves) structured the process to minimise
disruption of burghers’ farming activities.46 The Company’s view that the
districts should be financially autonomous was reflected in its initial decision
not to entrust their financial management to its official representatives,
the “landdrosts”. Instead, “heemraden” were appointed as treasurers, albeit
assisted by secretaries (who were Company officials). However, the ability
of many “heemraden” to fulfil the functions of treasurers was hampered by
43 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 142. See also HB Thom,
Die geskiedenis van die skaapboerdery in Suid-Afrika (Amsterdam, NV Swets & Zeitlinger, 1936), p. 379.
44 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 142.
45 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 144.
46 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 145.
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the demands of their private interests and their lack of expertise in financial
matters, and the “landdrosts” became increasingly active in the financial
management of the districts.47 The effects of this development on the quality
of financial management in the districts varied.48
The district authorities were often unable to balance their books and thus
they accumulated debts (Image 4). The unwillingness of the central authority
to provide assistance forced the districts to borrow from the Orphan Chamber
and wealthy residents.49
Image 4: Accumulated debt of Stellenbosch and Swellendam in selected years, 1702–1793

Source: PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 157.

Expenditure
Expenditure by the Company can be divided into four broad categories,
as shown in Image 5. The statistics for 1795 clearly show the importance
of military expenditure by the Company in protecting its outposts. Further
(negligible) items of expenditure included the cost of maintaining the
Company’s slaves and the ships that were permanently based at the Cape. De
Kock also mentions expenses that were incurred by the regiments (including
the sick and convalescent members) that were not directly responsible for

47 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), pp. 147–152.
48 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 144 mentions that
Landdrost Van Baalen found the coffers empty when he arrived in Graaff-Reinet in 1792. Information provided
by other officials led him to conclude that public money had been “a good milch cow”.
49 PJ Venter, “Landdroste en heemrade”, CG Botha, C Beyers, JLM Franken and HB Thom (Eds), Argiefjaarboek
vir Suid-Afrikaanse Geskiedenis – Deel II (Cape Town, Government Printer, 1960), p. 157–159.
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defending the Cape.50
Image 5: Expenditure by category, 1795 (guilders)

Source: De Kock mentions considerable fluctuations in the extent of spending on public works and
buildings but provides no exact figure. See MH de Kock, Economic History…, p. 78.

Another cause of expenditure was the maintenance of outposts. The
importance of the Company’s trade in products from the East made the
provision of refreshments to its shipping fleet crucial. When the Company
received complaints from the ships’ captains about the insufficient supply
of provisions, it expanded the capabilities of the Cape as a provision station
by creating outposts beyond Table Valley. These outposts were essentially
manned decentralised services under the management of the Cape Council
of Policy.51 The staff stationed at these outposts received a salary like other
soldiers, and also free accommodation and a food allowance. Their job was
to deliver important goods such as grain products, meat, wood and fresh
vegetables to the colony and the fleets. However, according to Sleigh, these
outposts were financed by the Company at great cost and were not necessarily
successful.52

Net revenues
The evidence of revenues and expenditures published over the course of
the eighteenthth century supports the conjecture that the Cape Colony was
never self-supporting. According to Groenewald, the Company, from the
beginning, “ran at an enormous loss”.53 This trend continued throughout the
period of Dutch rule, with expenditure consistently exceeding tax revenues,
although the deficit shrank in later years. The losses were partly due to poor
tax collection, tax evasion and corrupt officials. According to De Kock, after
50 De Kock, Economic history…, p. 77.
51 D Sleigh, Die Buiteposte: VOC-buiteposte onder Kaapse bestuur 1652–1795 (Pretoria, Protea Boekhuis, 2004),
Voorwoord.
52 D Sleigh, Die Buiteposte…, p. 739.
53 G Groenewald “‘More comfort, better prosperity, and greater advantage’: Free burghers, alcohol retail and the
VOC authorities at the Cape of Good Hope, 1652–1680”, Historia, 57(1), 2012, pp. 1.
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the war with England (1780 to 1784) expenditure increased because more
soldiers were being stationed at the Cape to fend off any foreign attacks.54 But
it was also true that the governor at the time, Van de Graaff, incurred wasteful
expenditure.
The important point to note for our argument is that even though the taxes
described above seem severe, they never surpassed what the Company spent.
Image 6 shows the revenue and expenditure (in guilders) in the Cape Colony
for the period 1777 to 1794. The Colony experienced a deficit throughout this
period. The deficit to GDP ratio increased to forty percent in 1789, probably
because of poor harvests and a high wage bill, but decreased to eleven percent
in 1792. Even with this reduction, the consistently significant budget deficits
certainly do not reflect a highly extractive system.
Image 6: Revenues, expenditures and deficits (in guilders) as percentages of GDP

Source: MH de Kock, Economic History…, p. 78.

Reconstructing the fiscal base from microdata
Most of the evidence presented thus far consists of data aggregated at the
macro-level and gathered from secondary sources. Although this shows that
the Cape was less extractive than previously thought, perhaps tax income was
highly regressive, which may suggest that the elite exploited poorer settlers
through the fiscal system. We therefore turn to data at household level – the
annual censuses drawn up for the purposes of tax collection, the “opgaafrolle”
– to investigate the incidence of taxation or, in other words, to establish which
groups in Cape society bore the greatest tax burden.
The “opgaafrolle” provide a wealth of individual-level production and asset
54 MH de Kock, Economic history…, p. 77.
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data. The household records include information on an individual’s district
of residence, family size, number of slaves owned, number of cattle, horses,
sheep and pigs owned, number of vines planted and barrels of wine owned,
inputs and outputs of wheat, barley and rye, and weapons owned. A full
discussion of the “opgaafrolle” is provided by Fourie and Von Fintel.55 Using
our information about the various taxes, we can estimate individual taxes as
follows. Individuals with no assets paid only the basic poll (or “head”) tax of
thirty-two stuivers. Individuals who owned slaves but no agricultural assets
(excluding horses) paid hearth tax of four rixdollars if they lived in Cape
Town; those outside paid thirty-two stuivers. Wine was taxed at one rixdollar
per leaguer before 1743 and three rixdollars thereafter. Wheat, barley and rye
were taxed at ten percent of the yield. We obtain a wheat price of six rixdollars
per muid from Fourie and Von Fintel.56 We follow Brunt, who shows that
barley and rye prices were roughly half those of wheat, and we therefore value
it at three rixdollars per muid.57 Livestock ownership was taxed at one stuiver
per head of cattle and sixteen stuivers for each one hundred sheep. The only
direct taxes we do not include are property taxes as the “opgaafrolle” do not
include information on property ownership. Indirect taxes, such as customs
duties, are also excluded.
Image 7: Company revenue by income stream, 1700–1773

Source: Several opgaafrolle; own calculations, 1700–1773.

55 J Fourie and D von Fintel, “The dynamics of inequality in a newly settled, pre-industrial society”, Cliometrica,
4(3), 2010, pp. 229–267.
56 J Fourie and D von Fintel, “A history with evidence: Income inequality in Dutch South Africa”, Economic
History of Developing Regions, 26(1), 2011, p. 39.
57 L Brunt, Property rights…, pp. 43-44.
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Image 7 shows Company revenue by income stream between 1700 and 1773.
The revenue from the sale of wine pachts was the most important source of
income during the early years of the eighteenth century. It was only after the
1730s that tax income exceeded income from the sale of wine pachts. By
1773, income from direct taxes was more than sixty percent of total revenue.
We believe these numbers obtained from micro-level “opgaafrolle” data to be
fairly accurate. Consider Image 6 again: revenue in 1777 as published by the
Company was 200 000 guilders. Our estimate for revenue for 1773 is 174 434
guilders. Extrapolating a linear trend from 1773 to 1777, we calculate total
tax revenue as being very close to 200 000 guilders per annum.
To identify which group in society bore the heaviest tax burden, we have to
rank society from poorest to richest. There are several ways to do this. Our
selection is based on the available evidence. In Image 8, we rank households
by the number of slaves they owned. As several historians have argued, slaves
permeated Cape society and the number of slaves is an accurate reflection of
a household’s wealth. Fourie also shows that slaves are the most accurately
measured asset in the “opgaafrolle”.58 We then split tax revenue by the
four sources of revenue: the poll tax, the wheat tax, the wine tax and the
livestock tax. Image 8 aggregates all the years in our sample (the same as those
represented in Image 7).
Image 8: Four sources of household taxes by number of slaves owned

Source: Opgaafrolle; own calculations, 1700–1773.
58 J Fourie, “The remarkable wealth of the Dutch Cape Colony: Measurements from eighteenth-century probate
inventories”, The Economic History Review. 66(2), 2013, p. 434.
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The results point to two important trends. Firstly, the poll tax was a regressive
tax, meaning that the burden fell more heavily on the poorer part of society.
This is expected, as economic theory shows that lump sum taxes like the poll
tax are efficient but unfair.59 Secondly, as Image 8 shows, the amounts paid
of the other three taxes increased as wealth increased (wealth is proxied here
by the number of slaves owned). Unfortunately, because we use a measure of
wealth, it is not possible to establish whether this is a regressive, proportional
or progressive tax: such classifications are usually done with reference to levels
of income, although a positive correlation between levels of income and
wealth is likely.
Another way to measure tax incidence is to construct slave-owning deciles,
rank them from poorest to richest, and then show the tax burden by decile.
The result can be seen in Image 9: in 1700, the wealthiest ten percent of
individuals at the Cape bore less than fifty percent of the tax burden; by 1773,
their burden had increased to above sixty-one percent.
Image 9: Tax revenue by slave-owning decile, 1700–1773

Source: Opgaafrolle; own calculations, 1700–1773.

59 PA Black, E Calitz and TJ Steenekamp, Public economics (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 2011), p. 185.
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These results offer strong evidence that the tax system imposed by the VOC
was progressive on the whole, meaning that the wealthiest in society bore most
of the tax burden, and that this progressiveness increased over the course of the
eighteenth century. There is thus little in the household-level data to support
the view that this was an extractive regime as defined by Frankema, with high
levels of taxation to maximise revenue in order to enrich the colonial elites.60
Rather, its tax regime was relatively equitable and spending by the colonial
authorities far surpassed the revenue from the various income sources. Austin’s
criticism of the bifurcation between “extractive” and “inclusive” colonies
seems relevant; in the Frankema framework, a “night watchman regime” or
even a “benevolent regime” would be a more apt classification of the fiscal
regime of the Cape Colony.61

Conclusions
Collecting taxes and using such revenue to finance public expenditure
are core tasks of countries’ executive authorities. Analyses of economic
policymaking in democracies often assume, either explicitly or implicitly, that
elected officials attempt to promote or maximise long-run societal welfare.
Yet, when a territory is governed by a company whose shareholders reside
elsewhere, the aim of the authorities may well be to extract as much surplus
as they can without endangering the continued viability of economic activity
in the country.
This paper used the Dutch Cape Colony as a case study to investigate fiscal
policymaking by the Dutch East India Company (VOC). We showed that, in
contrast to the perceived extraction claimed by Adam Smith and the eighteenthcentury settlers, the Cape spent considerably more in public expenditure,
including salaries for officials and soldiers stationed in Cape Town, than its
revenue from production and trade taxes justified. We supported the limited
secondary evidence with a reconstruction from household-level “opgaafrolle”.
These “opgaafrolle”, collected for the purposes of tax collection, allowed us to
segment the taxes by revenue source: we showed that the income from the sale
60 E Frankema, “Colonial taxation and government spending in British Africa, 1880–1940: Maximizing revenue
or minimizing effort?” Explorations in Economic History, 48, 2011, p. 138.
61 G Austin, “The ‘reversal of fortune’ thesis and the compression of history: Perspectives from African and
comparative economic history”, Journal of International Development, 20, 2008, p. 1021; E Frankema, “Colonial
taxation and government spending in British Africa, 1880–1940: Maximizing revenue or minimizing effort?”
Explorations in Economic History, 48, 2011, p. 138.
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of wine pachts was the most important source of revenue for the Company
during the early years of settlement. Only during the 1730s did revenue from
tax overtake wine pachts as the dominant revenue source.
The “opgaafrolle” also allowed us to identify the incidence of taxation. We
showed that wheat and wine producers paid taxes more progressively, i.e. the
richest paid a larger share of their income in taxes than cattle farmers did. The
poll tax is the only tax that was certainly regressive. We then created wealth
deciles to show that, by 1773, the richest ten percent of settlers paid more
than fifty percent of the taxes. The Cape’s tax system was not only progressive
but was becoming more so.
Our findings raise questions. Why did the Company tolerate such a large
deficit for such a long period of time? How equitable was the expenditure side
of the Company’s budget? And were the settlers justified in their unhappiness
with government tax policies or were they just reacting as taxpayers have
always done? These are questions our dataset cannot readily address. But our
results do suggest an answer to the fundamental question: did Adam Smith get
it wrong in his assessment of the extractive nature of Company rule? Looking
at the evidence of the “opgaafrolle”, we suggest a tentative yes.
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Early roots of “coloured” poverty: How much can 19th
century censuses assist to explain the current situation?
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Abstract
The coloured population comprises almost 10 per cent of the South African
population, earning only a slightly smaller proportion of national income.
The average income of this group hides, however, startlingly large disparities
in living standards. Their Gini coefficient has been rising, and depending on
the data source one uses, appears to be close to or even above 0.60 – a level
exceeded by few countries. Poverty levels are high; roughly one-quarter to
one-third of all coloured people can be classified as poor, depending on the
poverty line used.
This poverty is in spite of the fact that during the apartheid era, coloureds
were never subjected to quite the same levels of economic and socio-political
discrimination as blacks and shared common languages and much of their
culture with whites, which could have served as lubricant for social mobility
into the middle class. Taking cognisance of these facts, the question arises why
so many coloured people find themselves in a poverty trap.
This paper takes a historical approach in an attempt to provide some pointers
as to why poverty has remained so pervasive within this group. We present
statistics on the socio-economic position of this population group, starting
in 1865, when the first official census was conducted in the Cape Colony.
We highlight information of interest wherever early censuses allow. This
is followed by an examination of censuses and surveys dating from 1970
onwards, using micro datasets. Patterns of educational progress and exclusion
are highlighted and compared with those of other groups, where possible and
appropriate, because of the importance of such patterns for intergenerational
social mobility.
Keywords: Coloured community; South Africa; Cape Colony; Poverty;
Education; Poverty trap; Occupation; Educational attainment; Educational
patterns; Urban; Rural.

1

An earlier draft of the paper was presented at the conference of the Economic Society of South Africa,
Stellenbosch, September 2011.
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Introduction
One of the “groups” distinguished in apartheid South Africa was the
“coloured” population, whose diversity was perhaps greater than their common
characteristics. Their ancestors include Khoe, San, Malays, Europeans,
Indonesians, Indians and black Africans. In some censuses the term “mixed”
was used to identify this group. Today, the apartheid “identity” is still used for
much demographic and other analysis.2
The coloured population now comprises almost 10 per cent of the South
African population, earning only a slightly smaller proportion of national
income. They are thus similar to the South African average, but as for South
Africa, “average” incomes of this group hide startlingly large disparities in living
standards. The Gini coefficient of this group has been rising, and depending
on the data source one uses, appears to be close to or even above 0.60 – a level
exceeded by few countries.3 Poverty levels are high; roughly one-quarter to
one-third of all coloured people can be classified as poor, depending on the
poverty line chosen and the dataset used (RDP4/ World Bank)5. According
to the 2010 General Household Survey the coloured population constituted
21.9% of social security grant beneficiaries, more than twice their population
share, reflecting the fact that many are poor enough to qualify for such grants
through the means test. This poverty is despite the fact that coloureds were
never subjected to quite the same levels of economic and socio-political
discrimination as blacks6 and shared a common language and much of their
culture with whites, which could have served as lubricant for social mobility
into the middle class. Why, then, do so many coloured people find themselves
in a poverty trap?
This puzzle is one that an investigation of current poverty can only illuminate
very imperfectly. Some historical analysis is necessary to throw more light
on the subject. There is another puzzle concurrent in the behaviour of this
population group, perhaps rooted also in events of almost a century ago,
2

3
4
5
6

For an analysis of the “myth of coloured identity”, the reader is referred to RE Van der Ross, Myths and attitudes:
An inside look at the Coloured people (Cape Town, Tafelberg Publishers, 1979). Putterman and Weil also use
coloured identity to show how the historical background of a country’s residence is correlated with income
inequality today. L Putterman & D Weil, “Post-1500 population flows and the long-run determinants of
economic growth and inequality”, The Quarterly Journal of Economics 2010, 125(4), pp. 1627-1682.
The Gini coefficient is a measure of inequality that ranges from 0 (complete equality) to 1 (complete inequality).
Reconstruction and Development Programme, RDP Policy Framework, 1994.
World Bank, World Development Indicators, 2009.
S Van der Berg, “Consolidating South African democracy: The political arithmetic of budgetary redistribution”,
African Affairs, 1998, 97, pp. 251-264.
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viz. surprisingly early exit from schools or, put differently, failure to progress
to higher levels of education. This paper discusses both these puzzles, and
provides some largely circumstantial evidence across datasets that span a
century and a half, that these two puzzles may be linked in some way. One
specific factor that may have played a role in both these puzzles is the strong
rural roots of a large part of the coloured population, and particularly of
that part of this population that was most excluded from the economic and
political mainstream for a large part of modern South African history. We
employ the lens of institutional economics to investigate these issues. These
are issues that this paper starts to address, using some limited information
from cross-sectional data sources and through the lens of an institutional
economics approach.
An important issue for this paper is the evolution of the economic position
of coloured people over time, and crucially, the extremely slow economic
progress made by a part of this population. The paper postulates that the
poverty trap which many of this group seem to have fallen into can be traced
back to earlier generations. Censuses at the end of the 19th century and the
middle of the 20th century as well as insights into the educational trajectory
of the population deduced from the profile of older birth cohorts in recent
surveys and censuses offer some hints of factors that may have influenced
poverty. However, “causal” links cannot be established with the available
data: the best that can be done with current information is to start telling a
plausible story that can tie together whatever evidence can be found in the
available sources. This paper is therefore very much exploratory work.
This is a narrative about institutions: the institutions (whether formal or
informal) that contribute to poverty today have their roots in the past. Once
development has been set on a particular course, informal institutions and
learning by role players may reinforce this course. Such path dependency can
offer one possible explanation of why a situation that existed in the late 19th
century or even earlier can propagate itself forward over time and still affect
current patterns of social and economic mobility and the path of poverty and
development.
One modest contribution of this paper is to present some statistics on the
socio-economic position of this population group, starting in 1865, when
the first official census was conducted in the Cape Colony. Descriptive data
from a number of early censuses hint at the relative economic position of
members of this group; the paper attempts to highlight information of
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interest to economists and other social scientists wherever early censuses
allow. This is followed by an examination of censuses and surveys dating from
1970 onwards, using micro datasets. This allows an analysis of evolving trends
for this population group but also, using older birth cohorts, deductions
about the path of educational evolution over a substantial period. Patterns
of educational progress and exclusion are compared with those of other
groups because of the importance of such patterns for intergenerational social
mobility. An overview of this nature may provide some pointers as to why
poverty has remained so pervasive within this group.

A framework for considering coloured poverty in a historic and current
context
The economic development of the coloured population came strongly
onto the agenda in 1973 with the appointment of the Theron-commission
of enquiry regarding the coloured community. For purposes of analysing
the socio-economic position of the coloured population, the Commission
distinguished three groups: An established middle-class constituting perhaps
20% of the population (we shall refer to this as Quintile 5, following a more
recent terminology); a middle group of perhaps 40% vacillating between the
middle class and the chronically poor (Quintiles 3 and 4; this group was
for part of the analysis again split into an upper and a lower half ); and a
bottom stratum of perhaps 40% (Quintiles 1 and 2) that was perceived by
the Commission to be caught in a subculture of chronic and institutionalised
community poverty. Deviant behaviour amongst this last group was regarded
as an important aspect holding them back from full participation in the
modern economy. Sampie Terreblanche, who played a prominent role in the
Commission’s economic analysis, wrote in a different context that “… the total
lifestyle of members of the lower strata constitutes a state of chronic poverty.
People living under these conditions are uneducated, come from broken
homes, have few aspirations, and are emotionally confused. Each of these
disabilities is intensified by the fact that it occurs in a network of disabilities.
This lifestyle exists not only in material terms, but also represents a spiritual
or “cultural” poverty defined by the fact that it constitutes a backward sub
society in a modern, advanced and progressive society.”7
7

SJ Terreblanche, A history of inequality in South Africa, 1652-2002 (Durban, University of KwaZulu-Natal,
2002), p. 41.
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One manifestation of the effect of past events is that the tot system,
introduced on wine farms as part of payment for unskilled labour, still casts
a long shadow in terms of patterns of alcohol abuse, foetal alcohol syndrome
and alcohol-related illnesses and behavioural pathologies.8 Still today the
Western Cape has the highest incidence of foetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) in
the world.
The Theron Commission9 saw delinquent behaviour as the result of long term
downward structural forces and the subsequent development of “stretched
values” (which surfaced in high crime rates, poor family values, delinquency,
etc.) in order to cope with these forces. This view is nicely in accord with
the perspective of institutional economics, as discussed below, of how a
poverty trap comes into being and is propagated over time. The Commission
recommended drastic and widespread policy measures to eradicate chronic
community poverty. Almost four decades later one may well ask how much
the situation has improved; it appears that, despite the poorer parts of the
coloured community having made progress in some respects since the mid1970s, delinquent behaviour is still endemic amongst a large part of this
community (alcohol abuse and crime are two areas of particular concern)10
and they still do not appear to have found a ladder out of poverty.
Adato, Carter and May11 explore whether socio-economic polarisation under
apartheid, where race and class were highly correlated, prevented conventional
avenues of upward mobility and whether segmentation and limited social
capital accumulation continued to constrain mobility. But political exclusion
in the apartheid era offers only a partial explanation, as this would not explain
differences within this population group, nor the greater success in social
mobility of the Indian population,12 who faced similar restrictions than the
coloured population.
8

S George, RD Rogers & T Duka, “The acute effect of alcohol on decision making in social drinkers”,
Psychopharmacology, 2005, 182(1), pp. 160-169; BC Leigh & R Stall, “Substance use and risky sexual behaviour
for exposure to HIV. Issues in methodology, interpretation, and prevention”, Am Psychol, 1993, 48, pp. 1035–
1045.
9 South Africa, Commission of inquiry into matters relating to the Coloured Population Group (Theron Commission)
(Government Printer, Pretoria, 1977).
10 In the Western Cape, where the coloured population dominates, violence, much of it within families and
acquaintance groups, is the major cause of death amongst young adult males (between 15 and 40 years). Such
violence encapsulates both crime and alcohol abuse.
11 M Adato, MR Carter, & J May, “Exploring poverty traps and social exclusion in South Africa, using qualitative
and quantitative data”, Journal of Development Studies, 2006, 42(2) pp. 226-247.
12 Specifically those Indians arriving after 1860.
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What institutions and institutional development could have been responsible
for the formation of an “underclass” amongst the coloured population, and
what have been the consequences? Mogues and Carter13 suggest that an
individual’s investment in social capital is shaped by social identity. Perhaps
the historical lack of advancement of the coloured population can be, in part,
explained by their social identity. The census data from the late-nineteenth
century can be considered an illustration of how shifting identities, ascribed to
them by others, have long dogged this part of the South African population.14
As institutions provide the incentives according to which individuals shape
their actions, how such institutions evolve in a country can perhaps explain
the existence of poverty traps. For development to occur requires that the
signals that stimulate productivity must dominate over those that dampen
it. On a micro level, individuals will invest in their own social capital when
the perceived benefit of that investment is greater than the expected costs.
According to North15, the difference between Darwinian evolutionary theory
and institutional change lies in intentionality – individuals will make choices
according to their perception of the consequences of those choices.
Did “formal institutions” prevent a poor segment of the coloured community
from investing in their own social capital, or was this rather due to “inefficient
informal institutions” (i.e. culture and norms), as suggested by the Theron
Commission? One view consistent with the evidence presented later in this
paper is that many members of the coloured community got locked in as
agricultural workers and did not invest time and effort in education, probably
due to a lack of opportunities to enter occupations where such education may
have brought rewards. This may later have contributed to slow educational
progress, even compared to the black population who gained opportunities
for formal education only much later.
Although path dependency is not a “story of inevitability”,16 in order to
understand today’s choices we need to follow their historic evolution. David17
argues that historical precedent becomes important in shaping institutions,
13 T Mogues & MR Carter, “Social capital and the reproduction of economic inequality in polarized societies”,
Journal of Economic Inequality, 2004, 3(1), pp. 193-217.
14 Refer again to the earlier footnote regarding’s Van der Ross’ views on “the myth of coloured identity”. RE Van
der Ross, Myths and attitudes… (Cape Town, Tafelberg Publishers, 1979).
15 DC North, Understanding the process of economic change (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2005).
16 DC North, Institutions, institutional change and economic performance (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press,
1990), p. 98.
17 P David, “Clio and the Economics of Qwerty”, American Economic Review, 75, 1985, pp. 332-337.
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simply because each new component added to the “institutional cluster” must
be adapted to interlock with elements of the pre-existing structure. Lewis18
observed that shared historical experiences and knowledge of a shared past
provide “…one of the principal means by which groups of people justifiably
may form a system of consistent mutual expectations when they are not
readily able to arrive at a common course of action via direct discussion of
the problem that is facing them”. Individuals will end up in specific roles
if their actions seem to be consistent with the actions of other individuals
of that group. This creates path dependency, where choices and actions are
interwoven over time.
If some remained poor while others have progressed out of poverty, then it
should in principle be possible to trace this path of development back to its
origins. In practice this can be quite difficult, though, as institutional structure
is extremely complex. Institutions are determined endogenously within the
social system and may be the direct cause of poverty traps, or their interaction
with market failures may allow the survival of an inefficient “status quo”.19
The work of Engermann and Sokoloff20 indicates that initial differences in
inequality across New World societies had profound and enduring effects
on their economic development paths. They demonstrated that differences
in the distribution of political power and levels of schooling and literacy
that arose early in the history of the New World economies contributed to
systematic differences in the way institutions evolved. The initial differences
across the New World societies were primarily due to their respective factor
endowments. For instance the colonies established in the Caribbean or Brazil,
enjoyed climate and soil conditions that were well suited for growing crops
that were most efficiently produced on large slave plantations. In contrast,
small, family-sized farms were more efficient in the northern colonies of
the North American mainland, where climatic conditions favoured mixed
farming that exhibited limited economies of scale in production and the use
of slaves.

18 D Lewis, Conventions, a philosophical inquiry (Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press, 1969), p. 33.
19 C Azariadis, & J Stachurski, Poverty traps. In P Aghion & SN Durlauf (eds.), Handbook of economic growth
(Amsterdam, Elsevier, 2005).
20 SL Engermann & KL Sokoloff, The persistence of poverty in the Americas – the role of institutions. In S
Bowles, SN Durlauf & K Hoff (eds.), Poverty traps (New York, Princeton University Press, 2006).
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Similarly, Azariadis and Stachurski21 showed that if workers had skills that
were not recognised by firms (“imperfectly observed skills”) and were thus
employed as unskilled workers, they would have little incentive to invest in
education. Durlauf22 expands on this idea by referring to the positive and
negative effect role models may have. University (college) attendance rates
among the current pool of high school graduates are likely to be higher in
societies with a higher percentage of university graduates among adults. Later
in this paper it will be shown that especially those coloured people that resided
in rural parts of the Cape Colony in the late nineteenth century had almost
no opportunity or incentive to invest in their own social capital. They were
seen and treated by society as farm labourers. That may have been what set
them off on a lower development trajectory than others amongst those who
later collectively became known as the “coloured” community.

The late nineteenth century: Evidence from censuses
Censuses before Union in 1910 were undertaken separately in the four later
provinces. In 1865, the first official census was conducted in the Cape Colony
under British rule. Previously to that, the only censuses had been those of
the VOC, effectively a census of the company. The Company published the
“monsterrollen”, detailing the Company employees and the “opgaaf ” or tax
lists of the free population, including free blacks. Further censuses in the
British Cape Colony followed in 1875 and 1891. As the coloured population
has traditionally resided in the Cape Province, a focus on this province and its
modern day offshoots allows one to track much of the change in the position
of this group over time (even in the 1996 census, for instance, 83.6% of
the income earned by the coloured population in South Africa was in the
Western, Eastern and Northern Cape).23

21 C Azariadis, & J Stachurski, Poverty traps. In: P Aghion & SN Durlauf (eds.), Handbook of economic growth
(Amsterdam, Elsevier, 2005).
22 SN Durlauf, Groups, social influences and inequality. In S Bowles, SN Durlauf & K Hoff (eds.). Poverty traps
(New York, Princeton University Press 2006).
23 The relative concentration of the coloured population in the Western Cape is due mainly to it being the
area of original settlement of the Khoe, San, Europeans and Indonesians. The coloured population was both
geographically and politically poorly placed to benefit from mineral discoveries and industrial expansion that
later offered new avenues of employment in other parts of the country. The black population and white bywoners
on farms in the interior provinces provided a larger reservoir of cheap labour to the mines and later the factories.
SP Cilliers, The Coloureds of South Africa – a factual survey (Cape Town, Banier Publishers, 1963).
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Early census data provide only limited hints of the relative economic
position of members of the coloured group in the latter half of the nineteenth
century. Comparing the census data to the current position allows an analysis
of evolving trends for this population and in particular a focus on the central
puzzle that drives this enquiry: What explains the slow social and economic
upward mobility of a large part of the coloured population in recent decades,
despite this group’s relatively favourable position within the broader South
African socio-political landscape? Our focus will be especially on the role of
education, as this may well have offered an escape from poverty, but appeared
to have failed to realise this for many.
From the very early days, racial identities at the Cape were quite fluid and
racial definitions used probably reflected perceptions and status definitions as
much as common genetic origin.24 A person who was not white was generally
indicated in early Cape documents as “slave”, “Hottentot”, “free black” or
“free person of colour” (freed slaves). Amongst those already referred to in the
census of 1891 as the coloured population there were three distinct groups,
recorded separately in the census as “Malays”, “Hottentot” and “Mixed and
other”.25
The very first school formed at the Cape in 1658 was intended for the religious
instruction of slaves.26 In 1663 the first school for the whole community was
established with initially 12 white children, 4 slave children and 1 Khoe
child.27 In theory, schools were open to all and provided an area of racial
intermixing, consistent with Heese’s28 view, based on intermarriage records,
that colour prejudice in Cape Town in the eighteenth century was initially
limited.29 In 1830 two “infant schools” were established in Cape Town for
educating children of “all classes”, one for the “poor and slave population” and
24 The line between European and non-white was vaguely drawn and frequently crossed through intermarriage:
“above all, money whitened”. WM Freund, “Race in the social structure of South Africa, 1652-1836”, Social
Scientist, 18(1), 1976, p. 56.
25 Simkins and Van Heyningen remark that what seemed to be the common factor in the term “Malay” was that
Islam was the religion (although the census shows some exceptions to that). C Simkins & E van Heyningen,
“Fertility, Mortality, and Migration in the Cape Colony, 1891-1904”, International Journal of African Historical
Studies, 1989, 22(1), pp. 79-111.
26 C Ziervogel, Brown South Africa (Cape Town, Maskew Miller Ltd, Circa 1938), pp. 62-63; R Shell, Children of
bondage: A social history of slave society at the Cape of Good Hope, 1652-1834 (Hanover, University Press of New
England/Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University Press, 1994).
27 E Theron & JB Du Toit, Kortbegrip van die Theron-verslag (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1977), p. 26.
28 JA Heese, Die herkoms van die Afrikaner, 1657-1867 (Kaapstad, Balkema, 1971).
29 Heese’s research (1971), using parish registers and other early documents in an attempt to investigate the origin
of Afrikaners, shows that intermarriage became more frequent during the eighteenth century, mainly because
of the unfavourable male-female ratio in the population of European origin. JA Heese, Die herkoms van die
Afrikaner, 1657-1867.
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the other for “those in better circumstances”. The rules for both schools were
identical, except that those in the “Lower School” had to adhere to an extra
requirement, namely that “the children are to be sent clean in their persons and
clothes”. Initially, considerable numbers of coloured children attended these
government schools, but as children of the poor found it difficult to maintain
cleanliness, decent clothing and regular attendance, it is reported that many
fell back on the less demanding mission schools.30 This resulted in state-aided
schools serving chiefly white children, with coloured children being almost
completely excluded. By 1860 there were 19 government schools, 87 stateaided mission schools and 123 mission schools conducted by missionaries
without government support.
As a consequence, differential patterns of educational exposure developed.
Image 1 shows that 90% of the white adult population (15 years and above)
were able to read and write by 1875; amongst the black population in the
Cape Colony, this was only 3.5%, and amongst coloureds 15.6%. There
was an interesting differentiation within the coloured population: amongst
those classified “Mixed and other”, almost 24% were able to read and write,
as compared to less than 10% amongst those classified “Hottentot”. This
difference may to some extent have been endogenous (i.e. the direction of
causality is uncertain), as economic and social status were also associated
with certain identities, whether someone could read and write may have
determined how they were classified.
Image 1: Population 15 years and above in the Cape Colony able to read and write, 187531
White

“Malay”

“Hottentot”

“Mixed
&
Other”

Total
“coloured”

Total
Black

All
Races

Able to read and write:
Male
Female
Total

63 283

256

2657

4 713

7 626

3 097

74 006

89.0%

8.5%

9.0%

20.6%

13.8%

3.9%

35.8%

55 675

355

2993

6 054

9 402

2 296

67 373

91.3%

10.5%

10.9%

26.6%

17.5%

3.0%

36.0%

118 958

611

5650

10 767

17 028

5 393

141 379

90.1%

9.5%

9.9%

23.6%

15.6%

3.5%

35.5%

Source: Own calculations based on 1875 census.
30 C Ziervogel, Brown South Africa (Cape Town, Maskew Miller Ltd, Circa 1938), pp. 67-68.
31 The census distinguishes “Fingo” from “Bechuana & other Blacks”.
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The 1891 census distinguished between urban and rural areas, but the ability
to read and write was only expressed relative for the “whole” population,
thus these numbers are not strictly comparable to those of 1875 which only
considered adults (15 years and above). Insofar as some groups contained
more children, their relative adult literacy rates may be under-estimated
compared to other groups. Nevertheless, this census makes clear that literacy
was far greater in urban areas: 20% versus 10.5% for coloureds, if full literacy
is considered. However, what this aggregate figure hides is that the differential
population composition by location is what drives this aggregate literacy
differential: Differences in the percentages fully literate vary less within
groups, but the overall difference is much larger, primarily caused by the fact
that the lowly literate black population was overwhelmingly rural (95%).
Furthermore the “Hottentot” population was by far the most rural part of
the coloured population (83% rural) and their literacy levels much lower than
those of the rest of this population. Even the small urban black population
had higher literacy levels than they did. Again, it would not be surprising
if endogeneity (reverse causality, in this case) were partly to blame for this:
higher status coloured people in urban areas, able to read and write, may have
been more likely to be recorded as “Mixed and other coloured”, and less likely
as “Hottentot”.
Image 2: Population (all ages) in the Cape Colony able to read and write by urban and rural
location, 1891
Urban

Rural

Read and
write: Simple
difference
urban minus
rural

%
urban Read and
write

Read
only

Read and
write

Read
only

White

41.2%

75.3%

3.2%

62.8%

2.3%

12.5%

Malay

94.6%

12.4%

3.9%

8.6%

4.3%

3.5%

Hottentot

16.5%

8.8%

5.7%

8.7%

8.5%

0.1%

Mixed and
Other

39.5%

29.5%

9.7%

10.6%

5.5%

18.9%

Total Coloured 38.3%

19.9%

6.7%

10.5%

7.8%

9.4%

Black

5.4%

14.9%

5.1%

3.6%

1.4%

11.3%

All Races

21.0%

48.4%

5.5%

15.7%

2.4%

32.7%

Source: Own calculations based on 1891 census.
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Image 3: School attendance and occupation of children 0-14 in the Cape Colony by race
classification, 189132
“Mixed
Total
and
“ColouOther”
red”

Total
Black

All
Races

618

18 821

20 729

14 838

58 559

24.0%

3.4%

17.2%

15.6%

4.0%

8.9%

18 582

946

91

2 696

3 733

1 111

23 426

11.7%

17.6%

0.5%

2.5%

2.8%

0.3%

3.6%

238

234

3 484

3 956

1 640

27 818

14.0%

4.4%

1.3%

3.2%

3.0%

0.4%

4.2%

Engaged
or assisting
in various
occupations

12 932

479

4 186

17 558

22 223

8.1%

8.9%

22.9%

16.0%

16.7%

No
occupation

82 373

2 428

13 145

67 080

82 653

51.8%

45.1%

71.9%

61.2%

62.0%

159
101

5 381

18 274

109
639

100%

100%

100%

100%

White

“Malay”

“Hottentot”

Scholars Government
Aided
Schools

22 992

1 290

14.5%

Scholars
- Private
Schools
Receiving
instruction
at home or
at Sunday
School only,
and Scholar
unspecified

Total

22 222

137 012 172 167
37.4%

26.1%

212 091 377 117
57.8%

57.2%

133 294 366 692 659 087
100%

100%

100%

Source: Own calculations based on 1891 census.

Image 3 below shows the school and occupational status of children under 15
as recorded in the 1891 census of the Cape Colony, including the territories
incorporated into it in the Eastern Cape as well as Griqualand West. As is to be
expected, many children in this age group were too young for school or work;
most of these were probably recorded as “No occupation”, but this category
also included some who were indeed of school age. For present purposes, the
main interest is that 18.4% of those who would later come to be classified as
the coloured population were engaged in formal school activities. Only 2% of
these were in private schools, mainly amongst the Malay population; religious
32 The census distinguishes “Fingo” from “Bechuana & other Blacks”.
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schools probably played a fair role in this regard and may have contributed
to the relatively low literacy amongst this largely urban sub-group. The part
of this population classified as “Hottentot” in the 1891 census was by far
the least urbanised,33 and also the least likely to be in any type of formal
schools (only 3.9% of this age group were in formal schools, even marginally
less than the 4.3% of black children.) A large proportion of other children,
probably excluding only the very young, were “engaged or assisting in other
occupations” – this was most common amongst blacks (37%), followed by
“Hottentot” children (23%).
In early colonial times, ancestors of the present coloured population managed
to rise in the social and economic sphere. For instance, “Malays” once formed
a substantial part of the skilled working class in the Cape Colony. But in
general, the coloured population has not urbanised to the same degree as
whites. While modernisation of agricultural practices in many parts of the
country improved production per worker, this applied less to agricultural
production in the main area of settlement of the coloured population, namely
the winter rainfall area of the Western Cape. Fruit, wine, vegetables wheat,
dairy and mixed farming, which were predominant in the Cape Colony, were
generally labour intensive.34 The coloured population essentially remained a
community of wage earners, without land of their own, and without a stake
in urban means of production except as low-skilled workers.
Image 4 looks at occupation in 1875. It shows a concentration of “Hottentot”
men (90%) and women (95%) in agriculture and domestic service. In contrast,
other coloured people were more often found in professional, commercial
and especially industrial occupations. Amongst whites, professional and
commercial occupations were relatively larger than amongst other groups,
confirming that these were the high status occupations.

33 Urbanisation was only 16.5% in this group, as against 39.5% for those classified as “mixed and other”, and
94.6% for the small Malay population. This compared to 42.1% urbanisation amongst whites, 5.4% amongst
blacks and only 21.0% amongst the whole population (due to the preponderance of black numbers).
34 SP Cilliers, The Coloureds of South Africa – a factual survey (Cape Town, Banier Publishers, 1963).
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Image 4: Occupation (“class”) in Cape Colony Census 187535
Professional Commercial

Industrial

Agricultural Domestic

Males
White

9.5%

15.3%

17.4%

55.0%

2.8%

Malay

1.2%

10.4%

61.2%

16.3%

10.9%

Hottentot

0.2%

3.4%

6.4%

80.1%

9.9%

Mixed and Other

1.3%

6.0%

17.7%

62.5%

12.5%

Coloured

0.7%

4.8%

13.5%

70.1%

11.0%

Black

0.7%

2.0%

2.5%

91.7%

3.2%

Total

3.8%

7.4%

10.6%

73.2%

5.0%

White

2.1%

0.6%

3.2%

54.0%

40.0%

Malay

0.5%

0.2%

28.4%

0.3%

70.5%

Hottentot

0.4%

0.0%

3.7%

10.8%

85.2%

Mixed and Other

0.5%

0.1%

9.4%

7.3%

82.7%

Females

Coloured

0.4%

0.0%

7.5%

8.7%

83.3%

Black

0.0%

0.0%

1.1%

73.6%

25.2%

Total

0.8%

0.2%

3.5%

49.6%

45.9%

White

6.2%

8.8%

11.1%

54.5%

19.2%

Malay

0.8%

4.8%

43.2%

7.5%

43.7%

Total males plus
females

Hottentot

0.3%

1.7%

5.1%

46.4%

46.4%

Mixed and Other

0.9%

2.9%

13.4%

33.8%

49.1%

Coloured

0.6%

2.4%

10.5%

39.2%

47.4%

Black

0.4%

1.0%

1.8%

82.7%

14.1%

Total

2.3%

3.9%

7.2%

61.9%

24.6%

Source: Own calculations based on 1875 census.

Livestock assets, as summarised in Image 5, offer an illuminating perspective
on the situation in rural areas. The white rural population was more asset-rich
than both their coloured and black counterparts: Their holdings per 1000
population of cattle, sheep and goats were respectively 9 times, 20 times and
10 times as large as that of the comparable coloured population, whereas the
latter had fewer cattle, similar numbers of sheep, and more goats than the
35 For an extended version, see Appendix 1.
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black population.
Image 5: Livestock holdings per 1000 rural population by race group in the Cape Colony,
1891
Whites

Coloureds

Blacks

Cattle per 1000 rural population

4 962

536

1 209

Sheep per 1000 rural population

63 283

2 893

2 686

Goats per 1000 rural population

22 755

2 287

1 446

Source: Own calculations based on 1891 census.

There thus emerges a picture from 19th century Cape Colony censuses of a
rural coloured population that was poorly endowed with the livestock assets
required for making a livelihood from agriculture in a territory where livestock
was the major form of agriculture. Add to that a low exposure to schooling
and some inkling of the roots of current poverty in the coloured population
become evident.

More recent statistics: The mid-1900s
While the roots of coloured poverty might have been rural, migration during
the course of the 20th century led to much of the former rural population
becoming urban. Whereas only 46% of the coloured population resided in
urban areas in 1921, this proportion had expanded to 65% by 1951 and to
83% by 1996. Yet many of the problems and pathologies that had their origin
in rural areas were simply transferred to their new urban homes. One of these
was low levels of education.
In the middle of the twentieth century, a far larger proportion of the
coloured school-going population was in primary schools than among whites,
and particularly in Sub A and Sub B (Grades 1 and 2). Only a small fraction
(5% in the late 1930s, 9% in the late 1950s) were at secondary school level,
compared to a quarter or more of the white school going population.
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Image 6: School going coloured and white children by level of education, 1935-1939 and
1955-1958
White
Sub A
&B
(Grades
1 & 2)

Coloured

St 1-5 St 6-10
(Grades (Grades
3-7)
8-12)

Total

Sub A
St 1-5 St 6-10
&B
(Grades (Grades
(Grades
3-7)
8-12)
1 & 2)

Total

193539

19%

55%

25%

100%

41%

48%

5%

100%

195558

21%

49%

28%

100%

36%

55%

9%

100%

Source: Union statistics.

Image 6 only captures children who attended school, but by the 1970 census,
23.5 percent of all coloureds who were 6 years and older had no education,
compared to 2.3 percent of whites. This was what prompted the Theron
Commission to support the introduction of compulsory school attendance.36
The Commission also recommended a thorough investigation into the high
percentage of coloured children that left school at an early age. As an example,
the Commission mentioned that a total of 85 089 coloured children were in
grade 1 (sub A) in 1964, whereas in 1974 only 5 777 coloured children were
in grade 11 (standard 9).37 The Commission attributed this to a bad socioeconomic environment, children who needed to leave school earlier to enter
the job market or who had no motivation to study.
The lack of formal schooling plays out in the labour market. In 1951, white
males were mainly in professional and technical, administrative, managerial
and clerical jobs, while coloured males were dominantly in agriculture and
industrial occupations. Many coloured females still only found employment
as domestic servants. The position of coloureds in the mid-20th century was
therefore much the same as in the nineteenth century, i.e. with a strong presence
in the primary sector and in low status occupations. With industrialisation
and the mechanisation of agriculture, the coloured population had extended
their presence in industry, but had made almost no progress into professional
36 E Theron & JB Du Toit, Kortbegrip van die Theron-verslag (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1977).
37 The issue of continuation from Grade 1 again raised its head in the past decade, when the Ministerial Committee
on Learner Retention was instituted to investigate what was perceived to be high dropout rates. It turned out
that these rates based on Grade 1 as reference value were exaggerated, though, as there is often a large deal of
early school entry followed by repetition among under-age children. Thus, Grade 1 numbers are a poor measure
of cohort size.
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and managerial positions.
Image 7: Occupation distribution in 1951 between white and coloured workers

Source: Union statistics.

Female headship, a crude proxy for family structure and broken families and
often considered a factor that contributes to poverty traps over generations, is
today still quite common in the poorest three quintile of coloured households
(around 47% in Quintile 1 and 38% in Quintiles 2 and 3), yet high even in
Quintile 4 (30%) and Quintile 5 (24%). (Own calculations from Community
Survey 2007.) Poorly educated household heads are clearly more common
in the bottom two quintiles (Image 8), despite considerable improvement
between 1991 and 2007.
Image 8: Mean years of educational attainment of Coloured household heads by quintile
12

1991

2007

11.05

11

10.18

10

9.29

9
8

7.58

7

6.66

6.39

8.14

7.94

6
5
4

4.76

Quintile1

5.25

5.17

Quintile2

6.96

6.89

6.46

Quintile3

Quintile4

Quintile5

Coloured

Source: Own calculations from 1991 census and 2007 community survey.
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Those coloured people trapped in rural locations in the 19th century were
particularly vulnerable to poverty and least likely to escape. An indication that
this problem still persists can be found in Image 9, which shows the mean
years of education completed by children 21-25 co-resident in the household
of their parents in the 1996 census by highest parent education. Of the four
groups shown here, children of black urban parents generally did best in
converting parent education into own educational attainment. The group
performing worst was coloured rural children, except in the limited number
of cases where parents had high levels of education; in such cases, they even
outperformed their urban counterparts.38 But the more general pattern for
the rural coloured population, of poor conversion of parent education into
child’s education, could be taken as evidence that children of poorly educated
rural coloured parents were least likely of all South African groups to attain
high levels of education.
Image 9: Mean years of educational attainment of children 21-25 years co-resident with their
parents by race, location and highest level of education reached by either parent, 1996
13

Black urban

Black rural

Years of education attained by child

12

Coloured urban
Coloured rural

11
10
9

8

Matric &
diploma

Matric only

Grade 11

Grade 10

Grade 9

Grade 8

Grade 7

Grade 6

Grade 5

Grade 4

Grade 3

Grade 2

Grade 1

No schooling

6

Matric &
Bachelors…

7

Parent Education

Source: Own calculations based on 1996 census.

Image 10 shows a surprising under-representation of coloured persons at
universities, lower than all other population groups. Most (63.9%) of the 678
543 students enrolled at higher educational institutions during 2010 were
38 This may be due to a selection effect: Such highly educated parents in rural communities may be even better
motivated or trained their urban counterparts. Further support that this may be the factor responsible for this
pattern is provided by the fact that a similar pattern holds for the black population.
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black African, even though this group was still underrepresented. Only 3.1%
of blacks aged 18 to 29 years and an even lower 3.0% of coloureds were
studying, as opposed to 11.9% amongst Indians/Asians and 17.2% among
the white population.
Image 10: University enrolment as percentage of population aged 18-29 years, 2010

Source: General Household Survey 2010.

Coloured educational patterns by birth cohort
Image 11 shows the mean years of educational attainment by birth year
and population group, derived from the census of 1970 in the case of birth
cohorts from 1890 to 1940, and from Census 2001 for subsequent birth
cohorts. Naturally the survivors at the time of the censuses would not have
been a random sample from the original birth cohort, as mortality is selective,
inter alia by socio-economic and therefore income group. Thus these images
only give an upwardly-biased approximation of the trajectory of education of
the different race groups. Even so one can say with certainty that education
levels of the coloured population considerably exceeded those of the black
population for almost all of these nine decades. It is only very recently that
the mean education levels of the black population have started to approach
that of the coloured population – notwithstanding the known weaker quality
of black education. Thus, the puzzle remains: Why is poverty so high amongst
the coloured population, despite their historical advantage in education?
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Image 11: Mean educational attainment by birth cohort and population group, using
combined 1970, 2001 and 2011 census data
14

Years of Education (average)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1890

1900

1910
Black

1920

1930
Coloured

1940

1950

1960

Indian

1970

1980

1990

White

Source: 1890-1940, derived from Census 1970; for 1941-1950, derived from Census 2001, for 19511990, derived from Census 2011. Data smoothed.

A similar analysis extended to rural versus urban location at the time of
the censuses used shows that there have historically been great differences
between the education levels of urban and rural members of the coloured
population group. Here it should be remembered that the source of the data is
likely to lead to some bias: Rural-urban migration means that many of those
presently in urban areas would have been educated in rural areas, so these
are only broadly reflective of urban birth cohorts versus rural birth cohorts.
Nevertheless, the data are indicative of broad trends within each of these
subgroups. This persistent urban-rural difference is a historical feature of the
situation in the coloured population, in contrast to the black population, who
have experienced a smaller and less persistent urban-rural gap that has tended
to decline more in recent years. This difference could either mean that the
educational rural-urban gap is larger amongst coloured people, or that rural
coloured people have been less inclined to move to urban areas.
A puzzling trend amongst the coloured population has been the surprisingly
early exit from school. Image 12 illustrates this, showing the school enrolment
rate by age and population group for those who have not yet completed
matric, based on the 2007 Community Survey. What is apparent from this is
the trend towards long continuation in schools amongst the black population,
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well beyond age 20. This trend was moderated by restrictions on over-age
pupils introduced in the late 1990s. Compared to the black population, a
large part of the coloured population still exits from school early – and unlike
for Indians and whites, it is largely before they have completed matric.
Image 12: Proportion of population (excluding those who have completed matric) at school
by age and population group, 2007
Black

Coloured

Indian/Asian

White

100%
90%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

30%
20%
10%
0%
5

10

15

20

25

30

Age

Source: Own calculations from Community Survey 2007.

What can explain this early exit from school amongst coloured children?
Image 13 contains progression rates from Gr.10 to Matric by population
group for the cohorts born after 1920 and still alive and captured in the 2007
Community Survey.39 From this it is apparent that the progression rates of
the coloured population, having been remarkably high in the cohorts born
before 1920, fell sharply thereafter and were even lower than those of the
poorer, less urban black population for the cohorts born between 1920 and
1964, and were at par with that of the black population for the 1965-69
birth cohort. Considering the far greater earlier exposure to education of
much of the coloured population, their far greater exposure to urban life,
39 Here again, as the population still alive and sampled in the 2007 Community Survey is the source of this
information, the results are affected by differential mortality across population and educational groups,
especially for older cohorts, However, it is likely that the patterns shown here broadly reflect the patterns of
educational progression that occurred in those birth cohorts when they were of school-going age.
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their greater involvement in modern economic processes and indeed their
greater propensity to attend school and progress to secondary education, this
is a puzzle.
Image 13: Progression rates from Grade 10 to matric by birth cohort category and population
group, as calculated from Community Survey 2007
Birth cohort

Black African

Coloured

Indian/Asian

White

1880-1919

61%

76%

73%

78%

1920-39

53%

46%

66%

66%

1940-49

49%

40%

53%

67%

1950-59

48%

42%

58%

71%

1960-64

48%

43%

61%

75%

1965-69

49%

50%

68%

76%

1970-74

50%

51%

70%

76%

1975-79

48%

55%

73%

76%

1980-84

46%

54%

74%

75%

1985-89

43%

54%

76%

78%

Note: The educational patterns of those observed in the Community Survey were assumed to reflect
the underlying patterns that applied to the respective birth cohorts. No adjustment was made for the
possible effect of differential mortality and migration by education and population groups.
Source: Own calculations from Community Survey 2007.

Regression analysis (Image 13) confirms that this results not only from
gender or birth province factors, or that it is not associated with present
location (municipality) that may itself reflect earlier migration decisions.
Even when controlling for these factors, the regression coefficients relating
to different coloured birth cohort categories remain quite stable, i.e. whether
one considers province of birth or even current municipality does not have
much influence on the likelihood of having completed matric. In particular,
considering the patterns applying to other groups when controlling for gender
and age, and even birth province and present place of residents, “coloured
people born between 1940 and 1964 were significantly less likely to continue
on to matric” – a pattern not observed before that, or since. Considering
that coloured schools were better resourced than those of blacks, and that
they were more likely to have completed primary education, it is an enigma
that the flow to higher levels of education was so small, and even today is not
much greater than amongst the black population, though the latter are far
more likely to be in weak schools and therefore to fail to clear the hurdle of
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the matric exam.
Image 14: Progression to matric: Probit regressions40 of the likelihood of having completing
matric, conditional upon having already completed Grade 10, based on Community Survey
2007 (age>20)

No other controls
Indian

0.191**

Controlling
Controlling for province of
for province of
birth & current municipality
birth
0.203

0.196

White

0.255**

0.261

0.261

Female

-0.03**

-0.017

-0.017

Age

0.004**

0.005

0.005

Age-squared

-.00004**

-.00007

-.00007

Coloured birth cohorts:
1880-1919

0.336**

0.322

0.318

1920-39

0.026**

0.017

0.009

1940-49

-0.063**

-0.049

-0.051

1950-59

-0.056**

-0.040

-0.042

1960-64

-0.056**

-0.041

-0.042

1965-69

0.018**

0.030

0.028

1970-74

0.024**

0.033

0.032

1975-79

0.065**

0.074

0.074

1980-84

0.061**

0.075

0.074

1985-1987

0.066**

0.083**

0.083**

Other controls

-

Province of
birth

Province of birth +
municipality currently residing
in

Note: Marginal effects shown; all coefficients are significant at the 1% level
Source: Own calculations from Community Survey 2007.

Hofmeyr41 argues, based on an analysis of the Cape Area Panel Study
(CAPS), that the greater propensity of black children in the Western Cape
to continue in school till later ages is a result of their weaker position in
the labour market of metropolitan Cape Town. However, this offers no
40 In a probit regression the outcome that is estimated is a probability, i.e. it lies between 0 and 1. In this case, it is
the probability of having completed matric.
41 C Hofmeyr, How does the process of educational attainment differ between Africans and Coloureds in the Western
Cape? (Master’s dissertation, University of Cape Town, 2011).
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explanation of why dropping out of school after grade 10 occurs so frequently
amongst the coloured population: If the probability of finding a job was the
issue, one would have expected that the 55% unemployment rate of coloured
youths below 20 years of age and without a matric in the Western Cape would
have made continuation to higher education levels more attractive. In terms
of the returns to matric, these are not lower for the coloured population than
for others. Other explanations need to be sought for this phenomenon, and
especially for its historical peak in the birth cohorts from 1940 to 1964. There
is still much to understand here.

Conclusion
The paper sets out to illuminate poverty of the coloured population in South
Africa. It specifically ponders the question why a large part of the group
remains in a poverty trap. The historic evidence presented shows those today
classified as “coloured” set out as a rural proletariat, owning few agricultural
assets, in a country in which urban-rural divisions became quite strong. With
little prospect of securing occupation in the formal, mainly urban economy,
they had little incentive to invest time and effort in education and left formal
schooling fairly young and failed to progress to higher levels of education.
With little education they could not readily be absorbed into the modern
economy and they found it difficult to make inroads into the secondary and
tertiary sectors of the economy. In the 1950s, for example, coloured males
were dominantly in agriculture and industrial occupations. The position of
coloureds in the mid-20th century was still much the same as in the nineteenth
century, i.e. with a strong presence in the primary sector and in low status
occupations, with almost no progress into professional and managerial
positions, despite the fact that rural-urban migration grew rapidly in the 9th
century.
These patterns of behaviour have become established in a way which perhaps
currently cannot fully be explained simply as rational and unconstrained
utility maximisation. With coloured schools historically better resourced than
those of blacks, it is an enigma that the flow to higher levels of education is
even today not much greater than amongst the black population.
The low educational endowment of parts of the coloured population puts
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them at a disadvantage in an economy that is now dominantly modern and
urban. Logic would dictate greater investment in the education of their
children, but patterns of behaviour established over centuries may still be
dominant and to the detriment of the coloured population.

Appendix 1
Census
1875

Professional

Commercial

White

5 880

9 506

10 773

34 069

1 732

61 960

Malay

27

230

1 348

358

240

2 203

Hottentot

53

847

1 610

20 022

2 469

25 001

Mixed and
Other

219

1 052

3 090

10 905

2 181

17 447

Coloured

299

2 129

6 048

31 285

4 890

44 651

Black

476

1 357

1 714

63 246

2 184

68 977

Total

6 655

12 992

18 535

128 600

8 806

175 588

White/Tot

88.4%

73.2%

58.1%

26.5%

19.7%

35.3%

Coloured/
Tot

4.5%

16.4%

32.6%

24.3%

55.5%

25.4%

9.0%

10.8%

22.3%

1.1%

4.9%

4.9%

17.7%

39.8%

26.6%

64.0%

50.5%

56.0%

73.2%

49.4%

51.1%

34.9%

44.6%

39.1%

White

1 042

303

1 584

26 389

19 559

48 877

Malay

14

6

765

8

1 899

2 692

Hottentot

88

0

866

2 537

20 100

23 591

Mixed and
Other

96

16

1 776

1 387

15 694

18 969

Coloured

198

22

3 407

3 932

37 693

45 252

Black

21

0

753

50 215

17 208

68 197

Industrial Agricultural Domestic

Total
specified

Males

Malay/
Coloured
Hottentot/
Coloured
Mixed &
other/
Coloured
Females
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Total

1 261

325

5 744

80 536

74 460

162 326

White/Tot

82.6%

93.2%

27.6%

32.8%

26.3%

30.1%

Coloured/
Tot

15.7%

6.8%

59.3%

4.9%

50.6%

27.9%

Malay/

7.1%

27.3%

22.5%

0.2%

5.0%

5.9%

Hottentot/
Coloured

44.4%

0.0%

25.4%

64.5%

53.3%

52.1%

Mixed
& other/
Coloured

48.5%

72.7%

52.1%

35.3%

41.6%

41.9%

White

6 922

9 809

12 357

60 458

21 291

110
837

Malay

41

236

2 113

366

2 139

4 895

Hottentot

141

847

2 476

22 559

22 569

48 592

Mixed and
Other

315

1 068

4 866

12 292

17 875

36 416

Coloured

497

2 151

9 455

35 217

42 583

89 903

Black

497

1 357

2 467

113 461

19 392

137
174

Total

7 916

13 317

24 279

209 136

83 266

337
914

White/Tot

87.4%

73.7%

50.9%

28.9%

25.6%

32.8%

Coloured/
Tot

6.3%

16.2%

38.9%

16.8%

51.1%

26.6%

Malay/

8.2%

11.0%

22.3%

1.0%

5.0%

5.4%

Hottentot/
Coloured

28.4%

39.4%

26.2%

64.1%

53.0%

54.0%

Mixed
& other/
Coloured

63.4%

49.7%

51.5%

34.9%

42.0%

40.5%

Coloured

Total
males plus
females

Coloured
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Abstract
There is a popular perception that the threat of Soviet expansionism
during the time of South Africa’s Border War (1966-1989) was a fabrication
by the National Party government to motivate young men to fight to
maintain Apartheid as the main political ideology. This perception is voiced
by numerous authors of “grensliteratuur”, as well as some historians, e.g.
Baines and Drewett. The claim of the National Party was that the Soviet
Union attempted to expand its political influence in South Africa in order
to obtain control over South Africa’s mineral resources and the country’s
strategically located shipping routes and harbours. This article uses declassified
CIA intelligence reports to engage with both claims, and asks: Was Soviet/
Communist expansion in South Africa true or a fabrication? The finding is
that the CIA shared Botha and Malan’s views, and since CIA reports – unlike
ministerial speeches – were not intended for wide circulation, they cannot be
accused of serving propaganda purposes. The conclusion is therefore that the
declassified documents indicate that the NP Goverments of Malan and his
successors agreed with the CIA, and therefore the claim of a Soviet threat in
Namibia and Angola cannot be labelled an NP fabrication.
Keywords: PW Botha; Border War; Cold War; USSR; Soviet Union; South
Africa; Namibia; Angola; Communism.

Introduction
It has become fashionable in South Africa to claim that the threat of
Communism during the time of the Border War (1966-1989) was a
fabrication proposed by the National Party (NP) government to convince
soldiers to fight to maintain Apartheid as the main political ideology. This is
particularly clear in some soldiers’ narratives of this war. In Pionne [Pawns],
Bertie Cloete believes the NP government used young men, which he calls
pawns, to further their selfish goals, and that the threat of Communism was
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a constructed fiction: “Als was deeglik beplan en uitgewerk. [...] Maak van
die Kommunis die vyand. Die een wat, net soos die Kakies, ons land wil
afneem” [Everything had been planned meticulously. Make the Communist
the enemy. The one that, just like the British, wanted to take our country].1
Similarly, in Ben Viljoen’s ‘n Nuwe wildernis [A new wilderness], the character
Leo remarks: “Om te dink daar was ‘n tyd toe ek daai ‘bullshit’ geglo het”
[To think there was a time when I believed that bullshit],2 and in Kopwond
[Head wound], Feinstein believes that: “... alle oorloë boos is, laat staan nog
‘n oorlog wat apartheid in stand wil hou” [... all wars are evil, let alone a war
that aims at maintaining Apartheid].3
Many historians support the abovementioned view; for example, most
of the contributors to Baines and Vale4 do not see the war as a defence
against Communism. Drewett for instance believes that despite Cold War
co-operation between South Africa and the West, the war “was essentially
a war in defence of the Apartheid system”.5 Baines also disputes the notion
that Communism was a threat: “As a social construct [the war] encoded the
views of (most) whites who believed the Apartheid regime’s rhetoric that the
SADF was shielding its citizens from the “rooi/swart gevaar”; the supposed
coterminous threat of Communism and black nationalism”.6 These views
echo the ANC’s official view, as propagated by the Truth and Reconciliation
Committee (TRC): “while some acts of regional destabilization may have
been a defence against Communism, the purpose of the war was also to
preserve white minority rule in South Africa and was, therefore, a race war”.7
Note, however, that this scepticism did not only come after the end of
Apartheid and the Cold War; already in 1982, a classified security report
to PW Botha stated: “The impression is created that the total onslaught is
something that was thought up by government-advisors to draw attention

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

B Cloete, Pionne (Hermanus, Hemel & See, 2009), p. 128.
B Viljoen, ‘n Nuwe wildernis (Cape Town, Human & Rousseau, 2013), p. 71.
A Feinstein, Kopwond: Vergete slagoffers van die Bosoorlog (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2011), p. 13.
G Baines & P Vale (eds.), Beyond the Border War. New perspectives on South Africa’s late-Cold War conflicts
(Pretoria, UNISA, 2008).
M Drewett, “The construction and subversion of gender stereotypes in popular cultural representations of the
Border War”, G Baines & P Vale (eds.), Beyond the Border War. New perspectives on South Africa’s late-Cold War
conflicts (Pretoria, UNISA, 2008), p. 94.
G Baines, “Coming to terms with the ‘Border War’ in post-apartheid South Africa” (Unpublished winter school
lecture, National Arts Festival, Grahamstown, 2008), p. 2.
South African Truth and Reconciliation Committee (TRC), Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa
Report, 1998, pp. 43-44.
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away from our country’s problems”.8
Countering this scepticism, Giliomee claims: “Die kommunistiese gevaar
het geensins slegs in die verbeelding van PW Botha en Magnus Malan
bestaan nie” [The threat of Communism was not simply the product of the
imaginations of PW Botha and Magnus Malan].9 Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd
himself once remarked: “South Africa is unequivocally the symbol of antiCommunism in Africa. Although often abused, we are also still a bastion
in Africa for Christianity and the Western world”.10 Similarly, Gen. Jannie
Geldenhuys objects to a reviewer’s comment that he should write that the
South African Defence Force (SADF) was sent to Namibia to maintain
Apartheid,11 and PW Botha claimed:12
It was not a race war! It was a war against Cuban and Russian Communism.
I predicted that there would be a Total Onslaught against South Africa. I
said it in parliament – there is a Total Onslaught, psychologically, politically,
economically and militarily. And I said we should develop a Total Strategy
against it. In the eighties, the onslaught against South Africa was greater than
before. It was an onslaught that revealed itself in South Africa, Angola, the fall
of the Portuguese territories, and fuelled by international powers, including
Russia and Cuba who played a major role.

J-A Stemmet writes: “But for the government this [the Communist threat]
was all very real”.13 Was the threat of Communism a legitimate perception or
a fabrication by the National Party (NP) government? This article compares
these statements and others made by politicians and generals of the SADF
with documents from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), to investigate
whether the threat of Communism in South Africa was a fabrication by the
NP government, or a genuine perceived threat held by the West during the
8
9
10
11
12

13

Quoted in J-A Stemmet, “Botha’s Babylon and the big brawl: Reflections on the way that the regime of PW
Botha viewed the international anti-apartheid campaign”, Journal for Contemporary History 30(3), 2005, p. 19.
H Giliomee, Die Afrikaners.’n Biografie (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2004), p. 547.
Quoted in P Vale, “The Cold War and South Africa: Repetitions and revisions on a prolegomenon”, G Baines
& P Vale (eds.), Beyond the Border War. New perspectives on Southern Africa’s late-Cold War conflicts (Pretoria,
UNISA, 2008), p. 22.
J Geldenhuys, Dié wat gewen het. Feite en fabels van die Bosoorlog (Pretoria, Litera, 2007), p. 261.
J-A Stemmet (Personal Collection), interview, PW Botha (former President, RSA/J-A Stemmet (Researcher,
UFS, History Departement), 13 October 2000. Translated from the following original interview text: “Dit was
nie ’n rasse-oorlog nie! Dit was ’n oorlog teen Kubaanse en Russiese Kommunisme. Ek het voorspel dat daar
’n Totale Aanslag teen Suid-Afrika is. Ek het dit in die parlement gesê – daar is ’n Totale Aanslag, sielkundig,
polities, ekonomies en militêr. En ek het gesê ons moet ’n Totale Strategie daarteen ontwikkel. In die tagtigerjare
was die aanslag teen Suid-Afrika groter as te vore. Dit was ’n aanslag wat homself geopenbaar het in Suid-Afrika,
in Angola, in die val van die Portugese gebiede en aangevuur deur internasionale magte, waaronder Rusland en
Kuba ’n groot rol gespeel het.”
J-A Stemmet, “Botha’s Babylon and the big brawl ...”, Journal for Contemporary History 30(3), 2005, p. 20.
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Cold War. The advantage of using declassified CIA intelligence reports (most
of it formerly classified as “Top Secret”), is that because these reports were not
intended for general circulation, they cannot be accused of serving propaganda
purposes. While PW Botha may have claimed that Communism was a threat
in order to motivate soldiers to fight on the border for NP interests, Top Secret
CIA reports aim at providing an accurate assessment of a situation to senior
US officials, and what these officials do with these intelligence reports is a
different matter. As such, declassified intelligence reports provide a window
into the views of the dominant Western intelligence agency during the Cold
War – the basis on which strategic decisions were made.

Background
From 1945 to 1990, global politics, particularly in the developing world,
were dominated by the interaction between two contexts: that of the Cold War,
and that of the liberation of former colonies.14 The US Counterinsurgency
Field Manual recognises:15
The modern era of insurgencies and internal wars began after World War II.
Many of the resistance movements against German and Japanese occupation
continued after the Axis defeat in 1945. As nationalism rose, the imperial
powers declined. Motivated by nationalism and communism, people began
forming governments viewed as more responsive to their needs.

For US President Eisenhower, the French War in Indochina, the British
conflict in Malaya, and the Korean War, were all part of the same conflict,
in which “freedom is pitted against slavery; lightness against dark”.16 Stalin’s
focus on Europe after WWII motivated the US to retreat from its earlier
position of supporting liberation movements in the Third World, since it
needed strong allies, and a weakening of European colonies was considered
detrimental to the US position. Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh was influenced by
the writings of Vladimir Lenin and Karl Marx, although he did not adopt
Leninist policies wholesale and clashed with Joseph Stalin during his time in
the Soviet Union.17 He initially approached the US for aid, but even if he had
14 Parts of this background are based on B Senekal, The literary representation of identity and alienation in
counterinsurgencies: Vietnam and Namibia/Angola (Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of the Free State, 2013).
15 D Petraeus, The U.S. Army and Marine Corps counterinsurgency field manual (Washington, Department of the
Army and Department of the Navy, 2006), p. 1-4.
16 A Wiest, “Introduction: An American war?”, A Wiest (ed.), Rolling thunder in a gentle land. The Vietnam War
revisited (Oxford, Osprey, 2006), p. 29.
17 W LaFeber, “The United States and Vietnam: The enemies”, DL Anderson & J Ernst (eds.), The war that never
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not allied himself with Communist ideology, the US could not undermine its
French allies in Indochina by helping Ho’s Communist Viet Minh. By 1949,
the Communist victory in the Chinese civil war, the Berlin Blockade, and
the discovery that the Soviet Union had successfully built a nuclear bomb,
lent credibility to US notions that Communism intended to expand, and this
view was further reinforced by the outbreak of the Korean War on 25 June
1950.18
The fall of China to Communism had a tremendous impact on the region:
The US had decided to strengthen Japan as a buffer to Communist expansion,
but Japan needed an environment to trade in. The fear was that if Indochina
turned to Communism, it would seek trading partners in Communist China
and the USSR rather than in Japan, and thus the US began direct military
support for the French in Indochina in 1950.19 In need of funding, Ho
eventually turned to his Communist neighbours, which only strengthened US
fears that a Domino Effect was taking place. China supported the Viet Minh
with aid, weapons and training, their new leader, Mao Zedong, promising:
“Whatever China has and Vietnam needs”.20 By 1954, the US was financing
80% of the French effort in Indochina.21 After Stalin’s death in 1953, Nikita
Khrushchev believed that trade with emerging South East Asian nations
would strengthen the Soviet economy and therefore supported Communist
insurgent movements,22 e.g. the Viet Minh in Indochina. A CIA Current
Intelligence Bulletin of the time stated their fear that Communism intended
to expand in the region: “The Embassy feels that after the seizure of Laos and
the establishment there of a puppet government the Viet Minh may use the
same strategy in Cambodia, thus splitting Southeast Asia in two”.23 These
fears would only be realised after 1975.
When the French departed from Indochina, the US bolstered the regimes
of Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam with financial aid, weapons, and
military trainers, in order to counter the renewed interest shown in the
region by China and the USSR. By 1960, China was supporting insurgencies
ends. New perspectives on the Vietnam War (Kentucky, University of Kentucky Press, 2007), p. 37.
18 MK Hall, The Vietnam War (Great Britain, Pearson, 2008), p. 7.
19 JA Nagl, Counterinsurgency in Vietnam: American organizational culture and learning”, D Marston & C
Malkasian (eds.), Counterinsurgency in modern warfare (New York, Osprey, 2008), p. 132.
20 CE Neu, America’s lost war: Vietnam: 1945-1975 (Illinois, Harlan Davidson, 2005), p. 9.
21 W LaFeber, “The United States and Vietnam...”, DL Anderson & J Ernst (eds.), The war that never ends..., p. 40.
22 W LaFeber, “The United States and Vietnam...”, DL Anderson & J Ernst (eds.), The war that never ends..., p. 42.
23 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “French general foresees Viet Minh bridgehead in Thailand”, Current
Intelligence Bulletin, 24 April 1953, p. 5.
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more vigorously than the USSR, in particular the National Liberation Front
(NLF), better known as the Viet Cong, in Vietnam. Khrushchev’s removal
from power in October 1964 initiated a more active Soviet response,24 which
contributed to the escalation of US involvement in South Vietnam.
Hall writes: “Having learned the lessons of appeasing totalitarian states from
World War II, American leaders assumed the worst-case scenario. Containment
was designed to avoid repeating that earlier mistake, and Americans
believed that Vietnam’s attempt to gain independence fitted the pattern of
Communist aggression.”25 However, “no dominoes fell outside Indochina,”
for “the United States mistakenly attributed its local origins to international
Communism.” A. Codevilla and P. Seabury do not share this perspective, and
argue that during the Cold War, the Soviet Union: “infiltrated anti-colonial
movements [...] and used them as proxies against Western interests.”26 Martin
van Creveld’s view is also at odds with Hall’s.27 He believes the original goals
of US involvement in Vietnam included fighting Communism and preserving
a pro-Capitalist democracy in South Vietnam. Furthermore, regimes in South
East Asia did fall to Communism after the Vietnam War: At the time of the
North’s successful takeover of South Vietnam in 1975, both Cambodia and
Laos fell to Communist forces. The effects of this collapse was felt not only
in material terms, but also provided hope of success to other Communist
“liberation” forces. A. Wiest calls the US part of the conflict in Vietnam
“a signal moment in the history of decolonization”,28 and P. Bobbit also
remarks that the 1975 Communist victory was an important moment for
many liberation movements.29 Indeed most of the so-called “wars of national
liberation” – a term used by Krushchev in 196130 – followed after the French
withdrawal in 1954, and many of these movements were directly inspired
by the Viet Minh and later NLF example. The Algerian Front de Libération
Nationale (FLN) emulated the Viet Minh,31 and even the Provisional Irish
Republican Army (PIRA) was later inspired by the Vietnamese Tet offensive.32
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

MK Hall, The Vietnam War..., p. 24.
MK Hall, The Vietnam War..., p. 81.
A Codevilla & P Seabury, War. Ends and means (Washington, Potomac, 2006), p. 176.
M van Creveld, The transformation of war (London, The Free Press, 1991), p. 147.
A Wiest, “Introduction...”, A Wiest (ed.), Rolling thunder in a gentle land..., p. 24.
P Bobbit, The shield of Achilles. War, peace and the course of history (London, Penguin, 2003), p. 59.
D Kilcullen, The accidental guerilla. Fighting small wars in the midst of a big one (London, Hurst & Co., 2009),
p. 7.
31 D Kilcullen, “Counterinsurgency redux”, Survival: Global Politics and Strategy, 48(4), 2006, p. 113.
32 R Iron, “Britain’s longest war: Northern Ireland 1967-2007”, D Marston & C Malkasian (eds.), Counterinsurgency
in modern warfare (New York, Osprey, 2008), p. 173.
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Chinese and Soviet support for insurgents was of course not limited to
South East Asia, and during Cold War insurgencies, the vast majority of
insurgents had Communist ties. In Rhodesia, cadres from the Zimbabwe
African People’s Union (ZAPU) were trained in Algeria, Egypt, and the Soviet
bloc, whereas the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) was aided by
Communist China, North Korea, Libya, and Yugoslavia.33 The military wing
of the ANC, Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) [The Spear of the Nation], were
trained in Odessa in the Ukraine34 and had close Communist ties: ANC and
MK leaders, including Oliver Tambo, Joe Slovo, Thabo Mbeki, Chris Hani
and Joe Modise, for instance, visited General Giap in Vietnam in 1978.35
Similarly, the conflict in Namibia was strongly tied to the Communist
countries. The military wing of the South-West Africa Peoples’ Organisation
(SWAPO), the People’s Liberation Army of Namibia (PLAN), was formed in
1962, and PLAN fighters were trained in Algeria, China, Egypt, Ghana, the
Soviet Union, and Tanzania from 1963.36 By the time of the first armed clash
between South African security forces and PLAN (1966), most of Southern
Africa was being infiltrated by Communist-inspired and –aided insurgencies,
and thus the South African government adopted Eisenhower’s notion of the
Domino Effect: if Angola, Mozambique, and Rhodesia fell to Communism,
South Africa would remain as the last bastion of democracy in sub-Saharan
Africa. After Angola and Mozambique did fall in 1975, South Africa would
halt Communist expansion in Ovamboland (northern Namibia).
Since the war of liberation against Portugal, the Movimento Popular de
Libertaçăo de Angola (Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola or
MPLA) had been aligned with Communist forces, particularly the USSR and
Cuba. The first Cuban military contingents arrived in Angola by mid-1975,37
and in 1983, the Soviet Union became even more involved when it issued an
official warning to South Africa that it would not tolerate the overthrow of
the MPLA in Angola.38 Cuba continued to escalate its support of the MPLA,
and by 1988, Birmingham calls their involvement in Angola “far and away”
the Soviet Union’s “most successful forray (sic) into Africa after the disasters
33 JRT Wood, “Countering the Chimurenga: The Rhodesian counterinsurgency campaign 1962-80”, D Marston
& C Malkasian (eds.), Counterinsurgency in modern warfare (New York, Osprey, 2008), pp. 186-187.
34 E Barlow, Executive outcomes. Against all odds (Alberton, Galago, 2007), p. 33.
35 H Hamann, Days of the generals (Cape Town, Zebra, 2001), p. 123.
36 R Dale, “A comparative reconsideration of the Namibian Bush War, 1966-89”, Small Wars & Insurgencies,
18(2), 2007, p. 203.
37 E Barlow, Executive outcomes..., p. 14.
38 R Davies & D O’Meara, “Total strategy in Southern Africa: An analysis of South African regional policy since
1978”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 11(2), 1985, p. 206.
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of Egypt, Guinea, Ghana, Zaire, Somalia”.39 However, Cuba was forced to
supplement its military mission in 1981, 1983, and 1987 to prevent the
collapse of the MPLA in the face of military opposition from UNITA.40
As a British colony originally founded by the Dutch, South Africa allied
itself with the West during both WWI and WWII, and even sent the South
African Air Force (SAAF) to Korea. Already in 1949, the new British Prime
Minister, Clement Attlee, drew South Africa into the Cold War on the
side of the West by encouraging co-operation between the UK and South
African security services.41 After independence in 1961, this link with the
West remained intact, as it did for the Rhodesians despite their Unilaterally
Declared Independence (UDI) in 1965. PW Botha became minister of
Defence in 1966, and saw South Africa’s security threats in terms of a global
East/West struggle in which South Africa would “shoulder its responsibility
as an ally of the free world”.42 The Irish-born commando “Mad” Mike Hoare
– one of the most notorious mercenaries operating in Africa – also saw South
Africa as an ally of the West in the Cold War:43
I see South Africa as the bastion of civilization in an Africa subjected to a total
Communist onslaught. In the last 22 years I have watched – in many cases
physically battled against – its inexorable encroachment into free Africa and
its conquests by default … I see myself in the forefront of this fight (against
Communism) for our very existence. I see my men as a noble band of patriots
motivated by the same desires.

Even from within the Soviet Union, South Africa’s value was acknowledged.
Dr. Igor Glagolev, who until he defected to the West in 1976, was a foreign
affairs consultant to the Soviet Politburo, appraised South Africa’s value to the
USSR as follows: 44
The Russians are determined to take South Africa and get the full benefit
of its tremendous mineral wealth... They know that once they take South
Africa, once they take its mineral wealth for themselves and can benefit from
its strategic position, they will eventually control the world. If they can take
South Africa, nothing can stop them.
39 D Birmingham, “Angola revisited”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 15(1), 1988, p. 12.
40 E Dosman, “Countdown to Cuito Cuanavale: Cuba’s Angolan campaign”, G Baines & P Vale (eds.), Beyond the
Border War. New perspectives on South Africa’s late-Cold War conflicts (Pretoria, UNISA, 2008), p. 209.
41 H Giliomee, Die Afrikaners..., p. 445.
42 H Hamann, Days of the generals..., pp. 50, 52.
43 Quoted in F Schreier & M Caparini, “Privatising security: Law, practice and governance of private military
and security companies” (Occasional Paper no. 6, Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces
(DCAF), Geneva, 2005), p. 16.
44 PW Botha, Private Collection, INCH: PV 203/PS12/6/1.
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As disorder ensued throughout Africa, South Africa’s relative stability
attracted Western investors, and Western support only wavered after the 1976
Soweto uprisings in South Africa. However, despite official condemnation for
Apartheid policies and international opposition in the public sphere, South
Africa remained an economic and ideological ally of the West. When the
Conservative Thatcher government came to power in Britain in 1979 and
Ronald Reagan, a Republican, was sworn in as President of the US in 1980,
the global political situation created “greater breathing space for the Apartheid
regime internationally”.45 Whether or not Western nations approved of
Apartheid policies, South Africa’s military capabilities made it an ally of the
West. Coker observes: “South Africa’s ability... to put the Soviet Union on the
defensive in the 1980s, to force it to pay a high cost indeed to maintain its
clients in power in Luanda and Maputo, made it a useful Western ‘proxy’”.46
As Shimon Peres, one of the Israeli leaders most intimately involved with
South Africa in the 1980s, phrases the situation:47
Every decision is not between two perfect situations. Every choice is between
two imperfect alternatives. At that time the movement of black South Africa
was with Arafat against us. Actually, we did not have much of a choice. But we
never stopped denouncing Apartheid. We never agreed with it.

Similarly, in his correspondence with PW Botha, President Reagan wrote:
“We recognize fully the developments in your country hold the key to long
term stability, development and peace in the region. We are prepared to work
with you in pursuing these shared objectives”.48

A critical evaluation of the Total Onslaught
As the above illustrates, the Domino Theory did find support due to the
historical events of the post-WWII world. There are however a few problems
with the Domino Theory, as discussed in the following section.
Firstly, one could argue that Communist ties do not necessarily indicate
an intention to spread Communism; as is the case in Vietnam where Ho
45 R Davies & D O’Meara, “Total strategy in Southern Africa ...”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 11(2), 1985,
p. 205.
46 C Coker, “‘Experiencing’ Southern Africa in the twenty-first century”, International Affairs, 67(2), 1991, p.
282.
47 C Mcgreal, “Brothers in arms – Israel’s secret pact with Pretoria”, The Guardian Unlimited, 2 September 2006.
48 Quoted in J-A Stemmet, “Botha’s Babylon and the big brawl...”, Journal for Contemporary History 30(3), 2005,
p. 22.
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Chi Minh at first looked towards the West for aid, but only found backing
in Communist China and the USSR. Communist ties may simply indicate
the willingness of Communist countries to sponsor insurgencies aimed at
overthrowing colonial regimes; Communist authors often emphasise that aid
from the Soviet Union was in support of ‘liberation’, while underplaying the
spread of Soviet influence. Ronnie Kasrils for instance claims in reference to
the names of Cuban soldiers on the Freedom Park Memorial Wall, “Those
patriots and internationalists were motivated by a single goal—the end of
racial rule and genuine African independence. After thirteen years defending
Angolan sovereignty, the Cubans took nothing home except the bones of their
fallen and Africa’s gratitude.”49 In this view, Soviet aid is purely altruistic, a
view also shared by V. Shubin’s50 claim that Russia merely supported wars
against oppression during the Cold War.
At a meeting between Samora Machel and Soviet officials in May 1976:
“President Podgorny affirmed Moscow’s record of support for African
‘liberation’ struggles and pledged Soviet support for revolutionary movements
against Rhodesia, South Africa, and Pretoria’s control of Namibia”.51 Such
an affirmation of Soviet involvement in Southern Africa could be seen as
not necessarily indicating the expansion of Soviet influence, but could be
construed as simply aiding “liberation movements”. The same applies to the
sponsoring of the ANC, as noted in a CIA National Intelligence Daily Cable
of 1979: 52
The African National Congress – South Africa’s principal black insurgent
group – has increased its military capabilities in the past two years but it
still lacks effective leadership, organization, and trained manpower to play a
significant role in destabilizing South Africa in the near future. The group is
receiving military aid from the USSR, Cuba, and East Germany, and recruits
are training at bases in several neighbouring black African countries, as well as
in Libya and Cuba.

PW Botha, however, claimed that South Africa was attacked by a “Total
Onslaught”, of which Stemmet writes: “Die Totale Aanslag het daarop
neergekom dat die wêreldwye anti-apartheid-veldtogte deel van ’n uitgebreide
49 R Kasrils, Cuito Cuanavale, Angola, Monthly Review, 64(1), April 2013 (available at: http://monthlyreview.
org/2013/04/01/cuito-cuanavale-angola, as accessed on 28 February 2014).
50 V Shubin, The hot “Cold War”. The USSR in Southern Africa (Scottsville, University of Kwazulu Natal Press,
2008), pp. 1-3.
51 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “USSR-Mozambique”, National Intelligence Daily Cable, 20 May 1976, p.
6.
52 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “South Africa: The African National Congress”, National Intelligence Daily
Cable, 31 March 1979, p. 11.
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Russiese komplot was om Suid-Afrika in te palm as deel van ’n strewe om die
wêreld te annekseer” [The Total Onslaught meant that global anti-apartheid
campaigns were part of an extended Russian plot to capture South Africa
as part of a quest to annex the world].53 This view is formulated clearly by
General Magnus Malan in 1981:54
After a hundred years the imperial motive again forms the greatest threat
to our young republic’s independence - in this case in the form of the
Russian expansion drive. This time it is the Soviet Union that casts longing
eyes at South Africa, because of this country’s mineral wealth and strategic
position with regard to the sea route that runs around the Cape. To satisfy the
Soviet Union’s expansion ideals, Black African nationalism is harnessed and
manipulated with diabolical ingenuity and turned against the RSA.

During the spring of 1983, PW Botha made an almost identical claim: 55
South Africa is strategically important – because of its military and economic
strengths as well as its strategic mineral production, its transport network and
its modern harbours. Russian expansionism is threatening us and in spite of
that other western countries are reluctant to acknowledge our real value.

The implication is thus that Communism, according to Botha, intended
to expand – not “decolonization” – and that South Africa was on the list of
countries threatened by this expansion. In particular, South Africa’s mineral
resources and strategic position in terms of shipping routes is emphasised
by both Malan and Botha. Were these politicians being truthful, or – as the
authors mentioned in the introduction claim – were they fabricating a cause
to motivate young men to fight for Apartheid and NP power? Note however
that both emphasise “Russian expansionism” as opposed to a monolithic
“Communist” expansion; this difference suggests a further question on the
issue: Were Communist countries operating in unison, or were other factors
at play? These questions are addressed in the following sections.

53 J-A Stemmet, “’Skimmespel van die waarsêers’: Politieke sensuur in Suid-Afrika, c.1980-1989. ‘n Historiese
perspektief ”, Tydskrif vir Geesteswetenskappe, 49(1), 2009, p. 89.
54 J-A Stemmet & BA Senekal, Teeninsurgensie Privaat Argief, Dokument 10101981001, Ongepubliseerde
toespraak. M Malan, Toespraak gelewer by Krugerdagviering te Bokfontein, 1981, p. 2. Translated from the
following original text: “Na ‘n honderd jaar vorm die imperiale motief wéér die grootste bedreiging vir ons jong
republiek se onafhanklikheid – in hierdie geval in die vorm van die Russiese uitbreidingsdrang. Hierdie keer
is dit die Soviëtunie wat met begerige oë na Suid-Afrika kyk, vanweë hierdie land se bronnebegaafdheid en sy
strategiese ligging ten opsigte van die seeroete wat on die Kaap loop. Om sy uitbreidingsoogmerke te bevredig,
word Swart Afrika-nasionalisme met diaboliese vernuf teen die RSA ingespan en gemanipuleer”.
55 H Murray, “Interview, PW Botha”, Leadership SA, 2(3), 1983, p. 20. Another part of the Total Onslaught was
the political, psychological, and economic onslaught, as discussed in another article.
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The threat of Soviet expansionism in Southern Africa
Throughout the Angolan conflict, the CIA estimated that the Soviet Union
intended to expand its influence. For instance, on 22 November 1975 – shortly
after Angola’s independence – the CIA speculated in a Central Intelligence
Bulletin:56
Strategically, Angola may be of some interest to the Soviets if they are
contemplating expansion of their naval activities in the South Atlantic.
Politically, an Angola run by people well-disposed to the Soviets could provide
a platform from which Soviet influence might expand into adjacent areas,
particularly southern Africa.

This view is reiterated in CIA reports in later years, and a CIA National
Intelligence Cable reported in March 1978 that the Communist threat
influenced the independence process in Namibia:57
Many South Africans believe that the US is adopting a tougher policy toward
Soviet and Cuban involvement in Africa, but they draw various inferences.
Some South Africans apparently think the US and other Western sponsors
of the Namibian settlement talks may now tolerate a South African unilateral
solution in Namibia. Others believe that heightened Western wariness of the
Communist threat may make it safer for South Africa to accept the Western
settlement package, arguing that the West can now be trusted not to condone
truce violations by SWAPO.

Although the above report refers to South African “perceptions”, the view
that the Soviet Union intended to expand its sphere of influence – using
Angola in particular – is reiterated in various subsequent CIA documents.
Of particular importance is a CIA Interagency Intelligence Memorandum
of 1982, entitled Moscow and the Namibia peace process, which states: “The
Soviets want to protect their geopolitical interests in southern Africa. Angola
is central to those interests, serving as the main Soviet entree to the region and
as a point for further expansion of Moscow’s influence”.58 The Soviet Union
was particularly concerned over the possibility of a negotiated settlement
regarding Namibian independence that would allow for the withdrawal of
South Africa from Namibia on the condition that Cuban forces would be
56 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “The USSR’s high profile in Angola”, Central Intelligence Bulletin, 22
November 1975, p. A3.
57 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “Namibia: political decisions”, National Intelligence Daily Cable, 15 March
1978, p. 4.
58 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “Moscow and the Namibia peace process”, Interagency Intelligence
Memorandum, 7 April 1982, p. 9.
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withdrawn from Angola as well,59 and aimed to derail the peace talks:60
Moscow has become apprehensive about the current Contact Group
initiative on Namibia, largely because of the potential repercussions on Soviet
geopolitical interests in southern Africa, particularly Angola. Moscow views
the US-backed initiative as an ill-disguised attempt to reverse the events of the
mid-1970s. It would strongly resist a settlement that led to a major setback in
Angola – particularly at the hands of a US administration that it perceives as
challenging its position around the globe. [...] The Soviets have already taken
steps to impede the Contact Group initiative. These steps include propaganda
and disinformation campaigns, bilateral discussions, and offers of military and
economic assistance designed to push the key African players to oppose the
negotiations. Moscow also is encouraging the Cubans to lobby on its behalf.
Such moves demonstrate Moscow’s potential for influencing the Namibia
talks and its willingness to use its influence in defence of Soviet interests in
the region.

Namibia was the next target as part of a long-term plan to dominate the
entire Southern Africa, as the Interagency Intelligence Memorandum states:
“Since at least the mid-1970s, the Soviets have seen Namibian independence
as an integral part of the liberation struggle that they hope will eventually
lead to the establishment of black majority rule and governments favourably
disposed toward the USSR throughout southern Africa”.61 South Africa was
the ultimate goal. “The problem for Moscow is maintaining its influence
in Angola and with the rest of the Frontline States, whatever happens in
Namibia, so as to be in a position to pursue its long-term regional objective
of toppling the minority regime in Pretoria”.62 It is therefore clear that the
CIA believed that the Soviet Union did in fact threaten South Africa through
Angola and Namibia, as PW Botha had claimed. However, Moscow’s clients
did not necessarily share its views, and often used the Soviet Union as much
as they were being used:63
While Moscow has considerable influence within SWAPO – particularly
with the military commanders – there is a significant element in SWAPO that
is not pro-Soviet and most likely sees relations with the USSR as a necessary
evil. Nujoma himself enjoys friendly relations with the Soviets and has leaned
increasingly to the left in recent years, but he is probably more an opportunist
than a committed Marxist.

59
60
61
62
63

CIA, “Moscow and the Namibia ...”, Interagency Intelligence Memorandum, 7 April 1982, p. 2.
CIA, “Moscow and the Namibia ...”, Interagency Intelligence Memorandum, 7 April 1982, pp. 1-2.
CIA, “Moscow and the Namibia ...”, Interagency Intelligence Memorandum, 7 April 1982, pp. 5-7.
CIA, “Moscow and the Namibia ...”, Interagency Intelligence Memorandum, 7 April 1982, p. 9.
CIA, “Moscow and the Namibia ...”, Interagency Intelligence Memorandum, 7 April 1982, p. 11.
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At the same time, South Africa was countering Soviet efforts at expanding its
influence, most notably through the effective use of the SADF:64
Pretoria is motivated by a desire to preserve its preeminent position in
the region and to counter Soviet influence. In pursuing those interests, its
aggressive tactics have fostered an unwillingness on the part of Frontline States
to engage in activity likely to provoke a strong South African reaction; the
Soviets, for example, have had little success in persuading Frontline leaders to
provide greater and more visible support to the ANC.

While the effectiveness of the SADF as punishment for collaboration with
the NP’s enemies acted as a deterrent, the Soviet Union also exploited the fears
of the Frontline States (Angola, Tanzania, Mozambique, Zambia, Botswana,
and from 1980, Zimbabwe) to create a market for arms, thus providing
both the problem and the solution to security concerns. In conclusion, the
Interagency Intelligence Memorandum states: “the Soviets would continue
their practice of exploiting the regional instability which creates a need for
Soviet arms assistance, presence, and therefore influence”.65
The view that South Africa could be the USSR’s ultimate target is reiterated
in a CIA Intelligence Estimate of 1984: “The Soviets also seek access to
southern African landing fields and ports for their air and naval forces. Soviet
long-term objectives may also include denial or obstruction of Western access
to the region’s strategic mineral resources”.66 Note in particular how this
document affirms both Malan and Botha’s abovementioned claims in detail:
the Soviet Union sought to install a friendly government in South Africa to
gain access to shipping routes and mineral resources.
In February 1985, the CIA reported in a National Intelligence Estimate
entitled, Soviet Policies in Southern Africa, that the USSR’s key objectives in
southern Africa over the following 18 months were: 67
•
•
•

To ensure its continued influence with the governments of Angola and
Mozambique;
To preserve its access to Angolan military facilities;
To prevent a Namibian settlement linked to a Cuban withdrawal from Angola,

64 CIA, “Moscow and the Namibia ...”, Interagency Intelligence Memorandum, 7 April 1982, pp. 11-12.
65 CIA, “Moscow and the Namibia ...”, Interagency Intelligence Memorandum, 7 April 1982, p. 14.
66 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Moscow’s response to the diplomatic situation in Southern Africa. An intelligence
assessment (Central Intelligence Agency, 1984), p. 1.
67 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “Soviet policies in Southern Africa”, National Intelligence Estimate, 13
February 1985, p. 3.
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•
•

particularly one that does not provide for a Namibia dominated by the SouthWest African People’s Organization (SWAPO);
To undermine South African- and US-sponsored regional initiatives with the
aim of isolating the United States and South Africa from black Africa;
To encourage black African suspicions of South African and US perfidy.

According to this intelligence estimate, much of Moscow’s concern was linked
to its supply of weapons to Southern African states: “A significant further
diminution of tensions between South Africa and Angola or Mozambique
would reduce Luanda’s or Maputo’s need for additional Soviet military
assistance, Moscow’s key instrument of influence building”.68 Again, the CIA
believed Moscow attempted: “To enhance over the longer term Soviet access to
the region’s strategic raw materials and to create the potential to hinder Western
access to those resources”, and “To obtain, or deny to the West, air and naval
access”. Interestingly also, Moscow attempted: “To facilitate the polarization
of black versus white Africans, and to seek to isolate the United States as the
defender of the white South African Government”.69 The report continues:
To achieve these aims in southern Africa, Moscow has sought to consolidate
the regimes in Angola and Mozambique, to bring the South-West African
People’s Organization (SWAPO) to power in Namibia, and ultimately, to
bring down the white minority regime in South Africa.

Hampering the USSR’s efforts, were, amongst others: “South Africa’s military
and economic dominance of the region, including Pretoria’s willingness to
take military action, directly and through third parties, against black African
neighbours”.70 Angola is again named as crucial to Soviet foreign policy:71
Angola is central to Moscow’s pursuit of its regional objectives. It affords the
USSR entree and access to the region’s remaining liberation movements in
Namibia and South Africa, serving as a conduit for Soviet aid and training to
SWAPO and African National Congress (ANC) insurgents. The Soviets also
are capable of monitoring, and exploiting or creating, unrest in neighboring
Zaire from Angola.

In terms of South Africa itself, the Soviet Union supplied weapons and
training to the ANC, as reiterated in a Special National Intelligence Estimate
of 1986: 72
68
69
70
71
72

CIA, “Soviet policies ...”, National Intelligence Estimate, 13 February 1985, p. 3.
CIA, “Soviet policies ...”, National Intelligence Estimate, 13 February 1985, p. 9.
CIA, “Soviet policies ...”, National Intelligence Estimate, 13 February 1985, p. 10.
CIA, “Soviet policies ...”, National Intelligence Estimate, 13 February 1985, p. 11.
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “The African National Congress of South Africa: Organization, Communist
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The Soviet Bloc supplies virtually all the military equipment to the MK,
and the 500 Cuban and East German instructors present in Angolan training
camps provide training to MK recruits, among others. The Soviet Bloc donates
all advanced military and sabotage training by means of ‘scholarships’ to the
USSR and East Germany; attendance at such courses seems to be sine e qua
non for advancement in the MK hierarchy.

However, the ANC – like SWAPO – did not offer wholesale support for the
Soviet Union and Communism, and the USSR concentrated on expanding
the South African Communist Party (SACP) to counter the black nationalist
agenda: “Soviet support to the ANC is across the board and through multiple
channels and seems designed to both enhance the influence of the SACP within
the ANC as well as maintain Soviet influence over the broader [information
redacted]”.73 As in Namibia, in providing this support, the Soviet Union was
again attempting to avoid a peaceful transition: “One of Moscow’s major
concerns has been that a peaceful reform and gradual elimination of apartheid
would reduce the ANC and SACP chances of seizing power”.74
As was the case with SWAPO, the CIA’s Special National Intelligence
Estimate of 1986 notes dissention in the ranks of the ANC, also in terms of
Communist policies, but nevertheless acknowledges a Communist influence
that goes beyond a purely nationalist agenda. The report calls the ANC: “the
most popular organization in South Africa, but it is an organization with
considerable Communist influence and has extensive and longstanding ties
to the Soviet Union, a pro-Soviet posture, and it promotes revolutionary
violence”.75 The report suggests that these factors prohibit the US from
supporting the ANC, despite the US’s objection to the racial policies of the
NP government.
This indicates that the issue was not just that insurgencies in Southern Africa
were sponsored by Communist regimes, but also that the Soviet Union used
the sponsorship of insurgencies in an attempt to expand its sphere of influence.
Furthermore, although noting dissention over whether so-called liberation
movements were to be nationalist or Communist, the CIA documents show
that Communist ideology was part of the motivation of both SWAPO and
the ANC. As such, these reports indicate that the narrative of the Communist
ties, and short-term prospects”, Special National Intelligence Estimate, July 1986, p. 22.
73 CIA, “The African National Congress ...”, Special National Intelligence Estimate, July 1986, p. 22. This is one
example of information that was redacted by the CIA before the documents were made public, and clearly
suggests that there was more sensitive material here.
74 CIA, “The African National Congress...”, Special National Intelligence Estimate, July 1986, p. 27.
75 CIA, “The African National Congress...”, Special National Intelligence Estimate, July 1986, p. 26.
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threat as proposed by the NP government – particularly by PW Botha and
Magnus Malan – can be supported through CIA intelligence reports.
K O’Neill and B Munslow note the importance of Soviet involvement in
eventually brokering a settlement on the Namibian and Angolan issues, for
Gorbachev‘s internal reforms also entailed a changing Soviet foreign policy,
along with a globally changing political climate.76 By the late 1980s: “In
southern Africa, then, two shibboleths of Soviet policy were finally overturned.
One was that the key to change in South Africa lay through the route of
armed struggle and the other was the viability of a centralized, state-planned
socialist economy”.77 The CIA‘s intelligence assessment, Trends in Soviet policy
in the Third World under Gorbachev, states:78
Moscow’s approach to regional conflicts has changed substantially. Soviet
leaders have opened a dialogue with Washington on these disputes, supported
settlement processes in several regions, withdrawn from Afghanistan, and
urged client states such as Angola, Cambodia, and Ethiopia to move toward
negotiated settlements of disputes and conflicts. The Soviets have continued
to supply arms to their allies, however, suggesting that, although they want
political resolutions, they are not forcing their clients to accept ‘peace at any
price’.

Throughout the Border War, the USSR played a major role, and changing
Soviet policy was therefore a major contributing factor to the eventual peace
settlement, as it had been a major factor in the preceding conflict.

A “united fight of the world’s progressive forces against imperialism”
V Shubin’s claim of a “united fight of the world’s progressive forces against
imperialism”79 ironically supports PW Botha’s claims of a Total Communist
Onslaught. Luu D Huynh however notes that it would be a mistake to
consider Communist China, Cuba and the Soviet Union as forming a
“monolithic” opposition to Western influence in the Third World.80 Already
76 K O’Neill & B Munslow, “Ending the Cold War in Southern Africa”, Third World Quarterly, 12(3/4), 1990, pp.
86-90.
77 K O’Neill & B Munslow, “Ending the Cold War ...”, Third World Quarterly, 12(3/4), 1990, p. 89.
78 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Trends in Soviet policy in the Third World under Gorbachev. An intelligence
assessment (Langley, Central Intelligence Agency, 1989), pp. iii-iiv.
79 V Shubin, The hot “Cold War”. The USSR in Southern Africa (Scottsville, University of Kwazulu Natal Press,
2008), p. 3.
80 LD Huynh, “The perspective of a Vietnamese witness”, DL Anderson & JE Ernst (eds.), The war that never ends.
New perspectives on the Vietnam War (Kentucky, University of Kentucky Press, 2007), p. 83.
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in 1950, the USSR refused to help China build nuclear weapons, and as Peter
Hough notes, the fact that the US and China found themselves fighting on
the same side questions whether the conflict in Vietnam (and Angola) was
wholly ideological and suggests that it should rather be seen in terms of power
politics.81
Throughout the Cold War, China and the USSR differed on various
policy issues. In November 1960, after a three-week-long meeting of world
Communist leaders in Moscow, the CIA obtained a summary that: “seems
to represent a tactical accord to present a facade of unity despite continuing
evidence of Sino-Soviet disagreement”.82 The CIA Central Intelligence
Bulletin continues:
It denounces imperialism in general, with specific emphasis on American
imperialism, and condemns Western policies everywhere as aggressive. In
contrast, the world Communist movement is presented as unified behind
the concept of ‘peaceful coexistence,’ but the summary does not indicate
whether the Soviet or Chinese interpretation of this concept is to prevail. For
example, the summary reiterates the long-standing Sino-Soviet agreement that
general war can be averted, but it does not deal with the disagreement on the
important question of whether, as the Chinese contend, local wars should be
expected and even, at times, encouraged.

This suggests a relatively minor difference of opinion on policy between the
two major Communist powers, but a CIA Central Intelligence Bulletin of
12 April 1965 notes an even more pronounced conflict between these two
powers: 83
The Chinese, in their first direct attack on Brezhnev and Kosygin by name,
asserted in People’s Daily and Red Flag that the Soviet leaders have ulterior
motives in giving aid to North Vietnam and that what the Russians have
provided is in no way commensurate with Soviet capabilities. Peking claimed
that the Soviets were providing assistance only to keep the situation in Vietnam
‘under their control’ with the object of striking a ‘bargain with the US on it.’
The editorial stressed the impossibility of taking ‘united action’ with people
who behave in this way.

Throughout the Cold War, Sino-Soviet rivalries persisted. Any semblance
of shared ideologies leading to shared strategic interests was shattered by the
2 March 1969 clash of Soviet and Chinese troops on the Island of Zhenbao
81 P Hough, Understanding global security (New York, Routledge, 2008), p. 30.
82 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “International Communism”, Central Intelligence Bulletin, 6 December
1960, late item.
83 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “Communist China”, Central Intelligence Bulletin, 12 November 1965, p. 5.
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(Damansky); one territorial dispute of 400 that prompted Beijing to see
the Soviet Union, rather than the US, as their major security threat at the
time.84 Similarly, North Vietnam’s numerous conflicts with its Communist
neighbours also support the argument that the ideology of Communism was
not the central motivator of conflicts.
Also in Africa, there was no “united fight of the world’s progressive forces
against imperialism.” While the Soviet Union and Cuba supported the MPLA,
the Frente de Libertaçăo de Angola (National Front for the Liberation of
Angola or FNLA) and Uniăo Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola
(National Union for the Liberation of Angola or UNITA) were supported
by, amongst others, the US, South Africa, and China. For instance, in 1974,
China sold 25 Type-59 tanks to the FNLA – the same group supported by
South Africa during Operation Savannah. E. Barlow is also highly sceptical
of the notion that UNITA was an ideological ally of the West during the
conflict, and includes a picture taken at a building occupied by UNITA at
Cacolo after its capture with the aid of the private military company Executive
Outcomes, showing posters of Castro, Lenin, Marx, and Engels.85 Savimbi of
course had strong ties with China during the Cold War.
That this link between UNITA and FNLA and Communist China existed
throughout the war is evident from numerous CIA reports. On 20 March
1972, Brezhnev addressed a trade union congress, of which the subsequent
CIA Central Intelligence Bulletin reads: “Brezhnev listed unrequited Soviet
efforts to achieve a reconciliation with the Chinese, including a proposal for
a non-aggression pact”.86 On 22 November 1975, the CIA noted regarding
Angola:87
The spectre of China looms large in Soviet thinking, and China has, at least
until recently, supported another Angolan faction. Moscow would like to put
the lie to assertions from Peking that Soviet imperialists do not support the
aspirations of the Third World. The message to would-be revolutionaries is
that association with Moscow pays off, and that the Soviet Union does not
stint in supporting its friends.

84 Lien-Hang T Nguyen, “Cold War contradictions: Toward an international history of the Second Indochina
War, 1969-1973”, MP Bradley & MB Young (eds.) Making sense of the Vietnam Wars. Local, national and
transnational perspectives (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2008), pp. 228-229.
85 E Barlow, Executive Outcomes..., p. 337.
86 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “USSR”, Central Intelligence Bulletin, 21 March 1972, p. 5.
87 CIA, “The USSR’s high profile...”, Central Intelligence Bulletin, 22 November 1975, p. A3.
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At the time of Augustino Neto’s visit to the USSR in October 1976, a CIA
National Intelligence Daily Cable reported: 88
The Popular Movement’s [MPLA] victory in Angola was one of Moscow’s
most important and visible foreign policy successes in the past few years. It
refurbished the Soviets’ revolutionary credentials, enhanced their status among
the radical black African states, and gave them an important win over their
Chinese competitors in Africa.

In August 1976, the CIA reported in a National Intelligence Daily Cable
that the USSR had agreed to supply SWAPO with more arms. Note, however,
the CIA’s speculation: 89
The Soviets, by increasing their military support, may also be attempting to
weaken Nujoma’s dependence on Chinese arms. Using their success in Angola
as evidence, the Soviets may be counselling Nujoma to put himself squarely
on Moscow’s track in order to ensure maximum Soviet support for his efforts
to expand guerrilla operations in Namibia.

As noted in the previous section, SWAPO relied more heavily on Soviet
support in later years of the Namibian conflict, but this conflict between the
Soviet Union and China continued into the 1980s. A 1984 CIA Intelligence
Estimate notes: “Moscow’s basic aims in southern Africa are to undermine
or supplant Western and Chinese influence and to promote leftist change”.90
This view was reiterated in 1985, where a National Intelligence Estimate
claimed that Moscow attempted: “To supplant or undermine Western and
Chinese political, economic, and military influence in the region”.91 This was
for instance done through military assistance and propaganda, in particular
by emphasising the US and China’s affilliation with South Africa, as already
noted in the CIA Interagency Intelligence Memorandum of 1982, entitled
Moscow and the Namibia peace process.
Communist powers in Southern Africa – as elsewhere during the Cold War
– did therefore not present a “united front”, just like “liberation movements”
did not wholeheartedly adopt Communist ideology. This has important
repercussions for the evaluation of the credibility of the Communist Onslaught
as proposed by the NP government: from the preceding, the NP’s assertion
88 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “USSR-Angola: Neto welcomed warmly”, National Intelligence Daily Cable,
8 October 1976, p. 16.
89 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), “USSR: arms to SWAPO”, National Intelligence Daily Cable, 17 August
1976, p. 5.
90 CIA, Moscow’s response to the diplomatic situation..., p. 1.
91 CIA, “Soviet policies in Southern Africa”, National Intelligence Estimate, 13 February 1985, p. 9.
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that Soviet Communism was a threat to South Africa can be substantiated,
but Communism certainly did not present a united front against capitalist
interests in the region.

Conclusion on the threat of Communism to South Africa
In both Vietnam and the wars in Namibia and Angola, Cold War rivalries
played a significant role, but states looked after their own interests to a far greater
extent than considering ideology. The public, and the soldiers, were told that
both these wars were fought to prevent a Domino Effect whereby Communism
would spread – and on the Communist side, the message was that imperialism
and capitalism needed to be eradicated – but internal rivalries in both camps,
along with cooperation across the East-West divide, illustrate that ideology was
a secondary strategic consideration. Just as H. Münkler and M. Kaldor believe
that ethnic and religious differences are not the causes of what they call “new
wars” (such as Rwanda or Bosnia), but merely reinforce conflicts,92 ideology in
the Cold War served to mobilize combatants and public support, whereas state
interests played a central role in the conduct of Cold War counterinsurgencies.
What does this make of Botha’s claim of a Total Onslaught? From CIA
reports, it can be seen that Soviet expansionism was indeed a threat at the
time. Overall, therefore, the NP’s Total Onslaught was an accurate assessment
of the situation in Southern Africa during the Cold War in terms of the
Soviet Union. Note, however, that PW Botha claimed: “Dit was ’n oorlog
teen Kubaanse en Russiese Kommunisme” [it was a war against Cuban and
Russian Communism]93 (as claimed by Malan as well). This statement can
therefore be verified using CIA reports of the time. In addition, the claim
that the Soviet Union wanted control over South Africa because of its mineral
resources and control over shipping routes, as proposed by both Botha and
Malan, are found in CIA reports as well. It is therefore not only the concept
of Soviet expansionism, but also in the details that NP claims agree with CIA
reports. It therefore cannot be said that NP claims of Soviet expansionism was
propaganda – this was a much more widely held belief of the Western Powers
at the time.
92 H Münkler, The new wars (Cambridge, Polity, 2005), p. 6; M Kaldor, New and old wars. Organized violence in
a global age (Cambridge, Polity, 2006), pp. 7-8.
93 J-A Stemmet (Personal Collection), interview, PW Botha (former President, RSA/J-A Stemmet (Researcher,
UFS, History Departement), 13 October 2000.
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Cultural memory and early civilization: Writing, remembrance and
political imagination
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, First English edition, 2011,
319 pp., index. ISBN: 978-0-521-18802-9)
Jan Assmann
Lisa Thompson
University of Pretoria
lisa.thompson@up.co.za

This is a book that has to be read many times, and digested slowly. Much
of the information needs to be assimilated and thoroughly processed, but
the effort required is extremely rewarding. There is no doubt that this is a
seminal work on ancient civilization. Egyptologist, Jan Assmann, is a prolific
and prodigious scholar. In this work, he focuses on Israel, Egypt, and Greece,
drawing on his extensive knowledge and research to examine the implications
that history and writing had on these civilizations. He ranges from the
concept of memory through to the political changes that the new technology
of writing brought about. The book is impeccably researched and referenced,
with many footnotes that provide even more insights for the reader.
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The book is divided into two parts, the first being the contextualisation or
theoretical framework of the topic, and the second being case studies used
to illustrate the theoretical framework. The depth of information provided
in the first part of the book lays an excellent foundation for the case studies.
Assmann emphasizes the relationship between memory and culture, and
argues that the two are closely intertwined. In the first part of the book, he
sets out to describe and discuss the relationship between the two. He identifies
early civilisations and shows how the approach to their histories governed the
manner in which citizens perceived society at the time, as well as the rest of the
world did once the information became part of “Western Civilization”. He
notes that “memory culture is universal” (p.16) but that differing approaches
to memory define societies. In other words, the significance of the past in
human consciousness is vital to all societies, but different cultures deal with
documentation and preservation in such a way that cultural identity is defined
and maintained.
Assmann explores the concepts of collective memory in depth and provides
insights that assist the reader in making sense of the current social context. He
uses Maurice Halbwachs’ concept of “memoire collective” (p. 21) to explain
and illustrate his message, but does not hesitate to disagree with some of
his ideas. He believes that although his work was ground-breaking, there
are flaws that can be recognised only once an appropriate period has passed.
An important aspect that he examines is the difference between history and
mythology in the context of religious practice. The long-term consequences
of this differentiation enables the reader to gain insights into the impact of
secularisation in the modern world.
He distils from Halbwachs’ framework an approach that he calls “socioconstructivist” (p. 33), which is more accessible in the 21st Century. He
also differentiates between “communicated” and “cultural” memory using a
table to contrast and contextualise the concepts, making them more readily
understandable. He then moves on to written culture, the development of
writing, and how societies’ attitudes to writing governed the way in which
they developed. Cultural continuity depends on the written word (script),
whose nature governed the manner in which societies changed. The Egyptian
hieroglyphics, which are both text and image, provide a radically different
representation of the written word from the Greek alphabet, which depends
solely on letters that are used to create words and meaning.
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These insights explain how and why cultures and their different forms
of writing and communication produced differences in societies’ selfunderstanding. Attitudes to writing and communicated information, namely
“canon” and “interpretation” (p. 78) influenced the ways in which civilizations
developed. The political complexities of these civilizations are explained in
detail to identify profound differences in their approach to government.
In the second part of the book, Assmann successfully uses case studies to
inform and illustrate these ideas. He starts with Ancient Egypt where his
knowledge and expertise is obvious. At times, the content can be rather dense
and more than one reading is required. Nonetheless, the facts are informative
and capture the imagination.
The next case study is that of Israel, where the tension between canonisation
and interpretation is extended. The point that culture is maintained through
strict adherence to the biblical text as well as self-imposed isolation of the group
is not new, but is presented in a manner that provides the reader with insights
into the nature of religion. The third case differentiates between the spirit and
the letter of the law. This led to more flexibility in society, but also strengthens
the case for individual difference as a new dimension of “humanness”. These
ideas pave the way for the fourth case study, which addresses the development
of Greek philosophy and government. While this is more familiar territory, it
still challenges the reader to reassess many ideas and clichés.
In each chapter there are diagrams that prove very useful in making the
complex ideas more accessible. There are also a number of helpful summaries
in the book that keep track of the multifaceted concepts. This is a work that I
would highly recommend to any person interested in the history of humanity,
both spiritual and secular, as it takes one on an extremely interesting journey
into the past from which parallels with modern society can be drawn.
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Portrait of a Slave Society: The Cape of Good Hope, 1717-1795
(Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2012, 1, 339 pp., illus., index,
bibliography. ISBN: 978-1-86919-749-0)
Karel Schoeman
Michael Reidy
Independant Scholar
michael.charles.reidy@gmail.com

Karel Schoeman’s Early Slavery at the Cape of Good Hope, 1652-1717
(hereafter, Early Slavery) was published in 2007. This was followed by Portrait
of a Slave Society: The Cape of Good Hope, 1717-1795 (hereafter, Portrait of
a Slave Society) in 2012. Schoeman states in his foreword to Early Slavery:
“Awareness of and interest in slavery at the Cape Colony is steadily increasing,
but most of the work that has been done on this subject is in Dutch or
Afrikaans, and there are only five general surveys in English,1 of which the
most accessible to the general reader, Those in Bondage by Victor de Kock,
was published in 1950.” This is a slight sneer to all those who came after
de Kock, who is regarded as an anecdotalist and is often criticised for his
use of unreferenced material. Nevertheless, Schoeman’s diligent study credits,
especially in his endnotes, Anna Böeseken’s Slaves and Freeblacks (1977),
Robert Ross’s Cape of Torments (1983), Nigel Worden’s Slavery in Dutch South
Africa (1985) and Robert Shell’s Children of Bondage (1994). Portrait of a
Slave Society also makes pertinent references to the secondary works of Wayne
Dooling, Gerald Groenewald, Hans Friedrich Heese, Suzanne Newton-King
and Nigel Penn, among others.
The structure of Portrait of a Slave Society is similar to Early Slavery. The
opening chapters of Portrait of a Slave Society situate 18th century Cape slave
society within the colonial “world” of the Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie
(VOC). Schoeman makes appropriate comparisons in the opening two
chapters between the Cape, the VOC’s Batavian headquarters, Ceylon, India
and the Vereenigde West Indische Compagnie’s (VWIC) possession in Surinam.
1

It would be fair to say that the more comprehensive and academically sound works on slavery during the Dutch
era are, in fact, written in English. The primary records are almost exclusively in Dutch.
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He describes the separation of VOC and VWIC’s trading interest, which turned
the Cape authorities to Madagascar and the East for its supply of slaves in the
latter part of the 17th century. Schoeman devotes lengthy chapters on slavery
in Table Valley (present day Cape Town), the Stellenbosch and Drakenstein
districts, the Boland and the colony’s eastern frontier. He explores various
themes of slavery including work, violence, sexuality and resistance within his
geographical framework. Each theme is generally discussed in a linear timeframe roughly ranging from 1717 to 1795, with discussions of the periods
before 1717 and after 1795. Schoeman would have avoided repetition had he
structured his chapters thematically, like Nigel Worden did in Slavery in Dutch
South Africa, than repeat his themes (of violence, sexuality, slave occupations
etc.) with every geographical area under discussion. Schoeman explains
his preference for thematic discussion on page 513: “Just as the eighteenth
century was no static period, neither was the world of Cape slaves during
these hundred years, even though historians of slavery are inclined to treat the
entire time from 1652 to 1795 as a solid, immovable wedge labelled ‘slavery’.”
Which historians are guilty of this? We are not told. Schoeman definitely
has a preference for the period after 1750. The chapters on urban and rural
slavery are followed by three slave biographies and the final chapter, “The
turning point,” looks at changing attitudes towards the institution of slavery
by slaves and slave owners at the end of the 18th and early 19th centuries.
Sir John Barrow completed Sketches of the Political and Commercial History
of the Cape of Good Hope, on behalf of George,1st Earl Macartney, in advance
of the first British Occupation of the Cape, on 17 December 1796.2 English
versions of the writings of OF Mentzel, JS Stavorinus, CP Thunberg and
François Le Vaillant were made available to Barrow as well as dispatches on
Cape affairs “received by Mr Dundas.” Macartney’s comments are pencilled
in the margins. Portrait of a Slave Society reminds me of Barrow’s fact-finding
tract. Barrow’s matter-of-fact report contains figures for grain production and
population, as well as descriptions of slavery at the Cape. Unlike Barrow’s more
general survey, Schoeman focuses exclusively on slavery. Schoeman makes a
concerted effort to represent the voiceless slaves whose sketchy biographies
appear between the lines of the archival record and the writings of European
travellers. Portrait of a Slave Society makes a significant contribution to the
literature on Cape slavery by re-drawing our attention to important primary
sources like the Resolusies, the probate inventories and the criminal trials of
2

This report, BL MS 61, is housed in the Oppenheimer Collection at the Brenthurst Library in Parktown,
Johannesburg.
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Trials of Slavery. Schoeman’s survey of the secondary literature is good and his
scholarship is also up to date.
Many of the introductory paragraphs of chapters, for example that of
the freeburghers, are written with the panache of a novelist, adding to the
readability of this magnum opus. Schoeman’s knowledge of Cape history
is deep and his attention to detail is impressive. His indexes, which he has
generously placed in the public domain, are legendary. While his footnotes
acknowledge his sources, they do not always convey the extent to which he
is dependent on the works of other historians. Portrait of a Slave Society is
punctuated with insightful and delightful observations on Dutch words and
their use in Cape colonial society (Schoeman has compiled an impressive
lexicon of 17th and 18th century Dutch words and phrases). Schoeman’s
discussions on the mandoors (“slave overseers”, p. 195), knechten (hired white
labourers, p. 662) and the meaning of the word cagies comes to mind (p. 622).
His discussion of vangeld (“catching money”), slotgeld (“imprisoning money”)
and losgeld (“release money”) further attests to the depth of his lexicographic
skills and knowledge (p. 559). For instance, he discusses the origins of the
word amok—its use in historical sources and also its use in the Woordeboek der
Nederlandsche taal (p. 983). Schoeman’s knowledge of Dutch is supported by
his fluency in German and French—permitting him entrée into the original
writings of contemporaries like F Le Vaillant and OF Mentzel.
Schoeman draws from a wide range of sources, particularly the published
Resolusies of the Council of Policy (the council that governed the Cape
for most of the VOC rule), the published Plakkaatboeken (Dutch colonial
proclamations), the probate inventories (inventories of deceased estates
now published electronically) and the published writings of contemporary
writers (e.g. O.F. Mentzel, Carl Peter Thunberg, Baron Carl Friedrich von
Wurmb, Willem Stephanus van Ryneveldt and Lady Anne Barnard). Portrait
of a Slave Society is well-researched and immaculately referenced. Most of
Schoeman’s primary sources have been published online or in book form. As
a senior librarian in the old South African Library,3 he would be most familiar
with this formidable literature. His piecing together of disparate published
primary sources into a fairly coherent narrative is welcome—especially for
the uninformed reader. His creative use of the published Resolusies stands
out in reference to passing French slave traffic during the latter part of the
18th century. His use of the published probate inventories and Worden and
3

Now the National Library of South Africa (Cape Town Campus).
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Groenewald’s Trials of Slavery, apart from shedding light on the remoter regions
of the colony, does little more than embellish the arguments and selections
of the existing secondary literature. Portrait of a Slave Society is valuable as an
anecdotal compendium of slave life at the Cape during the 18th century but
his use of unpublished sources is disappointing (See graphic below).
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Portrait of a Slave Society is a lengthy commentary on slavery in the Cape
during the 18th century. Schoeman’s biographies of the VOC slave traders
or kommiesies—Hans Harmz, Cornelis Andriesz, FG Holtzappel, Constant
van Nuldt Onkruijdt, Dirk Westerhoff, GF Goetz, Nicolaas Leij, Oloff Leij,
and Francois Renier Duminy—are revealing. More so, because the slave
trading activities of these individuals are conveniently omitted from their
entries in the Dictionaries of South African Biography. Schoeman describes
several Company-sponsored slave voyages in Early Slavery, e.g. the Voorhout
(1676 and 1677), then writes: “It is not necessary to dwell on these individual
expeditions, though that of the Eemland in 1682 deserves more than passing
attention because of the fact that a revolt broke out amongst the slaves on board”
[my emphasis].4 More could be said about these voyages. There are over
twenty logbooks for Company-sponsored slave voyages between 1674 and
4

Early Slavery, p. 118.
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1785 at the National Archives in Cape Town and the Nationaal Archief in
the Hague. Nearly two thirds of the logbooks remain, constituting a uniform
and comprehensive source for the history of VOC slave trading between the
Cape and Madagascar (and, to a lesser degree, the east coast of Africa). Though
Schoeman makes only fleeting reference to these logbooks in Early Slavery,
their omission does not disturb the flow of his narrative. Schoeman pays more
attention to the VOC’s slave voyages during the latter part of the 18th century
in Portrait of a Slave Society. He highlights Hemmy’s three voyages on the Brak
in 1740, 1741 and 1742 (pp. 127-31) and a later voyage on the Zon in 1775,
fully edited by Robert Ross. Descriptions of the Cape-Madagascar slave trade
are provided through the voyages of the Leidsman (1715), Schuilenberg (1756),
Zon (1769), and Snelheid (1773). Schoeman’s descriptions of these voyages
is not as self-contained as Armstrong and Westra’s work on the Leidsman’s
logbooks. The VOC logbooks, however, only deal with the Company’s slave
trade to the Lodge. There is no systematic discussion of the slave trade from
returning India ships, particularly from foreign nations. This chapter would
have benefitted from a graph or a table showing how the sources are tied
together.
The concerns of senior VOC official Egbertus Bergh and Secunde J.J.
Rhenius’s report to the Heeren XVII (1789) concerning the profiteering
of the Company’s slave traders is a welcome addition to the history of
slave importation in the last years of VOC rule (pp. 154-6). Schoeman’s
description of the VOC’s 1767 ban on the importation of eastern slaves to
the Cape elaborates on the existing literature. His later explanation of the
ban should not have been repeated on pages 894-95, but included in his
earlier discussion on the subject from pages 282-87. Schoeman recognises
the potential of the Resolusies as an historical source in his description of
passing French slave traffic at the Cape in the 1770s. His description of
the disembarkation and victualling of slaves from Le Jardiniere in 1774 is a
good example of this. Schoeman’s explanation of VOC Commissioners SC
Nederburgh and SH Frijkenius’s reforms of 1791 fleshes out Worden and
Armstrong’s curt observations in their chapter “The slaves” in Elphick and
Giliomee’s The Shaping of South African Society. The Commissioners visited
the Cape to determine the extent of the Cape’s financial woes and to apply
fiscal reforms where they could. Again, Schoeman could have described these
“drastic economies” in isolation, rather than scatter them throughout Portrait
of a Slave Society (pp. 241, 248, 260, and 1044). On page 313, Schoeman
describes the connection between the Commissioners reforms and the
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Council of Policy’s endorsement of private slave trading in some detail with
his discussion of the Dankbare Afrikaan (1793) and the Eliza (1795). These
spotlighted episodes are useful, of course, but one hankers after an overview.
Schoeman’s description of slave auctions, based largely on secondary literature,
in Chapter 15, is easy to follow. He makes the valid point that auctions of
large numbers of slaves only began to take place during the 1780s, which is
suggestive of a change in the internal slave market during the rise in French
slave traffic that took place after the privatisation of French maritime trade
in 1769. Chapter 19—detailing the coercion of the Khoe into unfree labour
during the 1770s and the introduction of so-called bastaard apprenticeship in
1775—is more balanced in its use of case studies. Schoeman makes several
references to Viljoen’s work on the subject, but does not say much about
Candy Malherbe’s writings or other writings on the inboekstelsel system.
Portrait of a Slave Society would be an easier read if more of its chapters were
structured like this.
Schoeman could have dealt with the labour shortage of 1797, given his wide
reading of secondary writings (p. 710). A uniform and systematic chapter on
slave violence would be easier to follow than the plethora of similar incidents
we are presented with in the different geographic locations of the colony
(e.g. the breaking of slaves on the cross on page 109). Chapter 11, “The
Table Valley: The Slaves and Their Leisure” is inappropriately titled, since
it deals more with the subculture of slave drunkenness, crime and violence
than “leisure.” Most of Schoeman’s key themes—violence, the voicelessness
of slaves in Cape society and the development of racial consciousness—are
not analysed with academic rigour despite an impressive secondary literature.
The section describing the VOC’s trading outpost at Delagoa Bay from
1721 to 1731, structured around Dan Sleigh’s research in Die buiteposte:
VOC-buiteposte onder Kaapse bestuur, 1652-1795, is lucid and engaging. So
too is his use, on page 938, of the plakkaaten (Dutch colonial laws). The
VOC administrative hierarchy, from lowly veldkornetten to Governor, is
well explained by Schoeman, though his descriptions of the Fiscal’s role and
responsibilities in relation to slaves are unnecessarily repetitive (pp. 230, 232,
238, 476-77, and 941).
These functions would have been better described when the Fiscal W.S. van
Ryneveldt’s “Replies” (1797) and “Description” of the Cape colony (1805)
were introduced. Van Ryneveldt’s biographical details are only given on
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page 939, yet his writings are interspersed throughout the book. Schoeman
makes many references to Van Ryneveldt’s well-known “Replies” to Governor
Macartney’s questions on the slave trade and slavery at the Cape, yet he does
not pay much regard to Van Ryneveldt’s personal participation within the
slave society. Van Ryneveldt owned a large number of slaves at the turn of
the 18th century. He also wielded considerable power over the lives of the
Company’s slaves and the so-called caffer police force in his capacity as Fiscal.
Schoeman (p. 10) expresses an aversion to the “dismaying” methods of
academic historians who “tend all too often to think and to express themselves
in terms of statistics, tables, graphs, discourses, arguments, debates, trends,
patterns, nodes, networks, grids, spaces, landscapes, frontiers, hidden
transcripts and registers of experience” in academic journal articles. This is a
somewhat disparaging remark in the light of Schoeman’s reliance on academic
journal articles, surprising too when we consider that Anna J Böeseken used
graphical apparatus as early as 1943.5 Academic rigour and statistical analysis
enable historians to understand the patterns and processes of history. Reliance
on anecdotal events and circumstances results in the historian being led by his
sources and the opinions and selections of others, rather than forming his or
her own conclusions in a detached manner. Historians appear to be gullible
when they use anecdotes as historical proof. More importantly, the reader, at
one remove from the sources than the historian, is entirely at the mercy of the
historian’s poor judgment.
Historians have not developed a systematic technique to determine whether
a common or rare event is being recorded and, most importantly, whether
it is representative. It is fair, therefore, to accuse Schoeman of relentless
cherry-picking in his 1300-page book – the same flaw we find in Victor de
Kock’s Those in Bondage. The privileging of anecdote over analysis gives rise
to statements like: “On the whole it may probably be said that the condition
of the slaves changed less between 1717 and 1795, the seventy-eight years
covered by the present book, than over the subsequent thirty-nine years
immediately preceding emancipation” (p. 10). I beg to differ. The Dutch
and British periods were substantively different from one another in terms
of what a slave society was and how the authorities dealt with the institution
of slavery. Schoeman also attributes the low slave population from 1796 to
1806 to “a decline in the importation of slaves in the past decade.” (p. 370).
This statement gainsays everything else he says about slave importation to the
5

Archives Year Book 1943(2), p. 62.
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Cape in the late 18th century and constitutes a serious contradiction.
How many times do we encounter statements in Portrait of a Slave Society
like, “the examples quoted…been chosen at random” (p. 259), “these chance
data” (p. 565), and “random information” from the “inventories” (in the
Boland) on page 621? Schoeman further explains at one point, that: “These
chance data, spaced with remarkable symmetry in time, are mentioned for
what they are worth, in the course of a book that hopes to convey something
of colonial life at the Cape in the eighteenth century by merely listing data as
far as possible, without necessarily trying to prove or demonstrate anything.”
(p. 621). Declaring historical sources to be “random” is a scientistic (a false
appeal to science) or worse, what Immanuel Kant described as an assertoric
substitute for a more rigorous dialectic. “Random” has two common usages:
one informal as in “the event was random,” i.e. unexpected; the other meaning
is scientific and belongs to the science of statistics, meaning one number has the
same chance of being chosen as the next. Schoeman’s “random” vignettes are
a perfect example of this. The vignettes become the narrative and not merely
the illustrative evidence. Schoeman makes reference to one particular slave’s
life as a “fragmentary biography.” (p. 840). One “fragmentary” biography
is one thing; a thousand pages of fragmentary biographies is another! We
sometimes get the impression that we are looking at genealogical lists, which
pay no regard to representivity or randomness in the scientific sense. The
use of these “random” events strikes a false note, surprising for a person so
sensitive to language.
Schoeman embellishes his narrative based on secondary literature with
illustrative case studies and portraits from Nigel Worden and Gerald
Groenewald’s faithfully transcribed, edited and translated Trials of Slavery.
The crime records are a special type of source. Crime records do provide
useful vignettes of slave life, like clothing, eating and drinking habits, but
they exert a strong gravitational pull on historians, not always with good
results. The criminal cases are mostly concerned with violence and extreme
justice. Crime records involving slaves need to be understood in relation to
other kinds of primary sources, since most Cape slaves were not criminals. It
would be appropriate to compare criminal trials involving slaves to criminal
trials involving Company employees like soldiers and sailors, for example.
Robert Shell’s thesis on the “creolisation” (i.e. the self-reproduction of the
slave population) of the Cape slaves from about 1780 in Children of Bondage
is a fine example of how a convincing argument can be developed from a
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systematic analysis of primary source material. Schoeman, surprisingly,
neither mentions nor challenges Shell’s important argument. Schoeman
revisits Böeseken, Heese and Shell’s work on slave transactions, but looks at
these studies in isolation and not in terms of the entire period of his book, e.g.
Shell’s analysis of slave transactions from 1701 to 1731 which looks at slave
purchases amongst the free coloured community (p. 395).
Schoeman, in another instance, introduces another theory on the pronounced
awareness of racial differences which had begun to become noticeable by the
1780s (pp. 409, 536. 679, 683, 774, and 886). He posits that the distinction
between “heathens” and Christians existed before colour differences (which
is given some attention in the “coda” of Early Slavery). This is hardly a new
characterisation, and can be traced back to ID MacCrone.6 This subject is
examined extensively quantitatively and analytically in Elphick and Shell’s
“Intergroup Relations” in Shaping of South African Society. This argument is
never dealt with at length or in a systematic manner—but is alluded to from
time to time in Portrait of a Slave Society and presented as “new”! Schoeman’s
allusions to the concept of a “Baroque era” or the emergence of a “Cape
Gentry” during the 18th century are, similarly, not supported by argument
(pp. 971 and 1030).
Schoeman exhibits the novelist’s sense of drama in his description of the
Landdrost’s bias in favour of “white” owners (p. 943). His description of Table
Valley’s streets and buildings, based on Hans Heese’s article “Die inwoners
van Kaapstad in 1800”,7 complements his reconstruction of slave life from
the probate inventories. The passage on the plight of the slaves during the
British occupation in September 1795 should appeal to the general reader
(pp. 574 and 583). These episodes are indicative of the impressive “portrait”
Schoeman tries to evoke—though the portrait is prone to repetition. Marie
Josephine Focus’s touching story is an example of this. Her voice was one of
the few individual slave voices to emerge out of the historical void of Cape
slavery. It is of interest to scholars and lay readers alike. Her indictment of Sir
John Truter’s brutal treatment of her owns a unique place in the social history
of the Cape. The story of Josephine Focus and Sir John Truter—like accounts
through the eyes of slave owners like JN von Dessin, Hendrik Cloete and
Johanna Nöthling—is more decorative than incisive. The banishment of the
6
7

ID MacCrone, Race attitudes in South Africa: Historical, experimental and psychological studies (Johannesburg,
Witwatersrand University Press, 1957).
HF Heese, “Die Inwoners van Kaapstad in 1800”, Kronos 7 (1983), pp. 42-59.
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Indonesian exile, Achmet Prince van Ternate, to cite him as one example of
the same phenomenon, is mentioned on at least four occasions by Schoeman
(pp. 401, 444, 516, and 958). The account of slave women gossiping about
their mistress in the kitchen (calling her a “bitch”), conveys Schoeman’s
intention to bring to life slave experience—but repetition of this “vignette,”
at least three times, kills its dramatic and illustrative effect (pp. 855 and 882).
Portrait of a Slave Society is not an easy read. There are many eloquent passages
and colourful “vignettes” in the book. The heavy use of examples becomes
distracting, since they are seldom accompanied by supportive explanation.
The description of Robert Jacob Gordon’s picnic party on Table Mountain,
in 1777, is an example of a vignette of slave musicians and parasol-bearers
clustered, in servitude, around their masters and mistresses (p. 459). See, for
example, the account by the VOC officer Paravacini di Capelli of a woman in
the far interior (in Nieuweveld, near Beaufort West) who violently declared
to her slaves, “here I am absolute ruler” and “the Fiscal doesn’t know how to
deal with you people as well as I do.” (pp. 782 and 785). There is also the
anecdote of the priest who tried to impress his friends into being thankful
to God for having not been born into slavery. Schoeman’s use of the probate
inventories and the criminal trials of Trials of Slavery on the whole tends
towards overkill. Schoeman’s repeated use of the phrase “vivid vignettes” is
evidence of this stylistically awkward repetition (pp. 558, 712, 761, 826 (a
‘vivid idea’), 857, and 869). Again and again, we are offered “a vivid insight
into the life” (p. 663) or “a concentrated, but extremely vivid idea” (p. 826).
or a “vivid little vignette.” Repeated citation of “vignettes” fails to convince
us, to use Schoeman’s own words, that “the most effective way of conveying
some idea of the everyday reality of the slave-owning society at the Cape is
probably by means of probate inventories, as has been illustrated in the course
of this book.” (p. 737). Please note we are only 387 pages into the book at this
point. By page 737, it appears that even Schoeman has also tired of the case
studies of Trials of Slavery (which he says could be “multiplied over”), when
he says: “All of these incidental cases of cruelty to slaves have been cited here
not so much to prove anything, as merely by their monotonous repetition,
with only minor variations, to give some idea of the constant undertone of
violence in colonial society….” Robert Fogel and Stanley Engermann warned
historians in 1976 about the dangers of imputing a trend from an anecdote:
“The real question is whether such cases [of whipping] were common
events that were rarely reported, or whether they were rare events that were
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frequently reported.”8 Historians relying on anecdotal evidence have no way
of answering that question. The probate inventories and the criminal trials
could have been better managed to make this portrait more accessible to the
lay reader. Sometimes we are left feeling that the vignettes are the dominant
text, and the narrative a lengthy footnote.
Schoeman often leaves the reader to second-guess his arguments through
passive illustration in the form of anecdotes. Schoeman makes heavy use of
Armstrong and Worden’s descriptions of the wheat and grain harvests in both
Early Slavery and Portrait of a Slave Society and cites illustrative examples from
Penn and Boucher’s Britain at the Cape at least three times in his footnotes.
Schoeman quotes Carl Peter Thunberg and Hendrik Cloete at length on the
wheat and wine harvests in Portrait of a Slave Society. These descriptions appear
more anecdotal than analytical. The VOC slave trader Francois Duminy’s
apparent humanitarianism is borrowed from Andrew Duminy, who found
this in Lorraine Maritz’s MA thesis (p. 1049). François Duminy was requested
by the Council of Policy to present them with a report on the slave trade
shortly after his retirement from the slave trade. His response, written in 1788,
discusses various aspects of the slave trade, including the mental and physical
well-being of slaves aboard slave ships and causes of slave mortality. Duminy
describes how kind treatment by the crew, regular recreation and dancing on
the upper deck and the washing of the hold where the slaves were kept with
vinegar would keep the slaves being transported healthy. These practices were
also quite common practice on Transatlantic and Indian Ocean slave ships.
It is not, therefore, appropriate to single out Duminy as humanitarian when
he was, more likely than anything else, defending his loss of 150 slaves to
dysentery on the Meermin’s last slave voyage.
Schoeman’s cover illustration depicts Captain Hendrik Storm, commander
of the Cape garrison, with his son and daughter and his domestic slaves,
with Table Mountain looming in the background (pp. 376 and 652). The
widely used portrait, belonging to the Stellenbosch Museum, was painted
by an anonymous artist c.1762. It is described by Schoeman on pages 376
and 377. Schoeman singles out the portrait as “unique” for its time because
it provides, “visual information not only on the way of life of senior officials
around the middle of the century, but also on their slaves.” (p. 376). His
choice of cover is suggestive of the Cape gentry. There are fifteen black-and8

RW Fogel and SL Engerman, Time on the cross: The economics of American Negro slavery (Boston, Little, Brown,
1974), pp. 131-132.
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white illustrations in the middle of the book (pp. 608 and 609).9 Schoeman’s
choice of illustrations is puzzling given his dismissal of historical comparisons
between Cape rural slavery and North American plantation slavery. Only
two of the illustrations fall within the period 1717 to 1795 (the rest were
all rendered well after 1795)—and most are not from the Cape. Illustration
3 is a picture of an English transatlantic slaver c.1780, and illustration 12 is
“a dance by slaves from West Africa on a North American plantation during
the late eighteenth century.” Only four of the fifteen illustrations chosen by
Schoeman are of the Cape. But these are taken from the period “after” 1795.
Illustrations 7, 8 and 9 depict slaves in urban Cape Town during British rule
and are dated 1824, 1834 and 1832 respectively. Lady Anne Barnard’s portrait
of a young slave woman, Teresa, at Ganzekraal (near present-day Darling) is
the only picture that has any direct relation to Schoeman’s period and subject,
and it was drawn in 1799. The other illustrations of slaves aboard transatlantic
slave ships (British, American and Danish), slaves bearing a palanquin in a
Brazilian street and punishments being meted out to North American and
Brazilian slaves were neither produced in the 18th century nor at the Cape. In
short, Schoeman’s illustrations have little to do with his subject and appear as
an afterthought perhaps prompted by an anxious publisher (See figure 1). A
list of illustrations does not feature in the front-matter.
This is even more noticeable considering Schoeman’s repeated criticisms
(“facile comparisons of Cape slavery with that of the Caribbean and North
America” – p. 601) of comparative history between the Cape and places
outside of the VOC colonies. One cannot run with the hare and hunt with
the hounds.
Figure 1: What has this demeaning illustration of a convict and the Cape Town jail, dated
1832, to do with 18th century slavery?

Source: Portrait of a Slave Society, illustration no. 9, pp. 608-609.
9

Sources are credited on p. 1219.
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Portrait of a Slave Society is comprehensive in a populist sense. It should
draw readers to the more significant writings of Anna J Böeseken, Wayne
Dooling, Susan Newton-King, Robert Shell, and Nigel Worden. Portrait of a
Slave Society’s fresh use of published Dutch sources should prove useful to the
history-reading public. Schoeman loses the professional historian, however,
with his over-reliance on illustrative vignettes, sparse explanatory narrative,
and the evasive eschewing of all quantitative analysis, historical change, and
historical argumentation.

New perspectives on the Anglo-Boer War / Nuwe perspektiewe op die
Anglo-Boereoorlog
(Bloemfontein, War museum of the Boer Republics, ca 2013, 274 pp.
ISBN: 1-874979-46-4)
RJ Constantine (Ed./Red.)

Pieter L Möller
North-West University (Vaal Triangle Campus)
Pieter.Moller@nwu.ac.za

Hierdie tweetalige publikasie is ’n keur van agt bydraes (waarvan sommige in
Afrikaans en ander in Engels). Al die bydraes is gebied deur ekspert navorsers
wat al in eie reg bekendheid verwerf het deur individueel oor fasette van
die Anglo-Boereoorlog te publiseer. Hulle is RAS Atwood, André Wessels,
Jaco de Bruin. Johan Henning, Johan Hattingh, Elizabeth van Heyningen,
AWG Raath en Peter Donaldson. Nuwe perspektiewe op die Anglo-Boereoorlog
handel oor ’n wye reeks van onderwerpe wat op die oog af nie noodwendig ’n
verbandhoudende eenheid in tema vorm nie, maar weliswaar verbind word
deur dieselfde tydgleuf en dieselfde Oorlog.
Die eerste hoofstuk deur RAS Atwood handel oor die alombekende Sir
Redvers Buller as Britse bevelvoerder tydens die Anglo-Boereoorlog. Atwood
se bydrae kenmerk ’n besonderse aanslag en prikkelende leeswerk. Onder
meer word spesifiek gewys op die rol van Buller as bevelvoerder van die Britse
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Artillerie. Die byna fanatiese wyse waarop Buller die Britse soldate in die
Oorlog bestuur het, is beklemtoon. Dit het sy kwota sukses opgelewer na ’n
aanvanklike reeks neerslae.
Andre Wessels se bydrae in hoofstuk twee is werklik prysenswaardig. Hy
slaag gemaklik daarin om moeilike fasette van oorlogvoering op ’n gemaklikleesbare wyse te beskryf en die leser te boei met sy suksesvolle benadering tot
’n magdom van teoretiese inligting. Wat oorlogvoering behels, asook vorme
van oorlogvoering, is behendig hanteer. Hierdie verwaarloosde aspek ten
opsigte van die Anglo-Boereoorlog kry nuwe betekenis.
Hoofstuk drie is ’n spanpoging deur Jaco de Bruin, Andre Wessels en Johan
Henning. Die kollig val op die Britse proklamasies in 1900 toe die boeremagte
by Paardeberg en Brandwaterkom tot oorgawe gedwing is. Die invloed van
proklamasies op die moraal van die Boeremagte was besonder dramaties.
Die hoofstuk gee die leser insig in die ongewoon moeilike omstandighede
waarin baie Boeremag-lede hulself bevind het. Vir die Boeremagte was dit ’n
(onwelkome) geleentheid om die wapen neer te lê. wat soms nie besef word
nie, en deur die skrywers uitgelig word, is dat hierdie proklamasies die moraal
van die Britse soldate versterk het. In hierdie hoofstuk word in hoofsaak
gekonsentreer op die redes wat aanleiding sou gee tot die beëindiging van die
Oorlog.
Die vierde hoofstuk deur Johan Hattingh en André Wessels wy uit oor die
Britse blokhuise, en sluit sinvol aan by die hoofstuk oor strategie en taktiek.
Die bou van ’n indrukwekkende netwerk van blokhuise was een van die
metodes wat die Britse soldate ingestel het om as teenvoeter vir die manhaftige
Boeremagte te dien. ’n Verduideliking van hoe blokhuise aangewend is, en
strategies-takties gebruik is tydens die Oorlog is baie prikkelend en bekwaam
hanteer.
’n Boek oor die Anglo-Boereoorlog sou onvolledig wees sonder ’n bespreking
van die Konsentrasiekampe. As kundige op hierdie terrein slaag Elizabeth van
Heyningen uitstekend daarin om verruimend en prikkelend hieroor te skryf.
Haar stewige navorsing en ophelderende insig oor die onderwerp, sal die leser
boei. Die dood van soveel ingekerkerde gevalle in konsentrasiekampe is en bly
maar ’n tragedie. Dit was die uitvloeisel van ’n onverbiddelike beleid deur die
Britse magte om die Boere teen alle koste tot ’n val te bring.
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In hoofstuk sewe laat val Andries Raath die kollig op ’n onderhoudende
beskrywing van die militêre optrede van generaal JH de la Rey voor en tydens
die slag van Ysterspruit. Myns insiens verteenwoordig hierdie hoofstuk die
hoogtepunt van die boek. Die leser word hier blootgestel aan die gebeure van
’n baie prominente slag tydens die Anglo-Boereoorlog. Hierdie beskrywing
dien as voorbeeld van verskeie veldslae wat tydens dié Oorlog voltrek is. Dat
Raath ook ’n goed deurdagte krygshistoriese evaluering van die veldslag maak,
dra verder by tot die waarde van publikasie in sy geheel as kosbare bron vir die
nagraadse student wat in krygsgeskiedenis spesialiseer.
Nuwe perspektiewe op die Anglo-Boereoorlog is afgesluit met ’n prikkelende
bespreking deur Peter Donaldson van hoe die werke van twee afsonderlike
redakteurs neerslag gevind het in die saamstel van ’n volledige eietydse relaas
aangaande die Anglo-Boereoorlog. ’n Kritiese beskrywing is aangebied van
hoe Leo Amery en Frederick Maurice se standaard werke oor die oorlog,
naamlik The Times History of the War in South Africa, 1899-1902 en The
History of the War in South Africa, 1899-1902 ’n kosbare bydrae gelewer het
tot latere geskiedskrywing oor die Anglo-Boereoorlog.
Nuwe perspektiewe op die Anglo-Boereoorlog sal byval vind by enige persoon
wat belangstel in die geskiedenis en gebeure tydens hierdie spesifieke Oorlog.
Die publikasie is sodanig verpak dat dit ook onder die algemene leserspubliek
byval sal vind. Die hoë gehalte skryfwerk komplimenteer die boek, en
oorskadu die kleiner steurings (soos verskillende verwysings- en voetnootstyle)
wat dalk met ’n hersiene uitgawe uitgeskakel kan word om groter eenheid te
beklemtoon en minder individualiteit te bevorder. ’n Behoorlik-inleidende
asook samevattende hoofstuk ontbreek, wat toelaat dat die leser sal bly wonder
vir watter doel die publikasie verskyn het, en waarom juis hierdie temakeuses
as nuwe perspektiewe aangebied is.
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Guidelines for New Contree Book Reviewers
The New Contree Journal publishes reviews of significant books that are relevant to historians. Book reviews are written on invitation from the office of
the review editor, but unsolicited reviews may also be considered. New Contree has an interdisciplinary outlook and welcomes suggestions of historically
significant works written by scholars in other disciplines. The review should
be submitted to the review editor within two months of receipt of the book.
If this deadline cannot be met, a mutually agreeable alternative date can be
negotiated. If it becomes impossible to review the book, it should be returned
to the review editor. All reviews will be submitted to the members of the editorial board before acceptance for publication.

Content
The review should summarize what is important in the book, and critique its
substance. The reviewer should assess the extent to which the author achieves
the stated aim of the book. It is important that the reviewer should engage
the material instead of simply reporting the book’s contents. For this reason,
the reviewer should try to avoid summations of book chapters or the separate
contributions in an edited collection. Instead, the reviewer should assess the
ways in which chapters and contributions are relevant to the overall context
of the book. Reviews should be written in a style that is accessible to a wide
and international audience.

Format
The review should generally be between 800 and 1 200 words, and should
include as little bibliographic data as possible. When necessary, use page references for quotations in the text of the review and provide complete bibliographic details of the source. The review should begin with a heading that
includes all the bibliographic data. The elements of the heading should be
arranged in the order presented in the following example:
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The early mission in South Africa/Die vroeë sending in Suid-Afrika, 17991819. By Karel Schoeman. Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2005, 272 pp., map,
chronology, bibl., index. ISBN: 1-9198525-42-8.
Do not indent the first line of the first paragraph, but indent the first line
of all successive paragraphs. Use double spacing for the entire review. Add
your name and institutional affiliation at the end of the review. Accuracy of
content, grammar, spelling, and citations rests with the reviewer, and we encourage you to check these before submission. Reviews may be transmitted
electronically as a Word file attachment to an email to the review editor. If
you have additional questions, please contact:
Archie Dick
Book Review Editor, New Contree
Email: archie.dick@up.ac.za
Tel: 27 + 12 + 420 2264
Fax: 27 + 12 + 362 5181
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IN MEMORIAM
Professor Piet F van der Schyff as historikus en mens
Dr LM (Bertie) Fourie
lmf@telkomsa

Met die onverwagse afsterwe van professor Piet van der Schyff op 13 Oktober
2013, het ’n kleurryke en sagmoedige mens en historikus ons ontval. Hy was
bekend vir drie groot liefdes in sy lewe: Sy gesin, die dissipline Geskiedenis en
sport. Hy en sy gade Elize (née Botha, afkomstig van die singende Badenhorstfamilie aan moederskant, van Strydenburg en omgewing)1 het hulle na sy
aftrede op die hul plaas Sweetfontein (distrik Britstown) gevestig. Daar op die
Karooplaas het hy, betaamlik vir ’n afgetrede historikus, ’n groot studeerkamer
met aangrensende argief-museum ingerig.
Pieter Frederik van der Schyff is op 29 April 1939 op die plaas Klipplaatsdrift
(distrik Ventersdorp) gebore, as lid van ’n Wes-Transvaalse mielieboer-familie,
waar die hede, verlede en rugby ’n belangrike rol gespeel het. Hy was een van
vier broers en twee susters, waarvan hy en twee broers vir die eerste rugbyspan
van Potchefstroom Gimnasium en daarna vir die eertydse Potchefstroomse
Universiteit vir Christelike Hoër Onderwys (PU vir CHO) uitgedraf het.
By een geleentheid het al drie broers op dieselfde dag vir verskillende WesTransvaalse spanne gespeel. Die rugby-spelende Van der Schyff-broers was
van oud na jonk ds. Jan, prof. Piet en Springbok-senter en boer Johan van der
Schyff. Piet se belangstelling in sport was nie slegs tot rugby beperk nie: hy
kon menige (heelwat jonger) man op die muurbal- asook tennisbaan ’n ding
of twee wys. Hy was in 1973 President en in 1974 voorsitter van die PUKmuurbalklub en gedurende 1976-1977 ook voorsitter van die Wes-Transvaal
Muurbalunie.
Van der Schyff het aan die Potchefstroom Gimnasium gematrikuleer, en het
daarna die grade BA (1961) Honneurs (1962) UOD (1963) en in 1964 die
MA-graad (Geskiedenis) met onderskeiding verwerf. Hy het onder andere
Perswetenskap III addisioneel geneem, wat hom in sy latere geskiedskrywing en
in talle populêre artikels oor historiese onderwerpe en politieke figure handig
te pas gekom het. Daarmee het Van der Schyff die geskiedenis gepopulariseer
1

Kyk die FAK-sangbundel 4e druk 1994, Lied 381, die “Badenhorst-gesang”.
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in veral die koerante Beeld, Die Burger en die Volksblad. Op interessante en
onderhoudende wyse het hy geskiedenis in die leser se sitkamer gebring en
ook daarin geslaag om die dissipline Geskiedenis nie net sinvol nie, maar ook
kleurvol aan te bied.
In 1964 is Van der Schyff as lektor-navorser in Geskiedenis aan die eertydse
Universiteit van die Oranje-Vrystaat (vandag net Vrystaat) aangestel, waar hy
nie alleen onder die welbekende prof MCE van Schoor gewerk het nie, maar
ook sy vrou Elize ontmoet het. In Bloemfontein het hy hom veral toegelê op
die byeenbring van dokumente oor die Suid-Afrikaanse politieke geskiedenis
vir die tydperk sedert 1902. Daarna hy ook die geskiedskrywing oor die
Nasionale Party van stapel gestuur. Die uitvloeisel van hierdie argivale werk
was die ontstaan van die Politieke Argief waar dokumente van talle politici,
politieke partye en instansies vir bewaring, ordening en navorsing ’n neerslag
gevind het. Teen 1970 is die Politieke Argief omskep tot die bekende kwaliteitnavorsingsinstituut, bekend as die Instituut vir Eietydse Geskiedenis (INEG)
waar baie navorsers waardevolle navorsing kon doen. 2
Van der Schyff is in 1971 as senior lektor in die Departement Geskiedenis
van die PU vir CHO aangestel. In 1975 voltooi hy sy doktorsgraad, en
ontvang die professoraat in 1980.
Sy proefskrif getiteld Eric H. Louw in die Suid-Afrikaanse Politiek tot 1948
wat hy in 1975 verwerf het, is ’n omvattende studie van Louw as vermaarde
politikus. In vele opsigte het hierdie navorsing aangesluit by die RGNbefondsde navorsingsprojek oor die Ossewa-Brandwag wat in die tagtigerjare
deur Van der Schyff gelei is. Sy span was dr (later professor) Pieter de Klerk, dr
Bertie Fourie, dr PJJ (Piet) Prinsloo (later professor) en mnr JJ Badenhorst. In
1991 is die finale verslag aangebied, getiteld: Die Ossewa-Brandwag: Vuurtjie
in droë gras.
Verskeie publikasies het uit sy pen gevloei, waaronder ’n bronne-publikasie:
Suid-Afrikaanse Argiefstukke OVS nr. 4: Notule van die Volksraad van die OranjeVrystaat deel IV (1859) en talle wetenskaplike bydraes tot onder meer die
Suid-Afrikaanse Biografiese Woordeboek en die Standaard Ensiklopedie van SuidAfrika, asook ’n groot aantal populêr-wetenskaplike en aktualiteitsartikels oor
die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis en sport in verskeie koerante en tydskrifte.
2

Tans is die argief bekend as die Argief vir Eietydse Aangeleenthede (AREA)/Archive for Contemporary Affairs
(ARCA).
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Daarbenewens was hy ten nouste betrokke by die beplanning en vestiging van
argiewe op die hedendaagse Noordwes-Universiteit, Potchefstroom kampus.
Die Argief vir Wes-Transvaalse Geskiedenis asook die Ossewa-Brandwagargief en die PUK (later NWU)-argief dra ook sy onmisbare stempel. Van der
Schyff was gedurende die tagtiger-negentigerjare hoof van die Departement
Geskiedenis op die Potchefstroom kampus.
As deel van sy belangstelling in die bewaring van historiese erfenisse het Piet
in 1973 onder meer die vroeë oggendpraatjies oor “Ons politieke erfenisse”
by die Suid-Afrikaanse Uitsaai Korporasie (SAUK) gelewer. In die tydperk
1973-1979 het hy verskeie openbare pleidooie gelewer vir die herinstelling
van 6 April as openbare vakansiedag onder die naam Stigtingsdag, en die
verskuiwing van Setlaarsdag na April. As dosent het hy sy studente inspireer,
en het hy tyd gemaak om toere vir studente te reël en so is waardevolle
geskiedkundige ervarings tot studente se boekekennis gevoeg.
Vanweë sy jarelange betrokkenheid by sy alma mater, het Van der Schyff
verskeie publikasies oor die NWU voor samesmelting gepubliseer. Hieronder
tel Sages en legendes en ander lekker stories oor die PUK (I en II); die sportboek
Dis oorlog man! 70 Jaar van Intervarsity teen Kovsies, en Mielieboer-sage
(laasgenoemde saam met die PUK-befaamde mnr Hans van Zyl) die lig laat
sien. Sy indrukwekkendste bydrae tot die geskiedenis is waarskynlik die
publikasie getiteld Wonderdaad...! Die PUK tot 1951: wording, vestiging en
selfstandigwording: ’n omvattende stuk werk van meer as 700 bladsye, waarin
ook aangetoon word hoe die Afrikaner se geskiedenis, soos die geval met die
universiteite UOVS, Stellenbosch en Pretoria, onder meer deur die eertydse
PU vir CHO loop. Alhoewel hy nie ’n streekshistorikus van hart was nie, het
hy etlike projekte op hierdie terrein geïnisieer waarin hy groot belangstelling
getoon het, en ook ’n bydrae in gemaak het. Een hiervan is sy redakteurskap
van Bothaville en sy mense (1994).
Sy liefde vir rugby het neerslag gevind in sy publikasie Paul Roos se Springbokke
1906-2006. Die storie van ’n man, sy span en sy skool en ’n belangrike bydrae
in ’n ander publikasie The Badge (oor die Springbokwapen). Dit was die
gedeeltelike resultaat van sy betrokkenheid by die argiefversamelings van die
Suid-Afrikaanse Rugbyraad, waarmee hy onder meer met die Suid-Afrikaanse
rugby-ikoon Dr Danie Craven saamgewerk het. So het die ikoon en die
professor saam beplan en gewerk aan die stigting van die Rugbyraad-argief
vir die bewaring en ordening met die oog op geskiedskrywing oor die SuidAfrikaanse en veral Springbok-rugby. Van der Schyff het as argivaris en
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ere-argivaris daarvan opgetree. Vir hierdie doel het hy gedurende die laat
negentigerjare onder meer oorsese reise by ander rugbylande onderneem vir
die insameling van dokumente, beeldmateriaal en ander inligting.
Ongelukkig is Piet Van der
Schyff nie die tyd gegun om
hierdie groot projek (en ook
ander projekte) te voltooi nie:
Bron:
Soos onder meer die geval met
http://www.dieburger.com/nuus/20
13-10-15-bekende-historikus-sterf’n beplande biografie oor Eric
op-74-n-siekte
Louw, asook ’n boek oor die SuidAfrika-Nederlandse verbintenis
met die fokus op die Nederlandse
gesant in Suid-Afrika Dr Jan van
den Bergh waarin hy reeds baie
navorsingmateriaal byeenge-bring
het. Dan is daar die onvoltooide
projek van prof Van Schoor oor
die Rebellie van 1914, wat hy ook
graag wou afhandel.
Professor Van der Schyff was lid van etlike akademiese en historiese
verenigings: die Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns; die
FAK; die SA Historiese Vereniging; die SA Vereniging van Argivarisse; die
Stigting Simon van der Stel; die RGN se komitee vir finansiering en van
navorsing in Geskiedenis; asook lid van die Beheerkomitee van die Instituut
vir Internasionale Politiek (IPAS) aan die PUK. Hierbenewens was hy ook
stigterslid en sekretaris van die Eric Louw-gedenkkomitee wat beywer het
vir die inrigting van ’n gedenklokaal ter ere van wyle dr Eric H. Louw te
Beaufort-Wes.
Sy nagraadse studente sal hom onthou as ’n historikus met ’n besondere fyn
en kritiese oog vir die gebruikstegniek in, en plasing van, bron-erkennings
asook bronverwysings in wetenskaplike werke. Prof Piet van der Schyff sal
onthou word as ’n uitlewende en passievolle historikus wat lief was vir debat
en Geskiedenis se “praktykkant” in vele populêre geskiedenisse wou laat
deurskemer. Hy het besonder goed daar ingeslaag. Sy nalatenskap aan die
historiese wetenskap is blywend en oral op nasionale vlak sigbaar.
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New Contree
Template guidelines for writing an article
1.

Font type: Adobe Garamond Pro (throughout document)/Arial (if the first
font type is unavailable).

2.

Font size in body text: 12pt.

3.

Author’s details: ONLY provide the following: Title, Campus & University
and E-mail address.
Title: 10pt, regular font; Campus & University: 10pt, italics; and E-mail address: 10pt, regular font. (Consult previous articles published in the New Contree journal as an example or as a practical guideline). Example: Pieter van
Rensburg, Vaal Triangle Campus, North-West University, p.vanrensburg@gmail.
com.

4.

Abstract: The abstract should be placed on the first page (where the title heading and author’s particulars appear). The prescribed length is between a half and
three quarters of a page.
The abstract body: Regular font, 10pt.
The heading of the Abstract: Bold, italics, 12pt.

5.

Keywords: The keywords should be placed on the first page below the abstract.
The word ‘Keywords’: 10pt, bold, underline.
Each keyword must start with a capital letter and end with a semi-colon (;).
Example: Meters; People; etc. (A minimum of six key words is required).

6.

Heading of article: 14pt, bold.

7.

Main headings in article: ‘Introduction’ – 12pt, bold.

8.

Sub-headings in article: ‘History …’ – 12pt, bold, italics.

9.

Third level sub-headings: ‘History …’ – 11pt, bold, underline.

10. Footnotes: 8pt, regular font; BUT note that the footnote numbers in the article text should be 12pt.
The initials in a person’s name (in footnote text) should be without any full
stops. Example: LC du Plessis and NOT L.C. du Plessis.
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11. Body text: Names without punctuation in the text. Example: “HL le Roux
said” and NOT “H.L. le Roux said”.
12. Page numbering: Page numbering in the footnote reference text should be
indicated as follows:
Example: p.space23 – p. 23. / pp. 23-29.
13. Any lists in the body text should be 11pt, and in bullet format.
14. Quotes from sources in the body text must be used sparingly. If used, it must
be indented and in italics (10pt). Quotes less than one line in a paragraph can
be incorporated as part of a paragraph, but within inverted commas; and NOT
in italics. Example: An owner close to the town stated that: “the pollution history of the river is a muddy business”.
15. Quotes (as part of the body text) must be in double inverted commas: “…
and she” and NOT ‘…and she’.
16. Images: Illustrations, pictures, photographs, tables and figures: Submit all
pictures for an article in jpeg, tiff or pdf format in a separate folder, and indicate where the pictures should be placed in the manuscript’s body text. All
visuals are referred to as Images.
Example: Image 1: ‘Image title’ (regular font, 10pt) in the body text.
Sources of all images should also be included after the ‘Image title’.
Example: Source: ‘The source’ (regular font, 9 pt). Remember to save and
name pictures in the separate folder accordingly.
Important note: All the images should be of good quality (a minimum resolution of 200dpi is required; if the image is not scanned).
17. Punctuation marks should be placed in front of the footnote numbers in the
text. Example: the end.1 NOT …the end1.
18. Single and left spacing between the sentences in the footnote.
19. Dates: All dates in footnotes should be written out in full. Example: 23 December 2010; NOT 23/12/2010 [For additional guidelines see the Yesterday
& Today Reference guidelines].
20. Language setting in Microsoft Word as English (South Africa); do this before
starting with the word processing of the article. Go to ‘Review’, ‘Set Language’ and select ‘English (South Africa)’.
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FOOTNOTES
Only the footnote method for references is accepted in articles for New Contree.
Footnote references should appear at the bottom of each page. Footnotes should
be numbered sequentially throughout the article and starting with 1. No other
numerical system is allowed. Archival sources/published works/authors referred
to in the text should be cited in full in the first footnote of each new reference.
Thereafter it can be reduced to a shorter footnote reference. Do not refer to the exact
same source and page numbers in footnotes that follow each other.
No exact repetition of a footnote reference on the same page is allowed. For example, if you refer to Y Krone’s source as in footnote 1 and then also in footnote 2, the
page references must at least differ. They can’t reference the same pages.
The use of the Latin word “Ibid” is not allowed. Rather refer to the actual reference
again (or in its shortened version) on the rest of a page(s) in the footnote section.
The titles of books, articles, chapters, theses, dissertations and papers/manuscripts
should NOT be capitalised at random. Only the names of people and places (and in
some instances specific historic events) are capitalised. For example:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77;

NOT
P Erasmus, “The ‘Lost’ South African Tribe – Rebirth Of The Koranna In The Free State”,
New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

PLEASE NOTE: Referencing journal titles imply that every word of the journal
must start with a capital letter, example: Yesterday&Today Journal.
Only the first letter of the surname of authors should be capitalized, not the complete surname. No names of authors, in full, is allowed. The following practical examples will help:
Avoid punctuation between initials IN footnotes (and in the article text).
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Examples of an article in a journal
R Siebörger, Incorporating human rights into the teaching of History: Teaching materials,
Yesterday&Today, 2, October 2008, pp. 1-14.
S Marks, “Khoisan resistance to the Dutch in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries”, Journal of African History, 3(1), 1972, p. 76.

Example of a shortened version of an article in a journal
From:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

To:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe…”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

[Please note: ONLY the title of the article is shortened and not the finding place]

Examples of a reference from a book
WF Lye & C Murray, Transformations on the Highveld: The Tswana and the Southern Sotho
(Cape Town, David Phillip, 1980), pp. 7, 10.
JJ Buys, Die oorsprong en migrasiebewegings van die Koranna en hulle rol in die Transgariep tot
1870 (Universiteit van die Vrystaat, Bloemfontein, 1989), pp. 33-34.

[Please note the reference variety to page numbers used]

Example of a shortened version of a reference from a book
From:
JA Conforti (ed.) or (eds.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement: Calvinism, the Congregational Ministry, and reform in New England between the
Great Awakenings (Washington, Christian University Press, 1981), p. 23.
To:
JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement…, p. 23.
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Example of a reference from a chapter in a book
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means: SWAPO’s liberation war”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle: The two-edged sword (London, Oxford University
Press, 1995), pp. 19-39.

Shortened version:
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means…”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle…, pp. 19-39.

Example of a reference from an unpublished dissertation/thesis
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship between the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 1959-1990” (Ph.D, NWU, 2006), pp. 4, 8, 11.

Examples of a reference from a newspaper
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75 op ons blink geskiedenis”, Die Transvaler, 6 Januarie
2006, p. 8.

or
Zululand Times, 19 July 1923.

Archival references:
• Interview(s)
Provide at least key details such as: Name of interviewee and profession; the interviewer and profession and date of interview

• Example of interview reference
K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K Kotzé (CEO, Goldfields, Johannesburg Head
Office)/E Schutte (Researcher, NWU, School of Basic Science), 12 March 2006.
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• Example of shortened interview reference (after it has been used once in article)
K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K Kotzé/E Schutte , 12 March 2006.

• Example of an Electronic Mail - document or letter
E-mail: W Pepler (Bigenafrica, Pretoria/E van Eeden (Researcher), 22 October 2006.

• National archives (or any other archive)
National Archive (NA), Pretoria, Department of Education (DoE), Vol.10, Reference
8/1/3/452: Letter, K Lewis (Director General) / P Dlamini (Teacher, Springs College), 12 June 1960.

[Please note: After the first reference to the National Archives or Source Group
for example, it can be abbreviated to e.g. NA or DE]

A source accessed on the Internet
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002
(available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/two/11-2transformation.html, as accessed on 14 January 2003), pp. 1-3.

A source from conference proceedings
First reference to the source:
D Dollar, “Asian century or multi-polar century?” (Paper, Global Development Network Annual Conference, Beijing, January 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: Trade investment and the China-in-Africa discourse”
(Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: Race, relations and reflections, Centre
for Sociological Research, University of Johannesburg, 28 July 2007), p. 7.

Shortened version:
D Dollar, “Asian century...” (Paper, GDN Conference, 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: ...” (Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: ..., University of Johannesburg [or UJ]), p. 7.
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GENERAL
Submission requirements
Articles finally submitted to the New Contree for publication, after approval, must
be editorially revised and a submission must be accompanied by a memorandum
from a qualified language practitioner. No article will be published without such a
memorandum of approval.

Illustrations
Photographs, sketches, tables, diagrams; graphics, maps etc should all be referred to
as Images (Eg. Image 1-6). The appropriate positioning of the illustration should be
indicated in the text. Original copies should be clearly identified on the back. High
quality scanned versions are always welcome.
Authors, PLEASE obtain copyright and reproduction rights on photographs
and other illustrations
Copyright on all material in New Contree rests within the Editorial Advisory Committee of New Contree.
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